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About Symantec IGA

Symantec Identity Governance and Administration (Symantec IGA) delivers a comprehensive solution to manage and
govern user identities and access permissions to applications, systems, and data through an easy-to-use, business-
oriented interface.

Key Features

• Virtual Appliance form factor combines all components of Symantec IGA into a single appliance.
• Mobile-optimized web application gives user access to all features while on-the-go, regardless of device or OS.
• Automatic provisioning and deprovisioning throughout user’s lifecycle with customizable workflows.
• Self-service enables users to manage profile attributes, reset passwords, and request additional access.
• Entitlements certification allows business to examine and certify that privileges are appropriate.
• Enterprise directory service to store millions of user identities, login credentials, and profile attributes.

Key Benefits

• Prevents security vulnerabilities through real-time policy enforcement.
• Increases audit and compliance efficiency by streamlining the certification process.
• Reduces helpdesk costs with easy-to-use self-service features.
• Reduces total operating costs through Virtual Appliance and Xpress technologies.
• Increases efficiency by giving user access to systems and applications as needed.
• Adopts a least privileged access model by removing excessive or unnecessary privileges.

Key Components
Symantec IGA delivers comprehensive identity management and governance solution with the help of the following
components that are packaged in a Virtual Appliance.

• Identity Manager: Delivers user provisioning and user management solution that manages users entire identity
lifecycle.

• Identity Governance: Protects identity and access governance, including entitlement certification and role
management.

• Identity Portal: A web-based identity and access management application for business users.

Product Documentation

For Symantec IGA component-specific documentation, refer to the following product documentation links:

• Identity Manager
• Identity Governance
• Identity Portal
• Virtual Appliance
• Connectors
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Symantec IGA Reference Architecture
The reference architecture guide provides information about the baseline functional features and technical architecture
that is required to deliver Symantec IGA foundational solution.

This guide is relevant only to the implementation of the foundational solution. Subsequent design, implementation,
test, and operational artifacts that are produced in later phases of the project to support maturation of the solution, both
functionally and technically, supersede this guide.

The intended audience is anyone planning to deploy Virtual Appliance and understand the underlying requirement and
inner works of the proposed solution.

Foundation Functional Feature
The following functional features of the Symantec IGA foundational solution are covered in this section:

• Planned End State
• Solution Actors
• Interaction of Actors

Planned End State
The planned end state that is depicted in the following diagram identifies the capabilities that are supported by the
Identity Management and Governance solution. More detailed information relating to these capabilities is provided in the
remainder of this document.

TIP
Select the image to enlarge it.
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NOTE
The inputs and outputs that are provided in this diagram are examples only, and are not directly supported by, or
delivered as part of, the Identity Management and Governance solution.

Solution Actors
Tabulated below are the solution actors and how they can use the Identity Management and Governance solution.
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Identity Management

Actor (Role) Description Expected Use of the New Solution
End User
Synonyms:
Internal User
External User

This user requests self-service tasks, such as self-registration or
password reset.

Request submission to Identity Management solution for self-service
registration and user-related tasks

Business Approver Manages and grants access to end users for an application from
business point of view.

For approval tasks from end users and making decisions from the
business policy side.

Delegated Approver Manages and grants access to end user like Business Approver
when delegated.

For approval tasks from end users and making decisions from the
business policy side and delegated by Business Approver.

Application Administrator Responsibility includes approval of request from end users after
Business Approver approval for various identity management
application technical operations.

For approval tasks from end users and making decisions from the
application policy side.

Identity Manager Administrator Various tasks like user on-boarding, termination, transfer, and other
configurations operations.

Responsible for Identity Management System's tasks like configuration
and other periodic tasks.

Identity Management System User Lifecycle Management solution - Identity Manager. For processing and execution of all User Lifecycle Management tasks.
HR System Authoritative Source of Personnel Information, such as Onboarding,

Offboarding, and Role Changes within the organization.
Responsible for providing the Identity Management System with the
resources upon which to perform Lifecycle Management.

Identity Governance

Actor (Role) Description Expected Use of the New Solution
Campaign Manager Responsible for creating and managing Campaigns Login to IP and creating and manage Campaigns, configure Connectors

and Import data into the Universes
Certifier Auditor Responsible for the functionality to support user entitlement

certification. Certifier will approve/reject the entitlements of users
based on certification type.

Log in to Identity Portal and review entitlements. Assign / consult with
others. Approve / reject entitlements.

Endpoint System Admin Administrator of the endpoint. Configure required Identity Governance components on endpoints,
if necessary. Review rejected entitlements and carry out remediation
activities.

IG Administrator Responsible for performing Identity Governance system
administration tasks

Configure campaigns, configurations, universes, email notification
templates, export roles to IM Export configurations and campaign data for
archive., backup and recovery, monitor IG logs, product installation, and
upgrades

Identity Governance System Supports processing and executing governance management
operation, workflow operations and role mining operations

Solution supports automation of manual operations that are used for
governing user's entitlements and related workflow operations

Role Engineer Role Mining and Role Analysis Responsible for creating and maintaining the role model.
Role Owner Accountable for Role Definitions Helps to define, certify, and maintain the role model.

Interaction of Actors
This section describes how the actors interrelate in the planned solution for Identity Management and Identity
Governance. The following diagrams depict how the roles interact with each other, and not how each role interacts with
the solution.

TIP
Select an image to enlarge it.

Identity Management
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Identity Governance

Foundation Physical Architecture
This section of the reference architecture provides information relating to the default configuration requirements that
apply to the applications or components of Symantec IGA. For example, Port numbers for Web Services, Database
Configuration, OS Configuration, and Supporting Services.

The information that is provided aligns with the associated baseline technical architecture, so it focuses on specific
platform requirements and component configurations for the Symantec IGA solution.
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This section covers the following topics:

• Identity Portal Foundation Application Components
• Identity Manager Foundation Application Components
• Identity Governance Foundation Application Components
• Foundation Logical Architecture and Network Context
• Base System Configuration Requirements

Identity Portal Foundation Application Components
Tabulated below are the main physical application components for Identity Portal.

Physical Application Component Description

Portal Database Identity Portal requires a database for its configuration and persistence stores.
Portal Application Server Identity Portal is a Java web application that is deployed on the supported application server.
Application Server Messaging store When Identity Portal is deployed in a cluster, its nodes use Java Groups technology to communicate and replicate

configuration and state. By doing so, Identity Portal enhances performance and simplifies the process of committing or
announcing a configuration change to all the nodes in the cluster.

 10
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Identity Manager Foundation Application Components
Tabulated below are the main physical application components for Identity Manager.

Physical Application Component Description

Database The following list includes the different types of databases for Identity Manager server used for storing different types of data:
• Object Database: Contains Identity Manager configuration information.
• Task Persistence Database: Maintains information about Identity Manager activities and their associated events over time.
• Archive Database: Archives data from Task Persistence database.
• Workflow Database: Stores workflow process definitions, jobs, scripts, and other data required by the Workflow Engine.
• Audit Database: Provides a historical record of operations that occur in an Identity Manager environment.
• Reporting Database: Stores snapshot data that reflects the current state of objects in Identity Manager at the time the snapshot is taken.

Application Server Messaging Store Identity Manager supports clusters that use either the unicast or multicast form of communication between nodes. In either type of cluster, you
create a master node, and it is usually the node that starts first in the cluster. As other nodes start, they receive deployment files from the master
node. If the master node fails, another node becomes the new master node.
For example, consider the situation where you have a cluster of two nodes. The following figure shows the relationship between the nodes and
cluster members. Each node contains one cluster member. Each member of the cluster has a unique Server Peer ID. The master node would be
cluster member 1, assuming it was created first.

The figure contains the following components:
• Identity Manager Server

Provides the core functionality of the product.
• Live and Backup HornetQ Instances

On each node, there are several HornetQ instances: a live instance and several backups. The more servers you have in the cluster, the
more backups you will have. HornetQ allows servers to be linked together as live - backup groups where each live server can have 1 or more
backup servers. A backup server is owned by only one live server. Backup servers are not operational until failover occurs, however 1 chosen
backup, which will be in passive mode, announces its status and waits to take over the live server's work.
Before failover, only the live server is serving the HornetQ clients while the backup servers remain passive or awaiting to become a backup
server. When a live server crashes or is brought down in the correct mode, the backup server currently in passive mode will become live
and another backup server will become passive. If a live server restarts after a failover then it will have priority and will be the next server to
become live when the current live server goes down. If the current live server is configured to allow automatic fallback, then it will detect the
live server coming back up and automatically stop.
For more information, see https://docs.jboss.org/hornetq/2.3.0.Final/docs/user-manual/html/ha.html.

• Journal Files
HornetQ ships with a high-performance journal. Because HornetQ handles its own persistence, rather than relying on a database or other
third-party persistence engine, it is highly optimized for the specific messaging use cases.
A HornetQ journal is an append-only journal. It consists of a set of files on disk. Each file is pre-created to a fixed size and initially filled with
padding. As operations are performed on the server, for example, add message, update message, delete message, and so on, records are
appended to the journal. When one journal file is full, we move to the next one.
Replication is performed in an asynchronous fashion between live and backup server. Data is replicated one way, in a stream, and responses
that the data has reached the backup, in another stream. Pipelining replications and responses to replications in separate streams allows
replication throughput to be much higher than if we synchronously replicated data and waited for a response serially in an RPC manner before
replicating the next piece of data.
For more information, see the following links:
https://docs.jboss.org/hornetq/2.2.2.Final/user-manual/en/html_single/index.html#persistence
http://hornetq.sourceforge.net/docs/hornetq-2.0.0.GA/user-manual/en/html/ha.html
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Physical Application Component Description

Application Server The supported application servers execute tasks within Identity Manager. The J2EE Identity Manager application includes the Management
Console and the User Console.

Provisioning Server The Provisioning Server manages changes to all target systems, and applies provisioning and deprovisioning policies based on changes to user
attributes. This server is required to support account provisioning.

User Store The user store is maintained by the Identity Manager. Typically, this is an existing store that contains the user identities that a company must
manage. The user store can be an LDAP directory or a relational database.

Provisioning Directory The Provisioning Directory is the user store that is maintained by the Provisioning Server. It is an instance of Symantec Directory and includes
global users that associate users in the Provisioning Directory with accounts on endpoints, for example, Microsoft Exchange, Active Directory,
and SAP.

Symantec Directory store replication
methodology

A Directory implements the 1993 Directory Information Shadowing Protocol (DISP), allowing you to replicate information in OSI-conformant
directories. This implementation supports the following features:
• DISP routing
• Shared configuration
• On-demand and periodic updates
X.500 defines a master-slave replication scheme using DISP. In this scheme, any update that succeeds locally is forwarded to other DSAs
according to any controlling bilateral agreement with those other DSAs. This solution uses Multiwrite-DISP replication as a replication solution.
Multiwrite-DISP replication is a replication scheme that uses multiwrite replication for real-time updates and DISP for recovery.
For more information, see Multiwrite Replication With DISP Recovery.

Provisioning Manager The Provisioning Manager manages the Provisioning Server through a graphical interface. This interface is used for administrative tasks, such as
managing Provisioning Server options and endpoint attributes, that cannot be managed from the Identity Manager User Console.

WorkPoint Workflow Server The WorkPoint Workflow Server supports workflow control and creation/modification of the workflow process definitions.
WorkPoint Designer The WorkPoint Designer serves as the thick client interface for WorkPoint Workflow Server to design and manage workflow process.
Connector Server (CA IAM CS) aka
Java Connector Server (CA IAM
CS)

Connector Server is a server component that handles hosting, routing to and management of Java and C++ connectors.

Connectors and Agents The Identity Manager connectors run as part of the wider Provisioning Server architecture, and communicate with the systems managed in an
environment. A connector acts as a gateway to a native endpoint type system technology. Connectors manage the objects that reside on the
systems. Managed objects include accounts, groups, and, optionally, endpoint type-specific objects.

Business Intelligence
JasperReports® Server

The Identity Manager media includes a re-branded installer for JasperReports reporting server. However, customer can choose to install their own
copy of the reporting server and deploy Identity Manager reports on top of their installation.

Other Utilities • Bulk Loader: The Bulk Loader utility is used when users are required to be provisioned (create/modify/delete) in bulk, with input given in the
form of a csv file. Executing this utility calls TEWS web service for user management operations.

• GINA Agent/Credential Provider: The utility is used for self-service management, like password reset for Active Directory, and self-
registration into Identity Manager system through Windows workstations. These modules are installed based on the Windows workstation
operating system version.

• Password Sync Agent: The Password Sync Agent allows the capture of user passwords from the Endpoint (Active Directory, UNIX/Linux
and OS400) and syncs these passwords to the Identity Manager system user store and any other managed Endpoint.
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Identity Governance Foundation Application Components
Tabulated below are the main physical application components for Identity Governance.

Physical Application Component Description

Identity Governance Server The Identity Governance server supports data import, certification campaigns, Identity Governance web portal, and web
services.

Identity Governance Portal The Identity Governance Portal is a web-based application that provides the following functions:
• Administration
• Audit and reporting
• Campaign and certification task management
• Compliance dashboards
• User self-service

Identity Governance WorkPoint Server The Identity Governance server embeds a workflow engine that is used for certification campaigns, job scheduling, and
self-service approval tasks. The WorkPoint server application and the WorkPoint Designer client support campaigns and
other access governance business processes that are implemented using WorkPoint workflows.
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Physical Application Component Description

Application Server Messaging store Identity Governance supports clusters that use either the unicast or multicast form of communication between nodes. In
either type of cluster, you create a master node and it is usually the node that starts first in the cluster. If the master node
fails, another node becomes the new master node.
For example, consider the situation where you have a cluster of two nodes. The following figure shows the relationship
between the nodes and cluster members. Each node contains one cluster member. Each member of the cluster has a
unique Server Peer ID. The master node would be cluster member 1, assuming it was created first.

The figure contains the following components:
• Identity Governance Server

Provides the core functionality of the product.
• Live and Backup HornetQ Instances

On each node, there are several HornetQ instances: a live instance and several backups. The more servers you have in
the cluster, the more backups you will have. HornetQ allows servers to be linked together as live - backup groups where
each live server can have 1 or more backup servers. A backup server is owned by only one live server. Backup servers
are not operational until failover occurs, however 1 chosen backup, which will be in passive mode, announces its status
and waits to take over the live server's work.
Before failover, only the live server is serving the HornetQ clients while the backup servers remain passive or awaiting
to become a backup server. When a live server crashes or is brought down in the correct mode, the backup server
currently in passive mode will become live and another backup server will become passive. If a live server restarts after
a failover then it will have priority and will be the next server to become live when the current live server goes down. If
the current live server is configured to allow automatic fallback, then it will detect the live server coming back up and
automatically stop.
For more information, see https://docs.jboss.org/hornetq/2.3.0.Final/docs/user-manual/html/ha.html.

• Journal Files
HornetQ ships with a high-performance journal. Because HornetQ handles its own persistence, rather than relying on a
database or other third-party persistence engine, it is highly optimized for the specific messaging use cases.
A HornetQ journal is an append-only journal. It consists of a set of files on disk. Each file is pre-created to a fixed size
and initially filled with padding. As operations are performed on the server, for example, add message, update message,
delete message, and so on, records are appended to the journal. When one journal file is full, we move to the next one.
Replication is performed in an asynchronous fashion between live and backup server. Data is replicated one way, in a
stream, and responses that the data has reached the backup, in another stream. Pipelining replications and responses
to replications in separate streams allows replication throughput to be much higher than if we synchronously replicated
data and waited for a response serially in an RPC manner before replicating the next piece of data.
For more information, see the following links:
https://docs.jboss.org/hornetq/2.2.2.Final/user-manual/en/html_single/index.html#persistence
http://hornetq.sourceforge.net/docs/hornetq-2.0.0.GA/user-manual/en/html/ha.html
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Physical Application Component Description

Hazelcast Hazelcast is an open-source, in-memory data grid based on Java.
In a Hazelcast grid, data is evenly distributed among the nodes of a computer cluster, allowing for horizontal scaling of
processing and available storage. Backups are also distributed among nodes to protect against failure of any single node.
The Identity Governance solution only uses the Cluster Cache and Cluster looking features for its operation.

WorkPoint Designer The WorkPoint Designer is a thick client interface for WorkPoint Workflow server to design and manage workflow process.
Java Connector Server (JCS) aka CA IAM
Connector Server

The Identity Governance server uses JCS to import/export user, role, and resource data to/from Identity Governance server
and all unmanaged endpoints.

Discovery and Audit Client Tool Identity Governance has a client tool, the Discovery, and Audit (DNA) tool, which provides features that are used to
discover and analyze role hierarchy.

Identity Governance Database Server Identity Governance uses a database as its repository that contains Identity Governance user, role, and resource
databases, WorkPoint processes, inbox data and a reporting database in the form of:
• Main database
• Ticket database
• Report database
• Workflow database

Business Intelligence JasperReports®

Server
The Identity Governance media includes a re-branded installer for JasperReports reporting server. However, customer can
choose to install their own copy of the reporting server and deploy Identity Governance reports on top of their installation.

Pentaho Data Integration Identity Governance includes the third-party, open source product Pentaho Data Integration (also known as PDI, or Kettle).
This utility enables you to create, run, and automate complex ETL (Extract, Transform, and Load) operations during data
import. You can perform and automate the ETL operations with relative ease using PDI, batch processing (SBT), and the
Portal custom connectors.

Foundation Logical Architecture and Network Context
The architecture diagrams in this section illustrate the required application component packaging. The diagrams also
provide a reference implementation architecture design for deploying the Symantec IGA foundation solution.

• Development/Demo Environment
• Disaster Recovery Environment
• Production Environment

Development/Demo Environment
The following diagram is a reference implementation architecture design for deploying the Symantec IGA solution in a
Development/Demo environment.

TIP
Select the image to enlarge it.
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NOTE

• The embedded database should only be used for short-lived demonstration purposes (and never for
deployment in customer environments).

• When deploying Virtual Appliance in any long-term environments (Development, QA, staging, production), an
external database should always be used.

• The Express database has a hard limit on the data file size (~10GB). Once that limit is reached, there is no
way to extend it and the Virtual Appliance using it can no longer be used and must be discarded.

Disaster Recovery Environment
The following topics are covered in this document:

 16
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Overview of the Disaster Recovery Infrastructure

Disaster Recovery support for Virtual Appliance is achieved by adding a Disaster Recovery/secondary site which
would be available in the case of failure of the primary site. The primary and Disaster Recovery sites run in a hot/warm
configuration.

• All the traffic goes to the primary site until a failure occurs. At the point of failure, traffic is manually switched to the
Disaster Recovery site.

• The Disaster Recovery site is a clone of the primary site with certain exceptions:

 17
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– The Disaster Recovery site may or may not be internally redundant. This choice is made based on the availability
and cost considerations.

• Server activity at the Disaster Recovery site varies by tier:
– In the data tier:

• As a prerequisite, you must set up a replication topology for your database tier. Directory replications across data
centers must be asynchronous and the queues must be structured differently. As the application tier has a high
volume of transactions against the real-time database tier, any replication solution has to accommodate this. As
an example, Symantec IGA point products use database sequences. When selecting a replication/synchronizing
solution, ensure that the solution is supported.

– In the web tier and application tier:
• All functions are dormant except for the Connector Server and Provisioning Server, when the Disaster

Recovery Standby mode is enabled. The application tier (IM/IG/IP) would not be active when the Disaster
Recovery Standby mode is enabled. This dormant mode is necessary for applications that access the database.
Although the web tier does not directly access the database, it cannot function without the application tier.

In a Disaster Recovery scenario, follow these steps:

1. The Load Balancer that controls the connection to the database and network tier must direct the traffic towards the
Disaster Recovery data center.

2. Turn on the application layer in the Disaster Recovery data center, by disabling the Disaster Recovery mode.
3. System Administrator must make the necessary changes on the front-end network Load Balancer to allow the end

user communication to be directed to the Disaster Recovery data center. For more information about how to activate
the Disaster Recovery Standby mode, click here.
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Two cluster Disaster Recovery Setup

NOTE

• Supported only on Platform v2 [CentOS Stream 8 or Amazon Linux 2] deployment.
• If you have updated your cluster from CentOS 6, then you must set the deployment name on the cluster

using the setDeploymentName alias.

Two cluster Disaster Recovery uses two separate Virtual Appliance cluster deployments for its operation - Primary
cluster and Secondary cluster.

 19
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• This setup requires a unique deployment name on each cluster.
• Provides an OOTB facility to set up asynchronous replication for the Directory tier.

Follow these steps to setup the Disaster Recovery cluster:

1. Set up a primary Virtual Appliance cluster.
2. Set up a secondary Virtual Appliance cluster in another data center.

a. Use a different deployment name during the deployment.
b. Use the same master-password and FIPS-key (if the deployment is in FIPS mode) for the deployment.

3. On the secondary cluster, run the following command on nodes with Wildfly(IP/IM/IG) server running, to activate the
Disaster Recovery standby mode.
$> dr-standby --enable 

4. Set up asynchronous replication for the Directory tier.
NOTE
You must ensure network connectivity from the Directory nodes of one cluster to another.

a. Export replication configuration.
a. On the primary cluster, perform the following steps:

a. Go to the node with provstore and run the following command:
$> dr-replication-conf --export provstore 

The command exports the configuration in the form of an archive like /tmp/<primary-deployment>-
replication-conf-provstore.tar.

b. Go to the node with userstore, and run the following command:
$> dr-replication-conf --export userstore

The command exports the configuration in the form of an archive like /tmp/<primary-deployment>-
replication-conf-userstore.tar.

c. Copy the userstore and provstore configuration to all the nodes of the secondary cluster which have
provstore and userstore.

b. On the secondary cluster, perform the following steps:
a. Go to the node with provstore and run the following command:

$> dr-replication-conf --export provstore

The command exports the configuration in the form of an archive like /tmp/<secondary-deployment>-
replication-conf-provstore.tar.

b. Go to the node with userstore, and run the following command:
$> dr-replication-conf --export userstore

The command exports the configuration in the form of an archive like /tmp/<secondary-deployment>-
replication-conf-userstore.tar.

c. Copy the userstore and provstore configuration to all the nodes of the primary cluster which have provstore
and userstore.

c. Import replication configuration.
NOTE

• If a cluster can reach other cluster through external IPs, you must modify the configuration as
follows before importing the replication configuration.
– Edit the hosts_other_provstore.txt /<deployment-name>-replication-conf-provstore.tar to specify

the external-IP addresses and repackage the archive.
– Edit the hosts_other_userstore.txt /<deployment-name>-replication-conf-userstore.tar to specify

the external-IP addresses and repackage the archive.
• If the directory topology changes in one cluster on account of adding or removing a directory

node, the replication configuration must be repeated to ensure that the clusters have the correct
information.
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IMPORTANT
Virtual Appliance 14.4.1 and later versions support cluster-wide import and remove replication
configuration. If you are on a version lower than 14.4.I. ensure that you perform import/remove
replication configuration on each cluster node.

a. On the primary cluster, run the following command on a node with userstore to import the secondary
configuration.
$> dr-replication-conf --import /tmp/<secondary-deployment>-replication-conf-userstore.tar

b. On the primary cluster, run the following command on a node with provstore to import the secondary
configuration.
$> dr-replication-conf --import /tmp/<secondary-deployment>-replication-conf-provstore.tar

c. On the secondary cluster, run the following command on a node with userstore to import the primary
configuration.
$> dr-replication-conf --import /tmp/<primary-deployment>-replication-conf-userstore.tar

d. On the secondary cluster, run the following command on a node with provstore to import the primary
configuration.
$> dr-replication-conf --import /tmp/<primary-deployment>-replication-conf-provstore.tar

To remove the replication configuration, run the following command on a node with userstore or provstore:
$> dr-replication-conf --remove

NOTE
[Applicable from Virtual Appliance 14.4.1 onwards]

To perform import and remove operations on a single node instead of a cluster, use the "--local"
option. For example:

$> dr-replication-conf --import /tmp/<deployment>-replication-conf-userstore.tar --local

$> dr-replication-conf --remove --local

b. Configuration synchronization.
a. As the clusters involved are separate, the user must manually synchronize the configuration across the

clusters, be it the database-password or the custom configuration under /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom.
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Single cluster Disaster Recovery Setup

In a single cluster Disaster Recovery setup, all the nodes are part of a single deployment. The Virtual Appliance cluster
is a logical cluster spread across multiple data centers. It is recommended that you use a two cluster Disaster Recovery
setup when there are latency issues across data centers. Single cluster Disaster Recovery is applicable to low latency
setups.
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• Ensure connectivity between nodes across data centers for the ports required by the appliance.
• Deploy required services on the available nodes in the primary data center.
• Deploy the services on the available nodes in the secondary data center. Ensure that each service is present in both

the data centers.
• Enable Disaster Recovery Standby mode on nodes in the secondary data center which have WildFly services (IM/IP/

IG).
$> dr-standby --enable

• Virtual Appliance nodes in the same cluster share host-related configurations in various node service configurations.
  For example, Identity Manager connection configurations to primary and failover Provisioning Servers. If the nodes
of the cluster belong to different data centers whose host name IP addresses will not be the same, then a change is
required to ensure data center specific hosts are used.
Identity Manager to Provisioning Server Host References
The Identity Environment’s Provisioning connection information is stored in the ProvStore Identity Manager directory. 
A typical High Availability configuration using a primary server and two failover servers is shown below.
<Connection   

host="imps_srv01.gpc.net" port="20389"  

loadbalance=imps_srv02.gpc.net:20389,imps_srv03.gpc.net:20389 

/>

The host names that are defined above must be updated to reflect the proper data center specific IP
address on the appropriate Identity Manager nodes. This is accomplished by using a custom host name
approach. Virtual Appliance supports a command to add a custom host name to the node’s etc/hosts file using the
configureCustomHostRecords command-line alias.  This solution is shown in the diagram below.
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Production Environment
The following diagram is a reference implementation architecture design for deploying the Symantec IGA solution in a
production environment.

This diagram shows a two server cluster to demonstrate the different connection points. As a best practice, we
recommend you to deploy three Virtual Appliance servers to be able to facilitate recovery of service without planned
downtime.

NOTE
The log server component can only be installed on one server.

TIP
Select the image to enlarge it.
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Base System Configuration Requirements
The configuration requirements for the various components of the Symantec IGA base system are discussed in this
section of the reference architecture.

NOTE
Node configuration does not require preparation for installation.

• Adding/Removing Nodes to/from an Existing Cluster
• Load Balancer
• Failover
• Internal Proxy Server and SSL Configuration
• Solution Component Ports
• Requirement for Virtual Machine Platform Networking Configuration
• Requirement for FIPS 140-2 Compliance

Adding/Removing Nodes to/from an Existing Cluster
To add nodes to your existing Virtual Appliance cluster, follow these steps:

1. Deploy a new OVA system.
2. From any of the existing cluster members, log in to the Virtual Appliance web console.
3. Add the new server and drag any service that you want to deploy on it.
4. You can also remove any server from the list.
5. Select the deploy button.

At this point, the solution adds the new server to the existing cluster and updates its cluster key.

NOTE
You cannot add any Virtual Appliance server to an existing cluster with any of the Symantec IGA components
that are already deployed on it. The server must be not configured.

Load Balancer
Using the embedded proxy server is optional. You can also interface with the application server ports directly (typically
required when using a hardware load balancer/redirector).

Configure any Load Balancer with session affinity to maintain the connection between a client computer and one of the
application server nodes during an active session.

The user-facing application on the Virtual Appliance also listens on the given (http) application server ports:

Application Listening HTTP Port

Identity Manager 8080
Identity Portal 8081
Identity Governance 8082

Failover
The directory data layer of Symantec IGA uses multiple options for failover.
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Provisioning Server Tier

Clients use primary and alternate Provisioning Servers in the order of their failover preference. Client requests continue to
be submitted to the first server until that server fails. In other words, the connection stays active until the server fails. If a
failure occurs, the client reviews the list of configured servers in the order of preference to find the next available server.

The Provisioning Server can have multiple connector servers in operation. Each connector server handles operations on
a distinct set of endpoints. Therefore, your organization could deploy connector servers on systems that are close in the
network to the endpoints. For example, assume that you have many UNIX, and so on, endpoints. In such a case, install
one connector server on each server so that each connector server controls only the endpoints on the server where it is
installed. Installing connector servers close to the endpoints also reduce delays in managing accounts on endpoints.

Provisioning Directory Tier (Symantec Directory)

Provisioning Servers use Symantec Directory router to send requests to primary and alternate Provisioning Directories in
the order of preference.

Symantec IGA (Java Application)

Symantec IGA only supports failover when connecting to either the solution user store or Provisioning Directory. The
failover configuration is based on a server list that is defined in the directory definition XML file where the administrator
will be able to provide a list of servers the solution can failover to. In case the primary directory server is unavailable, the
solution will automatically failover to the next server on the list. When the primary system becomes available again, the
failover system remains used. To return to using the primary system, restart the secondary system. If multiple servers are
listed, Identity Manager attempts to connect to the systems in the listed order. The solution does implement Symantec
Directory Router for the User Store to act as a Load Balancer solution. The connection itself points to the router and no
other failover setup is needed.

For more information, see Sample Identity Manager High Availability Installation.

Internal Proxy Server and SSL Configuration
Virtual Appliance runs an embedded proxy server.

• The embedded proxy server enforces the use of SSL; Each Virtual Appliance node over port 80 (http) is redirected to
port 443 (SSL).

• The embedded proxy uses load-balancing with round-robin and session stickiness (based on the client source IP)
when accessing application nodes (example: Identity Manager, Identity Portal, Identity Governance)

• The embedded proxy server has proxy rules that are configured automatically on every "deployment" operation on all
nodes (the user cannot edit or view these rules).

• The proxy rules make every node aware of application URLs and the list of nodes hosting the applications. As a
result, the embedded proxy on every node can transparently proxy the user to an available node running the given
application, and support failover if a node/application fails.

• The following proxy rules are configured:

Application Proxy Rules

Identity Portal /sigma/*

Identity Governance /eurekify/*
/viewer
/wp
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Application Proxy Rules

Identity Manager /iam/immanage/*
/iam/*
/iam/im/*
/castylesr5.1.1/*

• You can replace the following files with your own generated SSL certificates in Apache HTTP server compatible
format:
– localhost.crt (public key)
– localhost.key (private key)

For more information, see section Replacing Virtual Appliance Web UI SSL Certificate in Administering Virtual
Appliance.

Solution Component Ports
The following table summarizes the ports that are used by the solution components.

Application / Service From To Destination Port Details

All Virtual Appliance servers TCP/22 Mandatory for Virtual Appliance internal
health checks.

SSH

Customer network

All Virtual Appliance servers

TCP/22 For remote administration using SSH
(optional).

TCP/8082 Mandatory for Virtual Appliance internal
health checks.

TCP/8445 Optional for HTTPS connection to the
application.

All Virtual Appliance servers

TCP/8789 Debug port

Identity Governance

SSO proxy server

All Virtual Appliance servers running Identity
Governance

TCP/8011 Optional: AJP port for SSO integration with
a proxy that uses the mod_jk module.

TCP/8080 Mandatory for Virtual Appliance internal
health checks.

TCP/8443 Optional for HTTPS connection to the
application.

All Virtual Appliance servers

TCP/8787 Debug port

Identity Manager

SSO proxy server

All Virtual Appliance Servers running Identity
Manager

TCP/8009 Optional: AJP port for SSO integration with
a proxy that uses the mod_jk module.

TCP/8081 Mandatory for Virtual Appliance internal
health checks.

TCP/8444 Optional for HTTPS connection to the
application.

All Virtual Appliance servers

TCP/8788 Debug port

Identity Portal

SSO proxy server

All Virtual Appliance servers running Identity
Portal

TCP/8010 Optional: AJP port for SSO integration with
a proxy that uses the mod_jk module.

End-User Web UI and
Embedded Proxy

Customer network All Virtual Appliance servers TCP/80
TCP/443

Mandatory for customers to access
applications (Identity Portal, Identity
Manager, Identity Governance).
Handled by an internal proxy/load-balancer
listening on ports 80 and 443 (User Portal).
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Application / Service From To Destination Port Details

Virtual Appliance Admin
Web UI

Management network All Virtual Appliance servers TCP/10443 Mandatory for administrators to access the
Admin Portal on port 10443.
Accessing this port must be allowed only
from a management network/VLAN.

All Virtual Appliance servers
running Provisioning Server

TCP/20391
TCP/20394
TCP/20396
TCP/20398
TCP/20404

Mandatory for replication and load-
balancing

All Virtual Appliance servers
running Identity Manager

Mandatory requirement by Identity Manager

Provisioning Server

Management network

All Virtual Appliance servers running
Provisioning Server

TCP/20389
TCP/20390

Optional for direct access using
Provisioning Manager

All Virtual Appliance servers
running Identity Manager

Mandatory requirement by Identity ManagerUser Store

All Virtual Appliance servers
running User Store

All Virtual Appliance servers running User
Store

TCP/10101
TCP/19289

Mandatory for replication and load-
balancing
For port 19289, the routers exist on
the Identity Manager nodes and not on
the userstore nodes in case of a split
configuration.

Management network TCP/20080
TCP/20443

Mandatory for Connector Server admin
Web-UI

Java Connector Server

All Virtual Appliance servers
running Provisioning Server

All Virtual Appliance servers running
Connector Server

TCP/20410
TCP/20411

Mandatory requirement by Provisioning
Server

Central Logs Service All Virtual Appliance servers
running:
• Identity Manager
• Identity Governance
• Identity Portal
• Connector Server

All Virtual Appliance server running Central
Logs

UDP/514 Mandatory requirement by Central Logs

Connector Server
(External)

All Virtual Appliance servers
running Provisioning Server

External servers running Connector Server TCP/20410
TCP/20411

Mandatory requirement by Provisioning
Server

Requirements for Virtual Machine Platform Networking Configuration
The following points cover the networking configuration for the Virtual Appliance:

• Assigning an IP address to a server running Virtual Appliance hard-codes that IP address in the Operating System
configuration and must not be changed.

• By default, the network adapter in the Virtual Appliance is set to "NAT" mode. This is relevant for "personal" platforms
such as VMware workstation/Player. VMware ESXi platforms use bridged mode through the vSwitch configuration, and
defaults to this mode even while importing OVAs which are set to NAT mode.

• We recommend that "portable" setups of the Virtual Appliance (for example, running on a portable computer or a
computer without a stable network connection) use the NAT mode or switch to the host-only mode. These network
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modes are managed by a "Virtual" network adapter on the host computer that retains the same network segment and
works even if no physical network connection is available.

• To configure NAT or Host-only network mode in a VMware workstation, right-click the Virtual Machine, select Edit
Settings, and modify the Network Adapter setting to NAT or Host-only.

• When using the Virtual Appliance image on an enterprise-grade Virtualization platform with a stable physical network
connection that retains the same network segment, we recommend that you configure the platform to have the Virtual
Appliance image that is connected to a "Bridged" network.

• [Applicable to Virtual Appliance running on CentOS 6] Virtual Appliance supports configuration of multiple network
interfaces.
– The first NIC (eth0) is the management interface that is used by the Virtual Appliance and the underlying

applications to communicate and listen for connections. As noted, the IP address of this NIC is set when the Virtual
Appliance node is first initialized and must not be changed.

– Also, added NICs are automatically assigned an NIC ID (for example: eth1, eth2...) upon boot.
– To modify IP and route configurations for extra NICs, modify the following files as desired (where X represents the

NIC ID):
• /etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/ifcfg-ethX
• /etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/route-ethX

Then run the command "service network restart".

Requirements for FIPS 140-2 Compliance
The Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS) 140-2 publication is a security standard for the cryptographic
libraries and algorithms that a product must use for encryption. FIPS 140-2 encryption affects communication of sensitive
data between Symantec IGA and third-party products. FIPS 140-2 specifies the requirements for using cryptographic
algorithms within a security system that protects sensitive, unclassified data.

Virtual Appliance lets you deploy the operating system and Symantec IGA components in FIPS 140-2 mode.

FIPS Support Overview

When Virtual Appliance is configured with FIPS mode enabled, both the operating system and the point-products are
configured in FIPS 140-2 mode.

NOTE

• You can enable or disable FIPS 140-2 support only once during the initialization of a fresh Virtual Appliance
installation. This implies that you cannot enable FIPS 140-2 support on a system that is upgraded from a
non-FIPS enabled version.

• All nodes in the Virtual Appliance solution must be configured with the same FIPS mode (either "enabled" or
"disabled").

Operating System FIPS Support

When FIPS mode is enabled, operating system is automatically configured based on the Red Hat FIPS guidelines: https://
access.redhat.com/solutions/137833.

NOTE
Operating System FIPS support is not activated on Amazon Web Services (AWS) platform. Only the Symantec
IGA point-products (Identity Manager, Identity Governance) are configured to use FIPS.

Point-products FIPS Support

When FIPS mode is enabled, the deployed point-products are automatically configured in FIPS 140-2 mode.
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For more information, refer to the corresponding point-products FIPS compliance documentation:

• Identity Manager - FIPS 140-2 Compliance
• Identity Governance - How To Enable FIPS 140-2 Encryption
• Directory - FIPS Compliance

For more information, see FIPS 140-2 Compliance.

Capabilities
This section covers the capabilities that are supported by the configured technical solution and defined policies and
procedures for the following products:

• Identity Portal
• Identity Management
• Identity Governance

Identity Portal
The following table summarizes the IT Service lifecycle for the capability. These important underlying activities ensure
that the functional use cases and hence the capability will be supported by the configured technical solution and defined
policies and procedures.

IT Service Life Cycle Description

Model Configure Identity Portal:
• Define Identity Manager connection
• Define Identity Governance connection
• Define and model Identity Manager access requests

Assemble Configure tasks using Identity Manager and Identity Portal:
• Configure tasks
• Configure forms
• Configure target permissions
• Configure risk rules
• Configure initialization/validation javascript
• Configure workflow approval screens
• Configure integration with target/endpoint applications

Automate Configure Identity Portal:
• Allow HR managers to create, manage, and terminate employees
• Allow managers to create, manage, and terminate contractors
• Allow help desk representatives to reset end users' passwords
• Allow end users to set their security questions and password
• Allow end user to recover their password using the forgotten password links

Assure According to the defined models and policies:
• Enforce business policies rules in Identity Manager
• Enforce workflows in Identity Manager
• Enforce risk rules in Identity Portal

Secure According to the defined policies, secure access to the solution:
• Authenticate/Authorize users to Identity Portal based on Identity Manager user store authentication (Symantec

Directory)
• Re-configure authentication to Identity Governance to use Symantec Directory
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IT Service Life Cycle Description

Manage According to the defined policies manage the solution itself:
• Monitor operating systems and associated processes/services
• Monitor the application and associated processes/services
• Monitor database management system and associated processes/services

Identity Management

Aspect Description

Capability The management of individual principals, their authentication, authorization, and privileges with or across system and
enterprise boundaries with the goal of increasing security and productivity while decreasing cost, downtime, and repetitive
tasks.

Content/Enabling Technology Identity Manager
Foundation Services – Primary Use
Cases

• Create Employee (by HR)
• Modify Employee (Self-Modify)
• Terminate Employee on End Date (Automatic)
• Create Contractor (by Manager)
• Extend Contractor (by Manager)
• Modify Contractor (by Manager)
• Terminate Contractor on End Date (Automatic)
• Reset User Password (by help desk)
• Set Security Questions
• Forgotten Password

Acceleration Services – Primary Use
Cases

• Externalize User Store
• Provision User to Endpoint
• Synchronize Endpoint Management
• Generate Report
• Regulate Password Format
• Assign Access Profiles
• (Automate) User Feed
• Audit Event Management
• Generate Event Notifications
• Generate Reports – User Activity
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The following table summarizes the IT Service lifecycle for the capability. These important underlying activities ensure the
functional use cases, and hence the capability supported by the configured technical solution and defined policies and
procedures:

IT Service Life Cycle Description

Model Define and model either manually or automatically:
• Define and model identity management policies
• Define and model email policies, configuration, notifications, and workflows rules to support the identity management

capability.
• Define and model role assignment rules, access privilege patterns, and business rules

Assemble Configure models either manually or automatically:
• Configure policies
• Configure role assignment rules
• Configure access privilege patterns
• Configure business rules
• Configure integration with target/end applications

Automate According to the defined models either manually or automatically configure the tool to support:
• Deploy and assign policies and rules
• Retrieve end applications' account information and store into centralized store

Assure According to the defined models and policies:
• Monitor and report policy enforcement status per user and per end application
• Certify user access periodically and enforce business rules

Secure According to the defined policies secure access to the solution:
• Authenticate/Authorize users and allow access to entitled data

Manage According to the defined policies manage the solution itself:
• Monitor Operating Systems and associated processes/services
• Monitor the application (product or solution) and associated processes/services
• Monitor database management system and associated processes/services
• Schedule and perform backups of all servers
• Schedule and perform regular recovery tests of all servers.

Identity Governance

Aspect Description

Capability The creation of a comprehensive access security model for the structure and operation of enterprise-
level organizations in a high technology environment.

Content/Enabling Technology Identity Governance
Foundation Services – Primary Use Cases • Enrich endpoint data

• Analyze data relationships
• Identify non-conformities and suspicions
• Discover and analyze role models

Acceleration Services – Primary Use
Cases

• Assess quality of privileges
• Define role lifecycle management process
• Create model and maintain roles
• Define compliance policies
• Create and execute certification campaign
• Report generation
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The following table summarizes the IT Service lifecycle for the capability. These important underlying activities ensure the
functional use cases, and hence the capability supported by the configured technical solution and defined policies and
procedures:

IT Service Life Cycle Description

Model Define and model either manually or automatically:
• Define and model governance policies
• Define and model policies and configuration for role extraction and pattern recognition for access

privileges

Assemble Configure models either manually or automatically:
• Configure governance policies
• Configure integration with end applications for access privilege information and roles
• Configure audit and report policies

Automate According to the defined models either manually or automatically configure the tool to support:
• Assign access governance policies to end applications

Assure According to the defined models and policies:
• Analyse access privileges among various end applications
• Schedule and produce audit interface reports
• Track access privileges and recognition of application-specific roles
• Certify user access periodically and enforce business rules

Secure According to the defined policies, secure access to the solution:
• Authenticate/Authorize users and allow access to entitled data

Manage According to the defined policies, manage the solution itself:
• Monitor operating systems and associated processes/services
• Monitor the application (product or solution) and associated processes/services
• Monitor database management system and associated processes/services
• Schedule and perform backups of all servers
• Schedule and perform regular recovery tests of all servers

Functional Use Cases
This section covers the functional use cases supported by the Symantec IGA solution:

• Symantec IGA Functional Use Cases
• Identity Governance Functional Use Cases

Symantec IGA Functional Use Cases
This section documents the functional use cases that are supported as part of the Identity Management Foundation for the
Identity Management and Governance solution. Any functional requirements and related business rules must be captured
as part of the use case narration, as applicable.

Most of the use cases can be deployed using Deployment Xpress. Deployment Xpress is the back-end system of Identity
Portal. You can use the Deployment Xpress Market Place to deploy pre-configured templates based on the criteria that
you select.

For more information, see Using Deployment Xpress.

Employee Use Cases
Symantec IGA supports the following employee use cases:
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Create Employee (by HR)

Aspect Description

Create Employee (by HR) – Use Case HR will log in to Identity Portal and will create an employee record.

Actor(s) HR, Manager, Employee, Identity Portal System, Identity Management System

Frequency/Trigger On-demand

Pre-processing HR will log in to Identity Portal and will submit a new employee request.

Post-processing A new employee record is created with a temporary password.
The employee's manager receives an email notification with the employee details.

Walk-through Narrative of Use Case 1. HR logs in to Identity Portal and creates a new employee record using the Create Employee task in the employee life-cycle module.
2. HR provides a start date for the employee.
3. HR assigns the employee record to a manager.
4. Employee record is created in the user store.
5. Identity Manager system generates the employee Unique ID and Login ID.
6. Identity Manager system generates a temporary password for the employee.
7. Identity Manager system sends the manager (if the employee has one) the user credentials and start date, and sends the HR a notification of the

employee creation.
8. If a start date is not provided, the employee record will be created in an active status with the %ENABLED_STATE% attribute set to "Password

Must Change at next login".
9. If the start date is in the future, the employee record is created in a prehire state with the %ENABLED_STATE% attribute set to "disabled".
10. A place holder PX launches to perform customer-specific logic including assign a birth right Active Directory Provisioning Role and Account

Template.

Modify Employee (self-modify)

Aspect Description

Modify Employee (self-modify) – Use Case Employee will log in to Identity Portal to change one of their attributes.

Actor(s) Employee, Identity Portal System, Identity Management System

Frequency/Trigger On-Demand

Pre-processing Employee logs in to the Identity Portal system and submits a self-modify task.

Post-processing Employee record is updated and any post processing logic is run (place holder PX).

Walk-through Narrative of Use Case 1. Employee will log in to Identity Portal.
2. Employee clicks the Employee Self Modification module and opens the Modify My Profile form.
3. Employee is able to change the following information:

a. Naming
b. Nickname
c. Contact Information
d. Mobile Phone
e. Home Phone
f. Alternate email

4. A placer holder PX that is set to run on task completion will be available for the system manager to add Employee-specific business logic.
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Terminate Employee on End Date (automatic)

Aspect Description

Terminate Employee on End Date
(automatic) – Use Case

This use case uses the employee end date to change the employee record from an active status to a terminated status, and then to an archive status.

Actor(s) Identity Manager System Manager, Employee, Manager, Identity Management System

Frequency/Trigger Scheduled Task

Pre-processing Bulk tasks are scheduled in the Identity Management system.

Post-processing 1. The employee record is disabled.
2. 30 days later, the Identity Management System removes employee access from the record.

Walk-through Narrative of Use Case The Identity Manager System manager schedules the following tasks to run in specific intervals:
1. Notification to the employee's manager notifying the employee's end date approaching. The notification should go out 30 days, 14 days, and 1 day

before the employee's end date is approaching.
2. Automatic disablement of the employee record if the end date has passed.
3. Automatic access removal for employee records that were disabled 30 days or more ago.

Once the Scheduled tasks are launched:
a. The manager gets notified 30 days, 14 days, and 1 day before the employee end date hits.
b. When the end date hits the employee, user gets disabled but no provisioning will be removed yet.
c. 30 days after the employee end date, all the user access will be removed but the user record will be kept in the system.

Contractor Use Cases
Symantec IGA supports the following contractor use cases:

Create Contractor (by manager)

Aspect Description

Create Contractor (by manager) – Use Case Manager will log in to Identity Portal and will submit a new contractor record request.

Actors Manager, Contractor, Identity Portal System, Identity Management System

Frequency/Trigger On-demand

Pre-processing Manager logs in to Identity Portal and submits a new Contractor request.

Post-processing Contractor record is created with a temporary password.

Walk-through Narrative of Use Case 1. Manager logs in to Identity Portal and selects the “Extend Contractor” page.
2. Manager completes the required user information and submits.
3. User will be created with the Contractor Type set to “contractor”.
4. Once created, the system will send user credentials and start date to the manager.

Extend Contractor (by manager)

Aspect Description

Extend Contractor (by manager) – Use Case Manager will log in to Identity Portal and will submit a contractor extension request.

Actor(s) Manager, Contractor, Identity Portal System, Identity Management System

Frequency/Trigger On-demand

Pre-processing Manager logs in to Identity Portal and submits a new Contractor Extension request.
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Aspect Description

Post-processing Contractor end date is updated.

Walk-through Narrative of Use Case 1. Manager logs in to Identity Portal and selects the "Extend Contractor" page.
2. Manager provides an extension duration from either a predefined or a new end date.
3. System sends a notification to the manager and the contractor with the new end date.

Modify Contractor (by manager)

Aspect Description

Modify Contractor (by manager) – Use Case Allows manager to change the record attributes of a contractor.

Actor(s) Manager, Contractor, Identity Portal System, Identity Management System

Frequency/Trigger On-Demand

Pre-processing Manager logs in to the Identity Portal system and submits a modify task on the contractor record he/she manages.

Post-processing Contractor record is updated.

Walk-through Narrative of Use Case 1. The contractor's manager logs in to the Identity Portal and modifies contractor's details.
2. Details do not include:

a. Manager
b. Start or end date

3. A place holder PX is executed.

Terminate Contractor on End Date (automatic)

Aspect Description

Terminate Contractor on End Date (automatic) – Use
Case

This use case uses the contractor's end date to change the contractor record from an active status to a terminated status,
and then to an archive status.

Actor(s) Identity Manager System Manager, Contractor, Manager, Identity Management System

Frequency/Trigger Scheduled Task

Pre-processing Bulk tasks are scheduled in the Identity Management system.

Post-processing 1. Contractor's record is disabled.
2. 30 days later, the Identity Management system removes contractor access from the record.

Walk-through Narrative of Use Case Identity Manager System manager schedules the following tasks to run in specific intervals:
1. Notification to the contractor's manager notifying the contractor's end date approaching. The notification should go out 30

days, 14 days, and 1 day before the contractor's end date is approaching.
2. Automatic disablement of the contractor record if the end date has passed.
3. Automatic access removal for contractor records that were disabled 30 days or more ago.

Once the Scheduled tasks are launched:
a. The manager gets notified 30 days, 14 days, and 1 day before the contractor end date hits.
b. When the end date hits the contractor, user gets disabled but no provisioning will be removed yet.
c. 30 days after the contractor end date, all the user access will be removed but the user record will be kept in the

system.

Help Desk Use Cases
Symantec IGA supports the following help desk use cases:
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Reset User Password (by help desk)

Aspect Description

Reset User Password (by helpdesk) – Use
Case

Allows Help Desk representative to reset an end user's password.

Actor(s) Help Desk Representative, End Users, Manager, Identity Management System

Frequency/Trigger On-Demand

Pre-processing End User password is reset by the Help Desk representative.

Post-processing 1. End user's password is changed and propagated to all endpoints.
2. (Optional) An email notification is sent to the end user's manager.
3. End user tries to log in to the system and is asked to reset password.
4. End user resets password.
5. End user's password is changed and propagated to all endpoints.

Walk-through Narrative of Use Case 1. User calls the Help Desk and requests password change.
2. Help Desk verifies user identity by asking two user security questions.

a. Security validation is done in Portal using randomization algorithm that will show 3 only questions out of the 5 that user
entered and verifies user input. The service desk personal will never be able to see the actual answer.

3. The template has the following options when dealing with the temporary password distribution.
a. Manager: The temporary password is sent to the manager.
b. User: The temporary password is sent to the user.
c. Both: The temporary password is sent to the manager and user.
d. None: Mail is not sent (default) and only displayed on screen.

4. Once the password is changed, the user must change password on next login.

End User Use Cases (Self-Service)
Symantec IGA supports the following end user, self-service use cases:

Set Security Questions

Aspect Description

Set Security Questions – Use Case Allows end users to change their security questions.

Actor(s) Identity Manager System Manager, End Users, Manager, Identity Management System

Frequency/Trigger On-Demand

Pre-processing End users log in to Identity Portal and request to update their security questions.

Post-processing End user security questions are updated in the user store.

Walk-through Narrative of Use Case 1. End users log in to Identity Portal and selects the Self-Service module.
2. Select the "self-Service" Module.
3. Select "Set/Change My Security Questions".
4. End users can now modify their security questions and submit the request.
5. The security questions are updated in the end users record in the user store.
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Forgotten Password

Aspect Description

Set Security Questions – Use Case Allows end users to reset their password by answering their security questions.

Actor(s) Identity Manager System Manager, End Users, Manager, Identity Management System

Frequency/Trigger On-Demand

Pre-processing The Identify Manager System Manager sets up the forgotten password reset task.

Post-processing -

Walk-through Narrative of Use Case 1. End users try to log in to the system but they cannot log in as they have forgotten their password.
2. On the Identity Portal login page, they select the "Forgot your password?" link.
3. They are prompted to enter their user ID.
4. They are prompted to enter their security answers.
5. Once they answer the security questions, they are prompted with a temporary password.
6. They use this password to log in to the system.
7. On login, they are prompted to change their password.

Identity Governance Functional Use Cases
This section documents the functional use cases that are supported by Identity Governance.

Create and Manage Identity Governance Certification Campaigns

Aspect Description

Create and Manage Identity Governance
Campaigns/Certification – Use Case

Create and manage Campaigns and/or Certifications to meet compliance business use cases.

Actor(s) Campaign Manager

Frequency/Trigger On demand

Pre-processing • Universe is set up for the campaign
• All the Connectors are set up and working
• Data is imported into the solution
• Relationships are established
• End users are notified about the impending campaign and certifications

Post-processing None

Capability Cross-References Identity Governance, Identity Portal

Walk-through Narrative of Use Case Campaign manager logs in to Identity Portal and create a certification campaign based on the business use cases of
certifying user access, roles, or any other established relationship.

Enrich Endpoint Data

Aspect Description

Enrich Endpoint Data – Use Case Enrich user endpoint data by associating user attributes that are obtained from the HR data with the account records
from the endpoint data. Optionally, the import process can also enhance the resource and role records.

Actor(s) Identity Governance Administrator, Governance Management System

Frequency/Trigger Per Import
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Aspect Description

Pre-processing Any lookup tables/files not automatically imported for source documents have been manually updated.

Post-processing None

Capability Cross-References Identity Governance

Walk-through Narrative of Use Case In the context of Enrich Endpoint Data, the underlying or "Included/Extended Use Cases" provide the details of how
each use case is supported by the components of the solution.
By achieving the goals of the underlying use cases, the overall goal of Enrich Endpoint data will be achieved.

The following table summarizes the Included/Extended Use Cases for Enrich Endpoint Data:

Name of Use Case Use Case Description Walk-through Narrative

User Enrichment –Included Use Case Enrich user endpoint data As the data imports from endpoints, data from the HR system
(Identity Manager system may be the HR system of record) maps
to each user record.

Role Enrichment – Extended Use Case Enrich role record data - depending on availability of enrichment
data for roles

As the data imports from endpoints, data from the lookup tables
maps to each role record.

Resource Enrichment – Extended Use
Case

Enrich resource record data - depending on the availability of
enrichment data for resources

As the data imports from endpoints, data from the lookup tables
maps to each resource record.

Analyze Data Relationships

Aspect Description

Analyze Data Relationships – Use Case Cleanse data by identifying the following users: those without HR data, suspended users, terminated users, and by identifying
resources with no or minimal entries.
This preliminary evaluation of the endpoint data determines the readiness of the data for use in a certification process, a
clean-up process, or a role engineering exercise.

Actor(s) Identity Governance Administrator

Frequency/Trigger As needed but typically, prior to a certification

Pre-processing Data Enrichment has occurred

Post-processing Certification, Data Analysis, Role Engineering

Capability Cross-References Identity Governance

Walk-through Narrative of Use Case Certifier uses the Identity Governance client tool to create lists of accounts that are not ready for certification due to missing
data. The Certifier works with the endpoint SME's to remediate the gaps in the data.

Identify Non-conformities and Suspicions

Aspect Description

Identify Non-conformities and Suspicions – Use
Case

Perform pattern-based auditing to identify "Non-conformities", "Suspicions", or "Suspicion Types".

Actor(s) Identity Governance Administrator

Frequency/Trigger As needed

Pre-processing Data imported into Identity Governance from endpoints, user enriched with HR data.

Post-processing Generate privileged quality assessment reports, generate audit cards, perform manual clean-up by endpoint administrators.
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Aspect Description

Capability Cross-References Identity Governance

Walk-through Narrative of Use Case In the context of Identify Non-conformities and Suspicions, the underlying or "Included/Extended Use Cases" provide the
details of how each use case is supported by the components of the solution.
By achieving the goals of the underlying use cases, the overall goal of Identify Non-conformities and Suspicions will be
achieved.

The following table summarizes the Included/Extended Use Cases for Identify Non-conformities and Suspicions:

Name of Use Case Use Case Description Walk-through Narrative

Privilege Clean-up –Extended Use Case Endpoint administrator will clean-up data that are
suspicious entities and privileges

Identity Governance administrator generates PQA reports and audit cards.
Endpoint administrators perform manual cleanup.

Certification campaign – Extended Use
Case

Audit cards generated for non-conformities. Create a
campaign based on audit cards for clean-up.

Campaign managers log in to Identity Governance portal. Initiate campaign
based on audit cards generated and notify certifiers.

Discover and Analyze Role Models

Aspect Description

Discover and Analyze Role Models – Use Case Discover common usage patterns and construct an optimized role hierarchy and model that provides users access to resource
they need. Perform role mining, analysis, and modeling using alternative discovery methods with the intent of finding the best
algorithm to balance the resource coverage against the total role count.

Actor(s) Role Engineer

Frequency/Trigger As Needed

Pre-processing Data Enrichment has occurred

Post-processing Role Model can be created

Capability Cross-References Identity Governance

Walk-through Narrative of Use Case The Identity Governance Client Tool will be used.
Certifier downloads a working dataset for the Role Engineers to modify outside of the primary portal dataset.
Using the Sage Discovery and Audit (DNA) tool, the Role Engineer identifies role candidates.
These role candidates are then vetted through a series of role engineering workshops where Business Owners participate.
During these discussions, a role owner is identified for each of the proposed roles. It will be this individual's responsibility to
approve membership to this role and modify entitlements that the role can access.
Ultimate approval for the role model and any roles that extend beyond the application level (enterprise-level roles) will be
approved by the Security Administrator or delegate.
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Release Notes
Symantec IGA 14.4 and its cumulative releases come with many exciting features and enhancements.

To learn about the new features and enhancements, refer to the respective release notes of the Symantec IGA
components:

• Identity Manager
• Identity Governance
• Identity Portal
• Virtual Appliance

Virtual Appliance Release Notes
Welcome to the Virtual Appliance release notes.

The release notes provide you with the most up-to-date release-specific information such as new features, enhancements
to existing features, known issues, and fixed defects.

The release information is organized into the following sections:

• Release Features and Enhancements
• Cumulative Patches
• Cumulative Hotfixes
• Hotfixes
• Fixed Defects
• Known Issues
• Remote Connector Server
• Remote Tools
• Latest Operating System Security Cumulative Patch

Release Features and Enhancements
Learn about the new features and enhancements of Virtual Appliance 14.4 and later patch releases.

This section of the release notes provides information about the new features and enhancements that are introduced in
the following releases of Virtual Appliance.

• Virtual Appliance 14.4.2
• Virtual Appliance 14.4.1
• Virtual Appliance 14.4

Virtual Appliance 14.4.2
Learn about the new features and enhancements in Virtual Appliance 14.4.2.

Virtual Appliance 14.4.2 cumulative patch includes the following new features and enhancements.
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• Support to Customize Identity Governance Branding
• Secure Cookie Support for Identity Manager and Identity Governance
• ehCache Configuration Support for Identity Manager
• Support for Size-Based Log Rotation
• Support for Additional Config Users
• Support to Deploy Identity Manager Custom Classes
• Symantec Directory Upgrade to 14.1 SP3
• Bouncy Castle Upgrade to Version 1.0.2.3
• Apache Log4j Upgrade to Version 2.17.1

Support to Customize Identity Governance Branding

Virtual Appliance now lets you apply branding changes to the Identity Governance user interface. Branding changes can
include customizations to the product logo, product description, text color, and so on.

For information on how to apply branding changes, see Modify Identity Governance Branding.

Secure Cookie Support for Identity Manager and Identity Governance

Virtual Appliance now adds a secure cookie / httponly support for Identity Manager, Identity Governance, and Virtual
Appliance console.

For information on how to secure a cookie, see Secure Cookie.

ehCache Configuration Support for Identity Manager

Virtual Appliance now lets you configure ehCache properties for Identity Manager.

For information on how to configure ehCache properties for Identity Manager, see ehCache Configuration for Identity
Manager.

Support for Size-Based Log Rotation

Virtual Appliance now supports size-based log rotation. The server logs are now rotated when the log size reaches 500
MB. A maximum of 20 log rotations are supported in a day.

Support for Additional Config Users

Virtual Appliance has introduced the following alias that allows you to add/remove additional config users:

• addconfiguser: Creates a new user that can log in to Virtual Appliance Linux console only, and perform operations on
the console by switching to the config user. This user cannot create another user, and reset the config user password.

• deleteconfiguser: Deletes the user created using the addconfiguser alias. This action is allowed only when a user is
logged in as the config user.

Support to Deploy Identity Manager Custom Classes

Virtual Appliance now lets you deploy Identity Manager user console custom classes.

For information on how to deploy custom classes, see Deploy Identity Manager Custom Classes.

Symantec Directory Upgrade to 14.1 SP3

Virtual Appliance has upgraded Symantec Directory to version 14.1 SP3.

To learn about the new features in Symantec Directory 14.1 SP3, see Symantec Directory Documentation.
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Bouncy Castle Upgrade to Version 1.0.2.3

Virtual Appliance has upgraded the Bouncy Castle FIPS jar to version 1.0.2.3.

Apache Log4j Upgrade to Version 2.17.1

Virtual Appliance has upgraded Apache Log4j to version 2.17.1.

NOTE
For the list of fixed Virtual Appliance defects, see Virtual Appliance 14.4.2 - Fixed Defects.

Virtual Appliance 14.4.1
IMPORTANT
Virtual Appliance 14.4 GA will be supported until 30 April 2022. Fixes will continue to be provided up to that date.
After that date, customers must upgrade to 14.4 latest cumulative patch.

Virtual Appliance 14.4.1 cumulative patch includes the following new features, and enhancements.

Platform Support

Virtual Appliance 14.4.1 supports only CentOS Stream 8 and Amazon Linux 2.

To migrate CentOS 6 or Amazon Linux 1 based installation to CentOS Stream 8 or Amazon Linux 2 respectively, see
Migrate Virtual Appliance.

Java Upgrade to AdoptOpenJDK 1.8.0_292

Virtual Appliance has upgraded the Java version to AdoptOpenJDK 1.8.0_292. Virtual Appliance has introduced a custom
Java configuration (java.conf) file that you can use to disable TLS v1 or v1.1 at the platform level.

For more information, see Disable TLS v1.0 and v1.1.

Symantec Directory Upgrade to 14.1 SP2

Virtual Appliance has upgraded Symantec Directory to version 14.1 SP2.

To learn about the new features in Symantec Directory 14.1 SP2, see Symantec Directory Documentation.

Flat Organization Support for Identity Manager

Virtual Appliance now supports a flat organization structure for the out-of-the-box Identity Manager environment. During
the initial deployment of the Identity Manager environment, Virtual Appliance prompts you to select the organization
type as Flat or Hierarchical. Once the organization type is selected, it cannot be changed. Also note that the Virtual
Appliance deployment does not support migration from an existing hierarchical structure to a flat structure.

For more information, see VMware, Amazon Web Services, and Azure deployments.

Database Connection URL Support for Identity Governance

Virtual Appliance now supports external database configuration for Identity Governance using a database connection
URL.

For more information, see Database Connection Configuration.

Support for Additional Network Interfaces and Static Routes

Virtual Appliance allows you to configure additional network interfaces and static routes using the nmtui utility.
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For more information, see Configure Additional Network Interfaces and Static Routes.

Disaster Recovery Replication Utility Supports Cluster-Wide Operations

The Disaster Recovery Replication (dr-replication-conf) utility now supports cluster-wide import and remove operations.

For more information, see Disaster Recovery Environment.

Support to Add Certificates to the System Trust Store

Virtual Appliance now allows the config user to add certificates to the system trust store.

For more information, see Add Certificates to the System Trust Store.

Patching System Updates

Virtual Appliance has introduced the following changes in the patching system:

1. CP package type is only applicable to operating system patches.
2. A new package type (CHF - Cumulative Hot Fix) is added for the following component types:

– Identity Manager Server(IMS)
– Connector Server(CS)
– Provisioning Server(PS)
– User Store(US)
– Identity Portal(IP)
– Identity Governance(IG)
– Virtual Appliance(VA)

3. The rollback_vapp screen is modified to show fixes that are grouped by component type and sorted by applied date.

Patch Transaction Logging

Virtual Appliance now maintains a record of all patch transactions in the /opt/VA/
VirtualAppliance/ca_vapp_patch_transaction.log file. The patch transaction log can be used to carry out patch
management and troubleshooting activities.

For more information, see Patch Transaction Logging.

NOTE
For the list of fixed Virtual Appliance defects, see Virtual Appliance 14.4.1 - Fixed Defects.

Virtual Appliance 14.4
IMPORTANT
Virtual Appliance 14.4 GA will be supported until 30 April 2022. Fixes will continue to be provided up to that date.
After that date, customers must upgrade to 14.4 latest cumulative patch.

Virtual Appliance 14.4 release comes in two flavors:

• Platform v2 - Virtual Appliance running on CentOS Stream 8 or  Amazon Linux 2, packaged as a new image
• Platform v1 - Virtual Appliance running on CentOS 6 or Amazon Linux 1, packaged as an upgrade patch

IMPORTANT

Platform v2 comes with additional new features and enhancements when compared to platform v1. To
benefit from them, we recommend you to migrate Virtual Appliance to the supported CentOS Stream 8 or
Amazon Linux 2 platform.
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14.4 (CentOS 6 or Amazon Linux 1) is an interim release to facilitate the migration to 14.4 (CentOS
Stream 8 or Amazon Linux 2). 14.4 (CentOS 6 or Amazon Linux 1) is the last release on the CentOS 6 or
Amazon Linux 1 platform.

Virtual Appliance 14.4 new features, enhancements, and amendments to the existing features are covered under the
following sections:

FIPS 140-2 Support for AWS (Platform v2)

FIPS 140-2 support for Amazon Web Services (AWS) is added only at the point-products (Identity Manager, Identity
Governance) level. Operating System level FIPS 140-2 support for AWS is not activated.

For more information, see Amazon Web Services Deployment and FIPS 140-2 Compliance.

Operating System Specific Changes (Platform v2)
Virtual Appliance running on platform v2 comes with the following Operating System specific changes:

• Platform v2 uses systemctl instead of sysvinit which is used on platform v1. Use the following commands to manage
services on platform v2:
sudo systemctl <start/stop/restart/status> <service name>

OR

sudo service <service name> <start/stop/restart/status> 

Example: 

sudo service wildfly-idm start

IMPORTANT
Do not use the following command to manage services on platform v2:
/etc/init.d/<service name> <start/stop/restart/status>

• New Packages
– tmux
– chronyd
– firewalld
– valgrind.i686
– tcpdump
– iotop
– lftp
– mailx
– openscap-scanner

• Removed Packages
– screen (replaced with tmux)
– ntpd (replaced with chronyd)
– iptables (replaced with firewalld)

• Important Package Upgrades
– AdoptOpenJDK 1.8.0_265
– WildFly 15 for Identity Manager, Identity Governance, and Identity Portal
– HTTPD 2.4
– Python 3
– Tornado 6
– OpenSSH 8
– OpenSSL 1.1.1
– Rsyslog 8
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Security Enhancements (Platform v2)
Virtual Appliance running on platform v2 comes with the following security-related enhancements:

• Supports only TLS v1.2 protocol by default. Java Connector Server (JCS) admin console is an exception.
• Weak ciphers RC4/3DES are removed from the user store.
• DH ciphers are added to Java Connector Server (JCS) - LDAP.

Web Console Enhancements
Virtual Appliance 14.4 release comes with the following web console changes:

• Support to Manipulate a JDBC Connection String
You can now manipulate a JDBC connection string to support advanced database configuration from the Setup
interface of the Virtual Appliance web console.

Example 1: To establish a failover connection between a J2EE application and SQL Server Always On Availability
Group, you can add the Database Name and MultiSubnetFailover flags to the database connection string as follows:
jdbc:sqlserver://

<Fully_Qualified_Host_Name>:<Port>;selectMethod=cursor;DatabaseName=<Database_Name>;MultiSubnetFailover=True
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Example 2: To enable a secure connection between a J2EE application and Oracle using TLS 1.2, you can add the
TCPS and Certificate flags to the database connection string as follows:
jdbc:oracle:thin:@(DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=TCPS)(PORT=<Port>)(HOST=<Fully_Qualified_Host_Name>))

(CONNECT_DATA=(SERVICE_NAME=<Service_Name>))(SECURITY=(ssl_server_cert_dn="<Certificate_Name>")))

For more information on how to provide additional parameters while configuring an external database for the deployed
services, see Change Database Connection Configurations.

• Virtual Appliance deployment does not prompt you to upload Java Cryptography Extension (JCE) Unlimited
Strength Jurisdiction Policy as it is now bundled with the packaged JDK.

• [Platform v2] Virtual Appliance now requires that you add a deployment name. While deploying the Virtual Appliance,
you are prompted to enter a unique name for your deployment. The maximum allowed characters are 20 and the
allowed characters are [a-z0-9]. The deployment name cannot contain the strings userstore and ca-prov-srv.

The deployment name appears in the Dashboard.
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• A FIPS-enabled Virtual Appliance is indicated with a FIPS indicator in the Version Information section of the Help
page.

• A Disaster Recovery enabled machine is indicated with a DR logo on the Dashboard.
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• Miscellaneous
– Scroll bar is added to the Machines widget on the Setup screen for easy assignment of services.
– Custom FIPS key is the default option on the FIPS key selection screen.
– Deployment confirmation screen is added to the Deploy button.

Proxy Configuration (Platform v2)
A new proxy configuration parameter is added to platform v2:

• Virtual Appliance supports GZIP Compression for compressing the proxied requests for faster network transfers. By
default, the proxied requests are compressed. To disable compression, you must set the compression parameter to
false in /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/vapp_proxy.conf file.

For more information, see Proxy Configurations.

Disaster Recovery Configuration
The following configuration changes are applicable to a Disaster Recover setup:

• The dr_enabled property is replaced with dr-standby command.
• [Platform v2]

– The dr-replication-conf script is added to configure inter-cluster userstore/provstore replication.
– Added support for a two cluster Disaster Recovery setup.
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For more information, see the following links:

• Disaster Recovery Environment
• Disaster Recovery Standby Mode

Miscellaneous Enhancements

• [Platform v2] Disk size of an OVA is increased to 80 GB.
• Supports WildFly OOTB Datasource pool configuration with setOOTBDatasourceConfig command. This command

lets you modify datasource connection pool parameters of Identity Manager, Identity Governance, and Identity Portal.

For more information, see the description of setOOTBDatasourceConfig command in Aliases.
• Supports vapp_jstack command for collecting Java stack dumps of Identity Manager, Identity Governance, and

Identity Portal.

• Supports wildfly_admin_console command to enable/disable the WildFly Management Console.
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For more information, see the description of wildfly_admin_console command in Aliases.
• Remote Connector Server download is moved out of the Virtual Appliance. You must now download it from the support

site. You can find the download information at Latest Remote Connector Server.
• Identity Manager tools are moved to External Tools except for RoledefGenerator, PasswordTools, JasperKeygen, and

CA-RemoteEngineer. You can find the tools download information at Latest Remote Tools.
• The default minimum and maximum heap size for Identity Manager has changed to 512 MB and 2048 MB respectively

to optimize the system performance.
• [Platform v2] updateManager Changes

– Amazon Web Services (AWS)
• Added check-update operation.
• Modified the updateManager list to provide the complete history of transactions.

– Azure
• Removed updateManager and are now using CentOS Stream 8 security patches.

• Identity Governance web interface session timeout is now configurable from Identity Governance and not from Virtual
Appliance.

• Virtual Appliance implements unicast JMS clustering for Identity Governance.
• Identity Governance supports non-XA transactions by default for WorkPoint datasources.

NOTE
For the list of fixed Virtual Appliance defects, see Virtual Appliance 14.4 - Fixed Defects.

Cumulative Patches
Learn about the cumulative patches for Virtual Appliance and the components (Identity Manager, Identity Governance,
Identity Portal) that are deployed using Virtual Appliance.

This section covers the following topics:

• Cumulative Patch 14.4.2
• Cumulative Patch 14.4.1

Cumulative Patch 14.4.2
Learn how to deploy cumulative patch 14.4.2 on components that are deployed using Virtual Appliance.

• Apply Cumulative Patch on Remote Components
• Apply Cumulative Patch on Identity Manager Tools
• Procedure to Apply a Cumulative Patch
• Virtual Appliance Cumulative Patch
• Download and Deploy Symantec IGA JasperReports Server 8.1
• Download and Deploy External Normalized Integration Management for Service Management (NIM SM)
• Remote Connector Server for Identity Manager
• Remote Tools for Identity Governance

Apply Cumulative Patch on Remote Components

Before applying cumulative patch on Virtual Appliance, ensure that all remote components (For example: C++ Connector
Server, Provisioning Manager) are also updated to the same cumulative patch. Example, if you are updating cumulative
patch from 14.4.1 to 14.4.2, the remote components should also be updated to cumulative patch 14.4.2.

The remote components are bundled with Identity Manager Cumulative Patch 14.4.2.
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Apply Cumulative Patch on Identity Manager Tools

NOTE
From 14.4 onwards, Identity Manager Tools are no longer packaged with the Virtual Appliance except for
RoledefGenerator, PasswordTools, JasperKeygen, and CA-RemoteEngineer. Identity Manager tools are shipped
along with the Remote tools as an external component and they can be downloaded from the support site. 

For cumulative patches, the Identity Manager tools (CP-TOOLS-1442.tar.gz) are bundled with Identity Manager
Cumulative Patch 14.4.2.

Procedure to Apply a Cumulative Patch

NOTE

• We recommend that you use and stay current with the latest cumulative patch for any components that are
deployed on the Virtual Appliance.

• Ensure that the Primary node and the Disaster Recovery nodes are deployed with the same cumulative
patch level.
This applies even if the component (for example, Identity Manager) is not actively being used on a specific
node. This is required for compatibility between nodes, and to ensure that any common code and underlying
archives are updated across all nodes.

Each cumulative patch is provided in an encrypted compressed tarball format (tar.gz). The utility (patch_vapp) that is
available on the Virtual Appliance, will automatically apply the patch when run.

To apply a cumulative patch, follow these steps:

1. Copy the cumulative patch into the Virtual Appliance using SCP software. SCP is available by default on most Mac/
Linux systems. You can download WinSCP for the Windows platform.
For example, the command to copy the patch from a Mac/Linux system into the Virtual Appliance is:
scp iga-vapp-14-4-2.tar.gpg config@172.1.10.95:

2. SSH into the Virtual Appliance.
For example:
ssh config@172.1.10.95

3. Generate the MD5 checksum for the patch and compare with the checksum that is documented in the table in the
following section.
md5sum <Cumulative Patch>

For example:
md5sum iga-vapp-14-4-2.tar.gpg

4. Apply the cumulative patch.
patch_vapp <Cumulative Patch>

For example:
patch_vapp iga-vapp-14-4-2.tar.gpg

5. (Optional - Rollback): If there is a need to roll back a cumulative patch after it has been applied, log in via SSH/CLI into
the Virtual Appliance as shown in Step 2 and run "rollback_vapp".

NOTE
The patch and rollback commands should be executed within a "tmux" session (that is, run "tmux" and then run
the required patch/rollback command).
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Virtual Appliance Cumulative Patch

This section includes any release patches for the Virtual Appliance infrastructure or embedded database as identified in
the Component column.

Patch Number iga-vapp-14-4-2.tar.gpg

Important: Virtual Appliance 14.4.2 supports only CentOS Stream 8 and Amazon Linux 2.

To migrate CentOS 6 or Amazon Linux 1 based installation to CentOS Stream 8 or Amazon Linux 2 respectively, see Migrate Virtual
Appliance. Before applying the Virtual Appliance 14.4.2 release patch, ensure that you take a backup of all the files that you have
customized. After applying the patch, you must manually add customizations to the required files. Virtual Appliance 14.4.2 release patch
overrides the custom skins. Before applying the patch, ensure that you perform the following steps to preserve custom skins:

1. Create imcss folder under /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityManager.
2. Copy the custom skin folders from /opt/CA/wildfly-idm/standalone/deployments/iam_im.ear/user_console.war/app/imcss to /

opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityManager/imcss/

Identity Governance has database schema changes. After applying Virtual Appliance 14.4.2 patch, run the following database scripts as
the same user that was used while installing the product. Post that, restart the Identity Governance server.

• Oracle:
– Run UPGRADE_SDB_ORACLE_14.4.2.sql on the SDB database.
– Run UPGRADE_i2_ORACLE_14.4.2.sql on the gvm_datawarehouse(reports) database.

• SQL Server:
– Run UPGRADE_SDB_SQLSERVER_14.4.2.sql on the SDB database.
– Run UPGRADE_i2_SQLSERVER_14.4.2.sql on the gvm_datawarehouse(reports) database.

MD5 Checksum aaed317978331f1539206a85f715cc25

Component Virtual Appliance Infrastructure

Published On 18 Nov 2022

Applies To 14.4 GA, 14.4.1 on CentOS Stream 8 and Amazon Linux 2

Deployment Instructions Follow the deployment instructions that are mentioned in Applying a Cumulative Patch.

Defects Fixed Click Here

Download and Deploy Symantec IGA JasperReports Server 8.1

Download Link CP-JASPER-8.1-1442.tar.gz

Published On 18 November 2022

Download and Deploy External Normalized Integration Management for Service Management (NIM SM)

Download Link CP-EXTERNAL-NIM-1442.tar.gz

Published On 18 November 2022

Remote Connector Server (CCS) for Identity Manager

The Remote Connector Server is bundled with Identity Manager Cumulative Patch 14.4.2. Once you download and
extract Identity Manager Cumulative Patch 14.4.2, follow the instructions that are provided in the CP-CCS-1442-
Instructions_On_How_To_Deploy.pdf file to update an existing Remote Connector Server with the latest binaries.
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https://support.broadcom.com/web/ecx/solutiondetails?aparNo=99111629&os=COS
symantec-security-software/identity-security-iga/identity-suite/14-4/content/UPGRADE_SDB_ORACLE_14.4.2.sql
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symantec-security-software/identity-security-iga/identity-suite/14-4/content/UPGRADE_SDB_SQLSERVER_14.4.2.sql
symantec-security-software/identity-security-iga/identity-suite/14-4/content/UPGRADE_i2_SQLSERVER_14.4.2.sql
https://support.broadcom.com/web/ecx/solutiondetails?aparNo=99111625&os=MULTI-PLATFORM
https://support.broadcom.com/web/ecx/solutiondetails?aparNo=99111626&os=WINDOWS-ALL
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/symantec-security-software/identity-security/identity-manager/14-4/Release-Notes/Cumulative-Patches/cumulative-patch-14-4-2.html
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Remote Tools for Identity Governance

The Remote Tools (Client Tools, Data Integration, Workpoint Designer) are bundled with Identity Governance Cumulative
Patch 14.4.2. Once you download and extract Identity Governance Cumulative Patch 14.4.2, follow the instructions that
are provided in the CP-IG-1442_Instructions_On_How_To_Deploy.pdf file to update an existing Remote Tools with the
latest binaries.

NOTE
The non-Virtual Appliance cumulative patches for the Symantec IGA components can be downloaded from the
following links:

• Identity Manager - Cumulative Patch 14.4.2
• Identity Governance - Cumulative Patch 14.4.2
• Identity Portal - Cumulative Patch 14.4.2

Cumulative Patch 14.4.1
Learn how to deploy cumulative patch 14.4.1 on the components that are deployed using Virtual Appliance.

• Apply Cumulative Patch on Remote Components
• Apply Cumulative Patch on Identity Manager Tools
• Procedure to Apply a Cumulative Patch
• Virtual Appliance Cumulative Patches
• Remote Connector Server (CCS) for Identity Manager

Apply Cumulative Patch on Remote Components

Before applying cumulative patch on Virtual Appliance, ensure that all remote components (For example: C++ Connector
Server, Provisioning Manager) are also updated to the same cumulative patch. For example, if you are updating
cumulative patch from 14.4 to 14.4.1, the remote components must also be updated to cumulative patch 14.4.1.

The remote components are bundled with Identity Manager Cumulative Patch 14.4.1.

Apply Cumulative Patch on Identity Manager Tools

NOTE
From 14.4 onwards, Identity Manager Tools are no longer packaged with the Virtual Appliance except for
RoledefGenerator, PasswordTools, JasperKeygen, and CA-RemoteEngineer. Identity Manager tools are shipped
along with the Remote tools as an external component and they can be downloaded from the support site. 

For cumulative patches, the Identity Manager tools (CP-TOOLS-1441.tar.gz) are bundled with Identity Manager
Cumulative Patch 14.4.1.

Procedure to Apply a Cumulative Patch

NOTE

• We recommend that you use and stay current with the latest cumulative patch for any components that are
deployed on the Virtual Appliance.

• Ensure that the Primary node and the Disaster Recovery nodes are deployed with the same cumulative
patch level.
This applies even if the component (for example, Identity Manager) is not actively being used on a specific
node. This is required for compatibility between nodes, and to ensure that any common code and underlying
archives are updated across all nodes.
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https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/symantec-security-software/identity-security/identity-governance/14-4/release-notes/Cumulative-Patches/cumulative-patch-14-4-2.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/symantec-security-software/identity-security/identity-governance/14-4/release-notes/Cumulative-Patches/cumulative-patch-14-4-2.html
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https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/symantec-security-software/identity-security/identity-portal/14-4/release-notes/Cumulative-Patches/cumulative-patch-14-4-2.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/symantec-security-software/identity-security/identity-manager/14-4/Release-Notes/Cumulative-Patches/Cumulative-Patch-14-4-1.html
https://support.broadcom.com/group/ecx/productfiles?sellable=IDSCSX990&release=14.4&os=MULTI-PLATFORM&servicePk=0000&language=EN
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/symantec-security-software/identity-security/identity-manager/14-4/Release-Notes/Cumulative-Patches/Cumulative-Patch-14-4-1.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/symantec-security-software/identity-security/identity-manager/14-4/Release-Notes/Cumulative-Patches/Cumulative-Patch-14-4-1.html
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Each cumulative patch is provided in an encrypted compressed tarball format (tar.gz). The utility (patch_vapp) that is
available on the Virtual Appliance, will automatically apply the patch when run.

To apply a cumulative patch, follow these steps:

1. Copy the cumulative patch into the Virtual Appliance using SCP software. SCP is available by default on most Mac/
Linux systems. You can download WinSCP for the Windows platform.
For example, the command to copy the patch from a Mac/Linux system into the Virtual Appliance is:
scp iga-vapp-14-4-1.tar.gpg config@172.1.10.95:

2. SSH into the Virtual Appliance.
For example:
ssh config@172.1.10.95

3. Generate the MD5 checksum for the patch and compare with the checksum that is documented in the table in the
following section.
md5sum <Cumulative Patch>

For example:
md5sum iga-vapp-14-4-1.tar.gpg

4. Apply the cumulative patch.
patch_vapp <Cumulative Patch>

For example:
patch_vapp iga-vapp-14-4-1.tar.gpg

5. (Optional - Rollback): If there is a need to roll back a cumulative patch after it has been applied, log in via SSH/CLI into
the Virtual Appliance as shown in Step 2 and run "rollback_vapp".

NOTE
The patch and rollback commands should be executed within a "tmux" session (that is, run "tmux" and then run
the required patch/rollback command).

Virtual Appliance Cumulative Patch

This section includes any release patches for the Virtual Appliance infrastructure or embedded database as identified in
the Component column.

Patch Number iga-vapp-14-4-1.tar.gpg

Important: Virtual Appliance 14.4.1 supports only CentOS Stream 8 and Amazon Linux 2.

To migrate CentOS 6 or Amazon Linux 1 based installation to CentOS Stream 8 or Amazon Linux 2 respectively, see Migrate Virtual
Appliance. Before applying Virtual Appliance 14.4.1 release patch, ensure that you take a backup of all the files that you have
customized. After applying the patch, you must manually add customizations to the required files. Virtual Appliance 14.4.1 release patch
overrides the custom branding files. To avoid losing the custom branding changes, perform the following steps:

1. Before applying the release patch, take a backup of the custom branding files that are available at: /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/
IdentityManager/branding

2. After applying the release patch, place the files back in its original folder location.

Identity Governance has database schema changes. After applying the 14.4.1 patch, run the following database scripts as the same
user that was used while installing the product.

• Oracle: Run UPGRADE_SDB_ORACLE.sql on the SDB database.
• SQL Server: Run SAGE_REPORTS_TABLES.sql on the SDB database.

MD5 Checksum 00dce3431612e6d06a23b0a12051db6c

Component Virtual Appliance Infrastructure

Published On 18 Nov 2021
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Applies To 14.4 GA on CentOS Stream 8 and Amazon Linux 2

Deployment Instructions Follow the deployment instructions that are mentioned in Applying a Cumulative Patch.

Defects Fixed Click Here

Remote Connector Server (CCS) for Identity Manager

The Remote Connector Server is bundled with Identity Manager Cumulative Patch 14.4.1. Once you download and
extract Identity Manager Cumulative Patch 14.4.1, follow the instructions that are provided in the CP-IMPS-1441-
Instructions_On_How_To_Deploy.pdf file to update an existing Remote Connector Server with the latest binaries.

NOTE
The non-Virtual Appliance cumulative patches for the Symantec IGA components can be downloaded from the
following links:

• Identity Manager - Cumulative Patch 14.4.1
• Identity Governance - Cumulative Patch 14.4.1
• Identity Portal - Cumulative Patch 14.4.1

Cumulative Hotfixes
Learn about the cumulative hotfixes for Virtual Appliance 14.4 release.

The cumulative hotfix information is organized into the following sections:

• Cumulative Hotfix 14.4.1

Cumulative Hotfix 14.4.1
Learn about the hotfixes for Virtual Appliance 14.4.1 cumulative patch.

This hotfix information is organized into the the following sections:

• 14.4.1 Cumulative Hotfix 2
• 14.4.1 Cumulative Hotfix 1

14.4.1 Cumulative Hotfix 2

View information about Virtual Appliance 14.4.1 Cumulative Hotfix 2.

IMPORTANT
Virtual Appliance Cumulative Hotfix 2 does not include a fix for the Apache Log4j issues. See Hotfixes for
information about the upgrade patch to fix Apache Log4j Issues.

Deployment Instructions

Follow these instructions to deploy a cumulative hotfix:

1. Download the cumulative hotfix from the support link. Support download links are provided in the succeeding sections
on this page.

2. Extract the downloaded cumulative hotfix. Each cumulative hotfix is provided in a compressed tarball format (tar.gz).
– On Linux, use "tar -zxvf <filename>" to extract the compressed tarballs.
– On Windows, extract the compressed tarballs.

3. Copy the extracted files to the Virtual Appliance using SCP software. SCP is available by default on most Mac/Linux
systems. You can download WinSCP for the Windows platform.
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https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/symantec-security-software/identity-security/identity-manager/14-4/Release-Notes/Cumulative-Patches/Cumulative-Patch-14-4-1.html
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The command to copy the hotfix from a Mac/Linux system to the Virtual Appliance is:
scp CHF_<Component_Name>-14.4.1-<Date>-CHF002.tgz.gpg config@172.1.10.95:

For example:
scp CHF_IMS-14.4.1-20220204152054-CHF002.tgz.gpg config@172.1.10.95:

4. SSH into the Virtual Appliance.
For example:
ssh config@172.1.10.95

5. Generate the MD5 checksum for the hotfix and compare with the checksum that is documented in the succeeding
sections on this page.
md5sum <Cumulative Patch>

For example:
md5sum CHF_IMS-14.4.1-20220204152054-CHF002.tgz.gpg

6. Apply the cumulative hotfix.
patch_vapp <Cumulative Hotfix>

For example:
patch_vapp CHF_IMS-14.4.1-20220204152054-CHF002.tgz.gpg

7. (Optional - Rollback): If there is a need to roll back a cumulative hotfix after it has been applied, log in via SSH/CLI into
the Virtual Appliance as shown in Step 4 and run "rollback_vapp".

NOTE
The patch and rollback commands should be executed within a "tmux" session (that is, run "tmux" and then run
the required patch/rollback command).

Cumulative Hotfix 2 - Virtual Appliance

Hotfix Number CHF_VA-14.4.1-20220428091838-VA002.tgz.gpg

Published On 28 April 2022

Applies To 14.4.1

MD5 Checksum 935B6A3006307B0DB0513994744D6B1C

Deployment Instructions Follow the deployment instructions that are mentioned in Applying a Cumulative Patch.

Fixed Defects Virutal Appliance 14.4.1 - Cumulative Hotfix 2

Cumulative Hotfix 2 - Virtual Appliance Identity Manager

Hotfix Number CHF_IMV-14.4.1-CHF002.tar.gz

• After applying Identity Manager 14.4.1 Cumulative Hotfix 2, ensure that you run the following command to deploy the latest Azure
REST metadata in the Provisioning Directory.
registerJavaConnectors

• If you happen to roll back Identity Manager 14.4.1 Cumulative Hotfix 2, ensure that you revert the audit schema in the Identity
Manager Audit database to version 14.2.0.0.0.

Published On 26 April 2022

Applies To 14.4.1
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Files Bundled with the Hotfix • Identity Manager Server
– CHF_IMS-14.4.1-20220422120924-CHF002.tgz.gpg

• Provisioning Server
– CHF_PS-14.4.1-20220426135859-CHF002.tgz.gpg

• Connector Server (JCS)
– CHF_CS-14.4.1-20220512130450-CHF002.tgz.gpg

MD5 Checksum • Identity Manager Server
– f056517750813f37c58f934179c74dc3

• Provisioning Server
– d97cb29a46473a9b95369e6a106ce975

• Connector Server (JCS)
– c1517fef0ab02bcefc36f0110f150d6c

Deployment Instructions Follow the deployment instructions that are mentioned in Applying a Cumulative Patch.

Fixed Defects Identity Manager 14.4.1 - Cumulative Hotfix 2

Cumulative Hotfix 2 - Virtual Appliance Identity Governance

Hotfix Number CHF_IGV-14.4.1-CHF002.tar.gz Identity Governance 14.4.1 Cumulative Hotfix 2 has database schema changes. After applying
Cumulative Hotfix, you must run the following commands on the databases that you are using in your deployment:

• SQL Server
– sdb database

ALTER TABLE SingleConnectorParameters ALTER COLUMN Name NVARCHAR (768);

– gvm_datawrehouse database
ALTER TABLE I2_ALERT_WITH_ENTITIES_STG ALTER COLUMN ENTITY1_RES3 NVARCHAR (768); ALTER

 TABLE I2_ALERT_WITH_ENTITIES_STG ALTER COLUMN ENTITY2_RES3 NVARCHAR (768); ALTER

 TABLE I2_ALERT_WITH_ENTITIES_STG ALTER COLUMN ENTITY3_RES3 NVARCHAR (768); ALTER TABLE

 I2_ALERT_WITH_ENTITIES_STG ALTER COLUMN ENTITY4_RES3 NVARCHAR (768);

• Oracle
– sdb database

ALTER TABLE SingleConnectorParameters MODIFY Name NVARCHAR2(768);

Commit;

– gvm_datawrehouse database
ALTER TABLE I2_ALERT_WITH_ENTITIES_STG MODIFY ENTITY1_RES3  NVARCHAR2(768); ALTER TABLE

 I2_ALERT_WITH_ENTITIES_STG MODIFY ENTITY2_RES3  NVARCHAR2(768); ALTER TABLE I2_ALERT_WITH_ENTITIES_STG

 MODIFY ENTITY3_RES3  NVARCHAR2(768); ALTER TABLE I2_ALERT_WITH_ENTITIES_STG MODIFY ENTITY4_RES3 

 NVARCHAR2(768);

Commit;

Published On 26 April 2022

Applies To 14.4.1

Files Bundled with the Hotfix CHF_IG-14.4.1-20220422125802-CHF002.tgz.gpg

MD5 Checksum 578241d72a61e37f93182463eaf58b2e

Deployment Instructions Follow the deployment instructions that are mentioned in Applying a Cumulative Patch.

Fixed Defects Identity Governance 14.4.1 - Cumulative Hotfix 2
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https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/symantec-security-software/identity-security/identity-manager/14-4/Release-Notes/Cumulative-Hotfixes/Cumulative-Hotfix-14-4-1/14-4-1-cumulative-hotfix-2.html
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Cumulative Hotfix 2 - Virtual Appliance Identity Portal

Hotfix Number CHF_IPV-14.4.1-CHF002.tar.gz

Published On 26 April 2022

Applies To 14.4.1

Files Bundled with the Hotfix CHF_IP-14.4.1-20220422142634-CHF002.tgz.gpg

MD5 Checksum dce18f700af3c6efb016ebc7e14149ff

Deployment Instructions Follow the deployment instructions that are mentioned in Applying a Cumulative Patch.

Fixed Defects Identity Portal 14.4.1 - Cumulative Hotfix 2

Cumulative Hotfix 2 - Virtual Appliance Fixed Defects

The following defects are fixed in Virtual Appliance 14.4.1 Cumulative Hotfix 2:

Support Ticket Engineering Ticket Problem Summary Root Cause Behavioral Change

33072900 DE532183 The hung jstat process to validate the
Java heap on the MCA (WildFly) servers
consumed excess memory space.

When multiple Java processes are running,
jstat does not exit.

Limited the Java processes list and set a timeout
of 5 seconds to monitor the heap size of each
Java process.

32933238 DE525441 Identity Manager server is failing to start
and timeouts with an error.

By default, Identity Manager is configured to
timeout after 15 minutes of startup.

-

32961706 DE524026 Address security risks that are identified
in the Apache HTTPD Web Server.

Security risks due to loading of irrelevant
modules.

-

14.4.1 Cumulative Hotfix 1

View information about Virtual Appliance 14.4.1 Cumulative Hotfix 1.

Deployment Instructions

Follow these instructions to deploy a cumulative hotfix:

1. Download the cumulative hotfix from the support link. Support download links are provided in the succeeding sections
on this page.

2. Extract the downloaded cumulative hotfix. Each cumulative hotfix is provided in a compressed tarball format (tar.gz).
– On Linux, use "tar -zxvf <filename>" to extract the compressed tarballs.
– On Windows, extract the compressed tarballs.

3. Copy the extracted files into the Virtual Appliance using SCP software. SCP is available by default on most Mac/Linux
systems. You can download WinSCP for the Windows platform.
The command to copy the hotfix from a Mac/Linux system into the Virtual Appliance is:
scp CHF_<Component_Name>-14.4.1-<Date>-CHF001.tgz.gpg config@172.1.10.95:

For example:
scp CHF_IMS-14.4.1-20220204152054-CHF001.tgz.gpg config@172.1.10.95:

4. SSH into the Virtual Appliance.
For example:
ssh config@172.1.10.95
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5. Generate the MD5 checksum for the hotfix and compare with the checksum that is documented in the succeeding
sections on this page.
md5sum <Cumulative Patch>

For example:
md5sum CHF_IMS-14.4.1-20220204152054-CHF001.tgz.gpg

6. Apply the cumulative hotfix.
patch_vapp <Cumulative Hotfix>

For example:
patch_vapp CHF_IMS-14.4.1-20220204152054-CHF001.tgz.gpg

7. (Optional - Rollback): If there is a need to roll back a cumulative hotfix after it has been applied, log in via SSH/CLI into
the Virtual Appliance as shown in Step 4 and run "rollback_vapp".

NOTE
The patch and rollback commands should be executed within a "tmux" session (that is, run "tmux" and then run
the required patch/rollback command).

Cumulative Hotfix 1 - Virtual Appliance Identity Manager

Hotfix Number CHF_IMV-14.4.1-CHF001.tar.gz

Published On 4 February 2022

Applies To 14.4.1

Files Bundled with the Hotfix • Identity Manager Server
– CHF_IMS-14.4.1-20220204152054-CHF001.tgz.gpg

• Provisioning Server
– CHF_PS-14.4.1-20220204152035-CHF001.tgz.gpg

• Connector Server (JCS)
– CHF_CS-14.4.1-20220204152114-CHF001.tgz.gpg

MD5 Checksum • Identity Manager Server
– 2f5e013022c89c8382ac7cf7a2ff4b64

• Provisioning Server
– 5966340b8807ff4675f02074a803aae7

• Connector Server (JCS)
– d96f0cf4db57d6efc4b33ec16e13e014

Deployment Instructions Follow the deployment instructions that are mentioned in Applying a Cumulative Patch.

Fixed Defects Identity Manager 14.4.1 - Cumulative Hotfix 1

Cumulative Hotfix 1 - Virtual Appliance Identity Governance

Hotfix Number CHF_IGV-14.4.1-CHF001.tar.gz

Published On 4 February 2022

Applies To 14.4.1

Files Bundled with the Hotfix CHF_IG-14.4.1-20220204160153-CHF001.tgz.gpg

MD5 Checksum 9a5ba4501dcf9b6463a9347b38a18f1f

Deployment Instructions Follow the deployment instructions that are mentioned in Applying a Cumulative Patch.

Fixed Defects Identity Governance 14.4.1 - Cumulative Hotfix 1
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Cumulative Hotfix 1 - Virtual Appliance Identity Portal

Hotfix Number CHF_IPV-14.4.1-CHF001.tar.gz

Published On 4 February 2022

Applies To 14.4.1

Files Bundled with the Hotfix CHF_IP-14.4.1-20220204155757-CHF001.tgz.gpg

MD5 Checksum 1bb70d42ee1ded773a0f087dbe450e42

Deployment Instructions Follow the deployment instructions that are mentioned in Applying a Cumulative Patch.

Fixed Defects Identity Portal 14.4.1 - Cumulative Hotfix 1

Hotfixes
This topic includes hotfixes for Virtual Appliance 14.4 GA and its cumulative patches.

Reflected Cross-Site Scripting Hotfix for User Console

Hotfix Reflected Cross-Site Scripting Hotfix for User Console
• Virtual Appliance 14.4.2
• Virtual Appliance 14.4.1 + Cumulative Hotfix 2

MD5 Checksum • Virtual Appliance 14.4.2
628179ccccbdd3f46cbf0ed662717bb7

• Virtual Appliance 14.4.1 + Cumulative Hotfix 2
f28463b825f7e9aa8cce3e97e671b17d

Enhancement/Resolved Issue Apply this hotfix to resolve the following issues:
• Reflected Cross-Site Scripting that might occur when a malicious input is unsanitized.
• Response Splitting that might occur when a user supplied input (comprising Carriage Return Line Feed) is

unsanitized.
• Oracle LDAP Attribute Information Disclosure that might occur during a search operation.

Published On 18 Jan 2023

Security Hotfix to Remove Sensitive Information

Hotfix Security Hotfix to Remove Sensitive Information
• Virtual Appliance 14.4.2
• Virtual Appliance 14.4.1

MD5 Checksum • Virtual Appliance 14.4.2
51e71f8b222c6a39c5307ec4bc63d1cf

• Virtual Appliance 14.4.1
f5e7644330fc45c9caead2bf647c9983

Enhancement/Resolved Issue Apply this hotfix to resolve a scenario where sensitive information is exposed in the Virtual Appliance deployment.

Published On 22 Dec 2022
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https://support.broadcom.com/download-center/solution-detail.html?aparNo=99111382&os=COS
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/symantec-security-software/identity-security/identity-portal/14-4/release-notes/Cumulative-Hotfixes/Cumulative-Hotfix-14-4-1/14-4-1-Cumulative-Hotfix-1.html
https://support.broadcom.com/web/ecx/solutiondetails?aparNo=99111678&os=COS
https://support.broadcom.com/web/ecx/solutiondetails?aparNo=99111677&os=COS
https://support.broadcom.com/web/ecx/solutiondetails?aparNo=99111657&os=COS
https://support.broadcom.com/web/ecx/solutiondetails?aparNo=99111656&os=COS
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Security Hotfix to Resolve Authentication Bypass

Hotfix Security Hotfix to Resolve Authentication Bypass

Applicable Versions Virtual Appliance 14.4.1

MD5 Checksum ae88c53585d49cd2bc5247a6e832a8e6

Enhancement/Resolved Issue Apply this hotfix to resolve the following issues:
• A few URL resources of the Identity Manager Management Console are accessible by bypassing authentication.
• A user with privileged access executes a remote command on a system as the same user that is authorized to run

a web server application.
• Two of the authenticated functionalities of the Identity Manager Management Console can be injected with

malicious XML code.

Published On 14 Dec 2022

Latest AdoptOpenJDK for Upgrade

Hotfix v2-HF-AOJDK1_8_312-20211130-001.tar.gpg

Applicable Versions Virtual Appliance 14.4.1

MD5 Checksum 5d2d816c83f17acc20bb74784671acdf

Enhancement/Resolved Issue Fix to upgrade AdoptOpenJDK to version - OpenJDK8U-jdk_x64_linux_hotspot_8u312b07.

Published On 18 October 2022

Hotfix to Handle Time Zone Updates as Per 2022a Java Standards

CentOS Stream 8 and Amazon Linux 2

Hotfix v2-HF-TZDATA-2022a-20220325-001.tar.gpg

Applicable Versions Virtual Appliance 14.4 and 14.4.1

MD5 Checksum acf2e47754af958969d987ff50345ce0

Enhancement/Resolved Issue The hotfix updates the Java time zone as per the 2022a Java standards to accommodate the latest time zone changes.

Published On 1 April 2022

Support for Azure Guest using Microsoft Graph API v1.0

CentOS Stream 8 and Amazon Linux 2

Hotfix Azure Guest using Microsoft Graph API v1.0 After applying the hotfix, ensure that you run the following command to deploy the
latest Azure REST metadata in the Provisioning Directory.
registerJavaConnectors

Applicable Versions Virtual Appliance 14.4.1

MD5 Checksum • Identity Manager Server
– d72469cb71cf258eb54f5ecaa6a5aa30

• Provisioning Server
– d3d9b3e3b2d54e20b6fcf323f6500562

• Java Connector Server
– 14b49b9163f3ab9aee89f2955b50a389
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Enhancement/Resolved Issue Azure REST connector supports provisioning and management of Azure guest users from Identity Manager using the Microsoft
Graph API.
For instructions on how to provision and manage a guest user from Identity Manager using the Microsoft Graph API, see Azure
User Types.

Published On 25 March 2022

Azure REST Connector Supports Microsoft Graph API v1.0

CentOS Stream 8 and Amazon Linux 2

Hotfix Azure REST Connector - Microsoft Graph API v1.0 After applying the hotfix, ensure that you run the following command to deploy
the latest Azure REST metadata in the Provisioning Directory.
registerJavaConnectors

Applicable Versions Virtual Appliance 14.4 GA

MD5 Checksum b4a1ea3b882917e623079d31e62fcf83

Enhancement/Resolved Issue Microsoft has deprecated Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) Graph API and support for the same will be discontinued from the
end of 2022. We have enhanced the Azure REST connector to use the new Microsoft Graph API.
For instructions on how to reconfigure an already acquired Azure endpoint to use the Microsoft Graph API, see Reconfigure
Azure Endpoint.

Published On 10 March 2022

CentOS 6 and Amazon Linux 1

Hotfix Azure REST Connector - Microsoft Graph API After applying the hotfix, ensure that you run the following command to deploy the
latest Azure REST metadata in the Provisioning Directory.
registerJavaConnectors

Applicable Versions Virtual Appliance 14.4 GA

MD5 Checksum d7cc8880fd758a96964bed950235fae9

Enhancement/Resolved Issue Microsoft has deprecated Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) Graph API and support for the same will be discontinued from the
end of 2022. We have enhanced the Azure REST connector to use the new Microsoft Graph API.
For instructions on how to reconfigure an already acquired Azure endpoint to use the Microsoft Graph API, see Reconfigure
Azure Endpoint.

Published On 10 March 2022

Upgrade Patch to Fix Apache Log4j Issues (CVE-2021-44228, CVE-2021-45105, CVE-2021-45046, CVE-2021-44832)

CentOS Stream 8 and Amazon Linux 2

Hotfix Hotfix1: C8-HF-LOG4J-20211222-001.tar.gpg
Hotfix2: C8-HF-LOG4J-20220120-001.tar.gpg
To fix Log4j issues, it is mandatory to first apply Hotfix1 followed by Hotfix2.

Applicable Versions Virtual Appliance 14.4, 14.4.1

MD5 Checksum Hotfix1: 29231c48c50d3968b0f488ce66dacd1e
Hotfix2: 111eee884dc3d79e99f11d6bae8b74c7

Enhancement/Resolved Issue The patch addresses the Apache Log4j issues (CVE-2021-44228, CVE-2021-45105, CVE-2021-45046, CVE-2021-44832) for
hotfix2 by upgrading Log4j to version 2.17.1/2.3.2.

Published On 21 January 2022
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https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/symantec-security-software/identity-security/identity-management-and-governance-connectors/1-0/connectors/microsoft-connectors/microsoft-azure/manage-azure-with-rest-connector/azure-user-types.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/symantec-security-software/identity-security/identity-management-and-governance-connectors/1-0/connectors/microsoft-connectors/microsoft-azure/manage-azure-with-rest-connector/azure-user-types.html
https://support.broadcom.com/web/ecx/solutiondetails?aparNo=99111426&os=COS
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/symantec-security-software/identity-security/identity-management-and-governance-connectors/1-0/connectors/microsoft-connectors/microsoft-azure/manage-azure-with-rest-connector.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/symantec-security-software/identity-security/identity-management-and-governance-connectors/1-0/connectors/microsoft-connectors/microsoft-azure/manage-azure-with-rest-connector.html
https://support.broadcom.com/web/ecx/solutiondetails?aparNo=99111425&os=COS
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/symantec-security-software/identity-security/identity-management-and-governance-connectors/1-0/connectors/microsoft-connectors/microsoft-azure/manage-azure-with-rest-connector.html#concept.dita_65480e1a9def53c7ed2ee520ab0d801c268499b0_UpgradeAzureRESTConnector
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/symantec-security-software/identity-security/identity-management-and-governance-connectors/1-0/connectors/microsoft-connectors/microsoft-azure/manage-azure-with-rest-connector.html#concept.dita_65480e1a9def53c7ed2ee520ab0d801c268499b0_UpgradeAzureRESTConnector
https://support.broadcom.com/download-center/solution-detail.html?aparNo=99111323&os=LINUX%20-ALL
https://support.broadcom.com/download-center/solution-detail.html?aparNo=99111359&os=LINUX%20-ALL
https://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2021-44228
https://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2021-45105
https://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2021-45046
https://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2021-44832
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CentOS 6 and Amazon Linux 1

Hotfix Hotfix1: C6-HF-LOG4J-20211222-001.tgz.gpg
Hotfix2: C6-HF-LOG4J-20220120-001.tgz.gpg To fix Log4j issues, it is mandatory to first apply Hotfix1 followed by Hotfix2.

Applicable Versions Virtual Appliance 14.4

MD5 Checksum Hotfix1: 99ae7df41199ebbe77b566f1392eb2d2
Hotfix2: a53bc9dd216098a95832a5ee8789e1a7

Enhancement/Resolved Issue The patch addresses the Apache Log4j issues (CVE-2021-44228, CVE-2021-45105, CVE-2021-45046, CVE-2021-44832) for
hotfix2 by upgrading Log4j to version 2.17.1/2.3.2.

Published On 21 January 2022

Hotfix to Prevent Ownership Change of the File System

CentOS Stream 8 and Amazon Linux 2

Hotfix SUDO-PERM-V2-FIX-20211122-001.tgz.gpg

Applicable Versions Virtual Appliance 14.4 GA

MD5 Checksum 512865a6dd0292d6ad134a23ebc02cb1

Enhancement/Resolved Issue Fix to prevent change in the ownership of the file system to config:wildfly which makes the machine unusable.

Published On 24 November 2021

CentOS 6 and Amazon Linux 1

Hotfix SUDO-PERM-V1-FIX-20211122-001.tgz.gpg

Applicable Versions Virtual Appliance 14.4 GA

MD5 Checksum 433989b1b62af0e4a864740e4427ef8a

Enhancement/Resolved Issue Fix to prevent change in the ownership of the file system to config:wildfly which makes the machine unusable.

Published On 24 November 2021

Post Upgrade Fixes

Hotfix HF-DE498686-20210401-001-C6

Applicable Versions Post upgrade to Virtual Appliance 14.4

MD5 Checksum af5867745aaddc22c81766cfad768573

Enhancement/Resolved Issue Fix to resolve SAML configuration access error or the missing json-simple jar upon upgrade to Virtual Appliance 14.4.

Published On 24 May 2021

Fixed Defects
Learn about the defects that are fixed in Virtual Appliance.

This section of the release notes includes information about defects that are fixed in the following Virtual Appliance
releases.
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https://support.broadcom.com/download-center/solution-detail.html?aparNo=99111324&os=LINUX%20-ALL
https://support.broadcom.com/download-center/solution-detail.html?aparNo=99111360&os=LINUX%20-ALL
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• Virtual Appliance 14.4.2 - Fixed Defects
• Virtual Appliance 14.4.1 - Fixed Defects
• Virtual Appliance 14.4 - Fixed Defects

Virtual Appliance 14.4.2 - Fixed Defects
Learn about the defects that are fixed in Virtual Appliance 14.4.2.

Support Ticket Engineering Ticket Problem Summary Root Cause Behavioral Change

32918679 DE520815 Ownership of the file system on the
machine is changed to config:wildfly
which makes the machine unusable.

A bug in the portal startup code causes this
problem. The problem is observed when
the portal service description file is present
on the system but no portal deployment is
done. Starting the portal service causes the
problem.

-

32961706 DE524026 Address security risks that are identified
in the Apache HTTPD Web Server.

Security risks due to loading of irrelevant
modules.

-

33147769 DE538470 Identity Manager on Virtual Appliance
is unable to send email through SMTP
server.

Virtual Appliance sets SMTP_USER to null
when username validation fails.

-

33144042 DE538603 Virtual Appliance central logging is not
working.

Central Log appender is missing in the
Log4j configuration file.

33072900 DE532183 The hung jstat process to validate the
Java heap on the MCA (WildFly) servers
consumed excess memory space.

When multiple Java processes are running,
jstat does not exit.

Limited the Java processes list and set a timeout
of 5 seconds to monitor the heap size of each
Java process.

32853199 DE515527 Enhancement request to apply branding
changes to the Identity Governance
user interface deployed using Virtual
Appliance. Branding changes can include
customizations to the product logo,
product description, text color, and so on.

- For information on how to apply branding
changes, see Modify Identity Governance
Branding.

33214152 DE544366 Redistribution of the SSL key in the user
store cluster fails during redeployment of
a service.

CA Directory SSL key mismatch when
Virtual Appliance uses the same alias
during the user store deployment.

-

33189740 DE542318 Central Server logs do not rotate as
scheduled.

Change in the behavior of the cron job on
CentOS 8/Amazon Linux 2.

-

33222121 DE546771 Unable to monitor the status of services
on a deployed node.

Misplaced the deployment flag
(.isconfigured) file that is used to identity
service status.

-

33220050 DE547824 Virtual Appliance does not support size-
based log rotation.

- Virtual Appliance now supports size-based log
rotation. The server logs are now rotated when
the log size reaches 500 MB. A maximum of 20
log rotations are supported in a day.

33204494 DE543429 SSH server weak CBC ciphers, MAC,
and key algorithms are enabled.

- SSH server weak ciphers, macs, key algorithms
are now disabled.

33138810 DE538067 The "Update user fields" functionality
does not work for the Partial Explore/
Correlate operation.

Identity Manager does not consider user
field updation while performing Partial
Explore/Correlate operation.

-
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Support Ticket Engineering Ticket Problem Summary Root Cause Behavioral Change

33021457 DE528303 Log rotation renames log files
with a different name pattern. For
example: server.log.2022-04-19
server.2022-04-19.log

Multiple file name formats exist in multiple
XML files.

-

33115579 DE536530 Policy Xpress validation fails on
provisioning role custom attributes.

Policy Xpress ignores custom attribute
values.

-

NOTE
The following links provide the list of non-Virtual Appliance fixed defects for the Symantec IGA components:

• Identity Manager - Fixed Defects 14.4.2
• Identity Governance - Fixed Defects 14.4.2
• Identity Portal - Fixed Defects 14.4.2

Virtual Appliance 14.4.1 - Fixed Defects
Learn about the defects that are fixed in Virtual Appliance 14.4.1.

Support Ticket Engineering Ticket Problem Summary Root Cause Behavioral Change

32918679 DE520815 Ownership of the file system on the
machine is changed to config:wildfly
which makes the machine unusable.

A bug in the portal startup code causes this
problem. The problem is observed when
the portal service description file is present
on the system but no portal deployment is
done. Starting the portal service will cause
the problem.

-

32770134 DE509881 Error when users are performing the
forgotten password task in the Identity
Portal cluster environment with load
balancing used.

Identity Portal uses load balancing for the
forgotten password task when the "Update
Client URL" option is selected in the Identity
Manager connector. Identity Manager does
not support load balancing of public tasks.

-

32715374 DE504857 Deployment of Identity Manager in Virtual
Appliance fails due to non-availability of
the "web-app_2_3.dtd" file.

Internet access is required to download the
"web-app_2_3.dtd" file.

-

32778777 DE509254 Unable to set logging levels using
logging_v2.jsp.

The "logging_v2.jsp" file is missing in the
deployed user_console.war.

-

32623814 DE498474 Disable temporary mounting of the
network file system and support only
persistent mounting.

- -

32636178 DE499336 Unable to configure Network Time
Protocol (NTP) on CentOS 8.

The "chrony.conf" file is read-only. -

NOTE
The following links provide the list of non-Virtual Appliance fixed defects for the Symantec IGA components:

• Identity Manager - Fixed Defects 14.4.1
• Identity Governance - Fixed Defects 14.4.1
• Identity Portal - Fixed Defects 14.4.1
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Virtual Appliance 14.4 - Fixed Defects
Learn about the defects that are fixed in Virtual Appliance 14.4.

Support Ticket Engineering Ticket Problem Summary Root Cause Behavioural Change

01306401 DE407344 Oracle database log displays an error
message after the database connection
port is closed without performing any
operation.

Oracle database expects a database
operation when the Oracle port is opened
by the Virtual Appliance monitoring utility
to check the availability of an external
database.

Virtual Appliance now supports custom
monitoring interval for an external Oracle
database. For more information, see Customize
Monitoring Frequency for an External Oracle
Database.

01325336 DE410676 Identity Portal is unable to connect to
Identity Manager as the server is down.

transport lock-timeout value was not
sufficient. Increased the same.

-

01354331 DE416293 Database population for Identity
Governance fails.

Due to the low entropy value, connection
to the database is not established
successfully.

Entropy setting is moved from "Random Number
Generator - RNGD" to "urandom".

01325624 DE416317 Provisioning Server deployment fails on a
remote node.

Provisioning schema is not updated before
carrying out the dsa data import.

-

01371067 DE419908 Identity Manager does not function
properly as the majority of the tasks are
stuck in the in-progress state until the
Identity Manager server restarts.

Random Number Generator (RNGD)
service consumes excessive CPU thus
impacting the other services on the Virtual
Appliance.

Random Number Generator (RNGD) service
used for setting up the entropy is now disabled
on the Virtual Appliance and services like JCS
are modified to run without the help of RNGD,
using /dev/urandom.

20009353 DE421774 Import of huge data into Identity Portal
fails.

Application server transaction timeout value
is set to a lower value and does not suffice
for import of bigger files into Identity Portal.

-

20016303 20307710 DE424267 DE448289 Connection to database fails when
special characters are used.

Virtual Appliance does not support a few
special characters.

Virtual Appliance now supports special
characters that are supported by the database.

20054525 DE429730 compressLogs with arguments do not
work correctly.

Problem with argument handling. -

20083199 DE438447 Virtual Appliance does not allow
connection pool configuration for add-on
datasources.

Configuration to add pool properties for
an add-on datasource is missing in the
datasource configuration.

Virtual Appliance now supports configuration of
an additional datasource on Identity Manager
and Identity Portal application servers. The
supported databases are Oracle and Microsoft
SQL Server. For more information, see
Configure an Add-on Datasource.

20102511 20316527 DE438952 Restarting the Virtual Appliance
Provisioning Server reverts the Symantec
Directory etrust_cosx schema file.

Implementation bug. -

20071475 DE438987 Unable to clear datasource property files
on Virtual Appliance.

Once the datasource file is created, its
ownership is changed to root.

-

20056149 DE440587 Connection timeout to one or more nodes
in a Virtual Appliance deployment slows
down the proxy.

Enhancement that allows a customer to
tune the proxy parameters related to the
connection timeouts and retry operations.

Virtual Appliance now allows you to configure
proxy parameters such as Log Levels,
Connection Timeout and Retry Timeout.
For more information, see Configure Proxy
Parameters.

20322251 DE450560 Disaster Recovery flag is not honoured
upon application restart and reboot.

Design enhancement.

31789319 DE451389 sshd_config file is not viewable by the
Virtual Appliance config user.

sshd_config file access was restricted to the
root user.

Config user can now view the sshd_config file.

NOTE
The following links provide the list of non-Virtual Appliance fixed defects for the Symantec IGA components:
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• Identity Manager - Fixed Defects 14.4
• Identity Governance - Fixed Defects 14
• Identity Portal - Fixed Defects 14.4

Known Issues
Learn about the known issues in Virtual Appliance.

Unable to Acquire JNDI-Based Endpoints

[Applicable to Virtual Appliance 14.4.1 and 14.4.2 releases]

Symptom:

JNDI-based endpoint creation fails with the following exception:

javax.naming.NamingException: Cannot parse url: ldap://<Endpoint_Hostname>:<port>/ [Root exception is

 java.net.MalformedURLException: unsupported authority: <Endpoint_Hostname>:<port>]

Root Cause:

Java is now strict on parsing the URL strings in the built-in JNDI providers. For more details, see Oracle Release Notes.

Workaround:

Apply this workaround:

1. Add the following argument to /opt/CA/IdentityManager/ConnectorServer/data/jvm_options.conf file:
-Dcom.sun.jndi.ldapURLParsing=legacy

2. Restart Java Connector Server (JCS).

Add-on Datasource and JDBC Driver Features Do Not Work
The Add-on Datasource and Driver features do not work in the Virtual Appliance 14.4 fresh and upgrade scenarios. Post
upgrade or fresh installation of Virtual Appliance to 14.4, you must apply the following hotfixes for the add-on datasource
and driver to work:

• Hotfix for Datasource
• Hotfix for JDBC Drivers

Duplicate Naming of the Cluster Nodes

In the Virtual Appliance Web Console setup page, the hostname of all the cluster nodes appear same. You can uniquely
identity the cluster nodes with their IP address.

AWS Virtual Appliance - Unable to Establish a Secure Connection to the Requested Server Host

Symptom:

In an Amazon Web Services (AWS) Virtual Appliance deployment, getting the following error on trying to establish a
secure SSL/TLS connection over proxy to Identity Manager, Identity Governance, or Identity Portal.
SSL/TLS Secure Connection Error

Description: Could not establish a secure SSL/TLS connection to the requested server host.

Root Cause:

The error occurs due to the use of long duration OOTB SSL certificate.

Workaround:
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https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/symantec-security-software/identity-security/identity-manager/14-4/Release-Notes/Fixed-Defects/Fixed-Defects---14-4.html
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Follow any one of the given workarounds:

• Use a custom certificate.
• Refresh the page, ignore the warning, and proceed.

Warning Message on Stopping the Virtual Appliance Java Connector Server

Symptom:

Post upgrade to the latest Virtual Appliance release, getting a warning message on stopping the Virtual Appliance Java
Connector Server.
OpenJDK 64-Bit Server VM warning: ignoring option MaxPermSize=384m; support was removed in 8.0

Root Cause:

Java 8 no longer supports the MaxPermSize command-line flag.

Workaround:

Follow any one of the given workarounds:

• Drop -XX:MaxPermSize=384m from Java Options:
a. Navigate to /opt/CA/IdentityManager/ConnectorServer/data or /opt/CA/IdentityGovernance/ConnectorServer/

data.
b. Open jvm_options.conf file and remove -XX:MaxPermSize=384m parameter.

• Ignore the warning as it is benign.

Remote Connector Server
To provision to a Windows-based endpoint such as Active Directory, Exchange and Skype, you must install Connector
Server on a remote Windows server.

NOTE
This Remote Connector Server is applicable to Virtual Appliance 14.4 GA only.

Follow these steps to download the latest Remote Connector Server from the support site:

1. Log in to support.broadcom.com.
2. Select Cyber Security Software from the drop-down list that is displayed beside your account name in the header.
3. Click My Downloads in the left pane.
4. Search the product by name IDENTITY MGMT AND GOVRNCE and select it.
5. Select the Products tab.

NOTE
All the major release versions are listed under the Products tab, and CPs, CHFs, and Hotfixes are listed
under the Solutions tab.

6. Search the product component by name Identity Suite.
7. Search for and select CA Identity Suite MULTI-PLATFORM.
8. Select the desired version - 14.4.
9. Search for and download - Symantec IGA Virtual Appliance Connector Server for Windows r14.4

(GEN0000000004497.zip).

Remote Tools
To work with Windows-based tools such as WorkPoint Designer and Provisioning Manager, you must install management
tools on a remote Windows server. Before installing the remote tools, ensure that you have set the following environment
variable:
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SET JAVA_TOOL_OPTIONS="-Dos.name=Windows 7"

NOTE
This Remote Tools is applicable to Virtual Appliance 14.4 GA only.

Follow these steps to download the latest remote tools from the support site:

1. Log in to support.broadcom.com.
2. Select Cyber Security Software from the drop-down list that is displayed beside your account name in the header.
3. Click My Downloads in the left pane.
4. Search the product by name IDENTITY MGMT AND GOVRNCE and select it.
5. Select the Products tab.

NOTE
All the major release versions are listed under the Products tab, and CPs, CHFs, and Hotfixes are listed
under the Solutions tab.

6. Search the product component by name Identity Suite.
7. Select the desired product category for download (example: CA Identity Suite for Business Users OEM MULTI-

PLATFORM), version 14.4, and download the product file - Symantec IGA Virtual Appliance Remote Tools
r14.4 (GEN0000000004438.zip).

Latest Operating System Security Cumulative Patch
View information about the latest Operating System Security Cumulative Patch.

IMPORTANT

• The operating system security patch is applicable to Virtual Appliance 14.4, 14.4.1, and 14.4.2 deployments
on CentOS 8 stream.

• The operating system security patch is applicable to the Virtual Appliance ESX installation. To apply security
patch on the Virtual Appliance AWS installation, use the updateManager command. Ensure that you take a
snapshot of the machine before running the updateManager or before you apply the security patch.

Patch Number CP-OS-1404-20230316.tar.gpg
MD5 Checksum e53566554cfa7fb65f67736c17bf7c70
Published On 3 April 2023
Applies To 14.4, 14.4.1, 14.4.2 on CentOS Steam 8
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Deployment Instructions To apply the security patch, follow these steps:
1. Copy the security patch into Virtual Appliance using SCP software. SCP is available by default on most Mac/Linux systems. You can

download WinSCP for the Windows platform.
For example, the command to copy the patch from a Mac/Linux system into Virtual Appliance is:
scp CP-OS-1404-20230316.tar.gpg config@172.1.10.95:

2. SSH into the Virtual Appliance.
For example:
ssh config@172.1.10.95

3. Generate the MD5 checksum for the security patch and compare with the checksum that is documented in this table.
md5sum <Security Patch>

For example:
md5sum CP-OS-1404-20230316.tar.gpg

4. Apply the security patch.
patch_vapp <Security Patch>

For example:
patch_vapp CP-OS-1404-20230316.tar.gpg

When using Virtual Appliance, the patch command should be executed within a "tmux" session (that is, run "tmux" and then run the required patch
command).

Release Comparison
The Release Comparison table compares the key features in all active releases of Symantec IGA, and helps you to plan
and move to the newer releases.

Key Features 14.4.2 14.4.1 14.4 14.3 14.2

Delta Certification yes no no no no
Connector Xpress 2.0 for REST Applications
• 14.4.2
• 14.4.1

yes yes no no no

Unlock Account using OTP [Identity Manager + Identity Portal] yes yes no no no
SAP R3 Connector Supports Secure Network Communication [SNC] yes yes no no no
View Reports in Identity Portal
See Modules and Identity Manager Reports.

yes yes no no no

SCIM 2.0 Inbound Service yes yes yes no no
Modern Authentication for Exchange Online yes yes yes no no
Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML 2.0)
• Identity Manager
• Identity Governance
• Identity Portal

yes yes yes no no

Open ID Connect
• Identity Manager
• Identity Governance
• Identity Portal

yes yes yes no no

FIPS Support for Virtual Appliance AWS yes yes yes no no
Virtual Appliance Deployment on Azure yes yes yes yes no
HR Feed for Integration with External System - Workday yes yes yes yes no
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Key Features 14.4.2 14.4.1 14.4 14.3 14.2

Integration with Microsoft Azure for User Provisioning and SSO access to
Azure Business Applications from Identity Portal

yes yes yes yes no

REST-Based Connectors replacing the current API Gateway Connectors:
Azure, Box, GSuite, ServiceNow, Zendesk

yes yes yes yes no

REST Migration Utility to Migrate API Gateway Connectors to REST
Based Connectors

yes yes yes yes no

Incremental Explore and Correlate of Active Directory yes yes yes yes no
Easier Import of Large Data to Identity Governance with,
• Enhanced Import Process
• Incremental Import of Active Directory
• Import of Offline CSV Files for Active Director

yes yes yes yes no

Recover the Password or LoginId with a One-Time Password with a Text
or Voice Message

yes yes yes yes yes

Manage Certification Campaigns in Identity Portal yes yes yes yes yes
CA Privileged Access Manager Connector Support for LDAP User and
Device Groups

yes yes yes yes yes

Support for Hybrid Microsoft Deployments (Multi-Domain in O365) yes yes yes yes yes
Enhanced Capabilities of RACF v2 Connector yes yes yes yes yes
Governance Universe Migration Utility yes yes yes yes yes
Amazon Web Services Connector yes yes yes yes yes
Campaign Archiving from Identity Governance yes yes yes yes yes
FIPS 140-2 Support for Virtual Appliance (excluding AWS) yes yes yes yes yes
FIPS 140-2 Support for Applications Server (WebSphere) yes yes yes yes yes
Proxy Support for CA Business Intelligence JasperReports Server
• Identity Manager
• Identity Governance

yes yes yes yes yes

Account Movement across Organizational Units on Active Directory
Endpoint

yes yes yes yes yes

Active Directory Authentication Module yes yes yes yes yes
Active Directory Time Bound Membership yes yes yes yes yes
FIPS 140-2 Support for Applications Servers (JBoss, WebLogic) yes yes yes yes yes
CA Business Intelligence JasperReports® Server for Reporting
• Identity Manager

– Install and Configure CA Business Intelligence JasperReports®

Server
– Reporting Using CA Business Intelligence JasperReports® Server

• Identity Governance

yes yes yes yes yes

Deployment Xpress yes yes yes yes yes
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Virtual Appliance
The Virtual Appliance lets you install and deploy Identity Management and Governance products and their associated
services quickly with minimal effort.

The supported virtualization platforms are,

• On-Premise Platforms
The Virtual Appliance virtual machine image is provided in an Open Virtualization Architecture(OVA) format that is
compatible with modern Virtualization platforms.

• Cloud Platforms
The Virtual Appliance supports the following cloud platforms:
– Amazon Web Services (AWS)
– Microsoft Azure

The Virtual Appliance features a flexible and modular design that provides multiple environment types (Demo,
Development, Staging, and Production) and support for High Availability (HA). The Virtual Appliance is based on Linux,
using WildFly as the application server and Oracle (Express Edition) as an embedded database. The embedded database
is applicable to the non-production environments only.

The Virtual Appliance includes the following additional features:

• Web-based interface allows configuration, administration, and monitoring
• Proxy server provides load-balancing and high-availability for the web applications
• Easy installation of Windows-based tools such as Workpoint Designer and Connector Xpress
• Easy access to logs of all components

The Virtual Appliance lets you install and deploy the following components and services of Symantec IGA:

• Identity Manager
• Identity Governance
• Identity Portal
• Directory
• Provisioning Server
• Connector Server
• Oracle database 11g Express Edition

Platform Support Matrix
This topic covers the platform support matrix for Virtual Appliance:

Virtualization Platforms

• On-Premise Platforms
The virtual image that is provided in an “OVA” format is certified with the following virtualization platforms:
– VMware ESXi v6.x and later
– VMware Workstation v8, v9, v10, v11, and v12
– VMware Fusion v7.x and v8.x

• Cloud Platforms
– Amazon Web Services (AWS)
– Microsoft Azure
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IMPORTANT
Virtual Appliance on the Azure platform is deprecated and support for the same is discontinued from 31
August 2022. Customers using Virtual Appliance on Azure should migrate to a standalone deployment
on Azure. If the Azure platform is not a constraint, consider a switch to an on-premise standalone/
VirtualAppliance deployment. See the product advisory.

User Store

The Virtual Appliance supports Out-of-the-box Directory only as the User Store.

Web Browsers

Browser Notes

Mozilla Firefox On Windows Desktop OS

Google Chrome On Windows Desktop OS

Apple Safari On Mac OS

External Databases

The Virtual Appliance supports the following external databases:

Database Version

Microsoft SQL Server

Oracle Database

According to the support matrix of the underlying products:
• Identity Manager
• Identity Governance
• Identity Portal

NOTE

The Virtual Appliance deployment process automatically populates the database tables for the products. It is the
sole responsibility of the administrator to create databases/schemas with proper privileges as described in the
Prerequisites for external database integration readme file on the Virtual Appliance web console (referenced
under both the Help page and External database configuration page).

For information about the database privileges required for each component of Symantec IGA, refer to the
following links:

• Identity Manager
• Identity Governance
• Identity Portal

Installing Virtual Appliance
The Virtual Appliance lets you install and deploy identity management and governance products and their associated
services quickly with minimal effort.

Symantec IGA supports deployment of Virtual Appliance on the following platforms:

• VMware
• Amazon Web Services (AWS)
• Microsoft Azure
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VMware Deployment
You can deploy Virtual Appliance on the VMware platform. This document covers the considerations for deploying the
Virtual Appliance on VMware.

System Requirements

The Virtual Appliance deployment model lets you deploy Symantec IGA components in a single Virtual Appliance or
distributed across multiple appliances. Based on the load and demand, the sizing of the Virtual Appliances vary. The
number of instances of the Virtual Appliance depends on the projected usage by each customer. The flexibility of the
Virtual Appliance enables deployment of separate services to different appliance instances for optimal performance.

The following parameters depict the minimum and recommended system requirements for installing Virtual Appliance.
However, our service architects determine the best production grade deployment based on quality assurance and load
testing during the deployment project.

• Minimum Requirements
– 10-GB RAM
– 4 Virtual CPUs
– 50-GB Disk Space

• Recommended Requirements
– 16-GB RAM
– 4 Virtual CPUs
– 200-GB Disk Space

• Memory Requirements for Virtual Appliance Services

Services Demo / Sandbox Non-Production / Production

Identity Portal 1.5 GB 8 GB

Identity Governance 1.5 GB 8 GB

Identity Manager 2 GB 8 GB

User Store 0.5 GB 4 GB

Provisioning Server 0.5 GB 6 GB

Connector Server 1 GB 2 GB

Central Logs 1 GB 4 GB

Oracle 11g Express 1 GB Not Applicable

NOTE
The recommended requirements assume the distribution of components on several Virtual Appliance machines.

Set Up Virtual Appliance

To deploy Symantec IGA products and services that you want, set up the Virtual Appliance by importing the .ova file into
your Virtualization platform and complete the required configurations that are detailed in this procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. Download the .ova file from the Support website:
a. Log in to support.broadcom.com.
b. Select Cyber Security Software from the drop-down list that is displayed beside your account name in the header.
c. Click My Downloads in the left pane.
d. Search the product by name IDENTITY MGMT AND GOVRNCE and select it.
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e. Select the Products tab.
NOTE
All the major release versions are listed under the Products tab, and CPs, CHFs and Hotfixes are listed
under the Solutions tab.

f. Search the product component by name Identity Suite.
g. Select the desired product category for download (example: CA Identity Suite for Business Users OEM MULTI-

PLATFORM), version, and download the product file.
2. Import the .ova file into your Virtualization platform.
3. Power on the virtual machine. The Virtual Appliance initialization page appears in the Virtualization platform console.
4. Log in with the following default credentials:

– User: config
– Password: config

5. When prompted, change the default password of the config user.
NOTE
The config user password cannot be recovered if lost or forgotten, and the only option is to redeploy Virtual
Appliance.

6. Follow the initialization wizard to initialize the Virtual Appliance.

NOTE

• You can enable or disable FIPS 140-2 support only once during the initialization of a fresh Virtual
Appliance installation. This implies that you cannot enable FIPS 140-2 support on a system that is
upgraded from a non-FIPS enabled version.

• All nodes in the Virtual Appliance solution must be configured with the same FIPS mode (either
"enabled" or "disabled").
For more information, see FIPS 140-2 Compliance.

7. After the initialization process completes, the Virtual Appliance Web Console URL is displayed. For example:
https://172.20.30.10:10443

8. Using a web browser, access the Web Console so that you proceed with the Virtual Appliance configuration.

Deploy Virtual Appliance

After you are done setting up the Virtual Appliance, deploy the Symantec IGA products and services that you want.

Follow these steps:

1. In a browser, access the Virtual Appliance IP address by using the HTTPS protocol on port 10443.
For example: https://172.20.30.10:10443

2. The Virtual Appliance is shipped with a self-signed certificate. So, you are prompted with an alert. Ignore the alert
message and proceed to view the Virtual Appliance login page.

3. Provide the config user credentials to log in to the Web Console and click Login. The home page shows the available
configuration types: Demo, Sandbox / Custom, Non Production, and Production.

4. Click a configuration type that you want to deploy.
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NOTE

• For demonstration and proof of concept purposes, consider using either the Demo or Sandbox options.
• The Demo and Sandbox configuration types allow you to use an embedded database.
• When using an external database (for Sandbox, Non-production, and Production), Oracle and Microsoft

SQL databases are supported.
• You must set up the Production and Non-Production configuration types for High Availability too.
• We recommend that the production deployments use an external proxy/load-balancer instead of

the out-of-the-box Virtual Appliance proxy. Click here to learn about the guidelines to follow while
using an external Proxy/Balancer in ingress mode.

5. [Platform v2 - CentOS Stream 8] Enter a unique name for your deployment. The maximum allowed characters are 20
and the allowed characters are [a-z0-9]. The deployment name cannot contain the strings userstore and ca-prov-srv.

6. In the Configure Password page, enter, and validate a master password. This password is the default master
password to log in to the Symantec IGA components.

7. Once a configuration type is chosen, for example, Demo, the solution deployment page is displayed.
8. Drag-and-drop the services or products that you want to the virtual machine section.
9. As you place components in the virtual appliance instance, the memory bar shows projected memory usage.
10. Click Deploy.

– [Applicable from Virtual Appliance 14.4.1 onwards]
Virtual Appliance supports a hierarchical (default) or a flat organization structure for the out-of-the-box Identity
Manager environment. During the initial deployment of the Identity Manager environment, Virtual Appliance prompts
you to select the organization type as Flat or Hierarchical. Once the organization type is selected, the deployment
starts and you cannot revert the selection.

NOTE

• Virtual Appliance does not support switching the organization type in both fresh and upgrade
deployments.

• In case of a flat structure, the organization creation and management screens do not appear in the
Identity Manager User Console. All the user and group containers will sit under the "im" root folder.

11. The selected services or products are now deployed.

NOTE
During the Identity Governance startup, the Workpoint processes are automatically imported. This is
equivalent to the user browsing to Identity Governance User Console and executing a Workpoint update from
the Administration > Settings > Workpoint DB Administration page.

Amazon Web Services (AWS) Deployment
You can deploy Virtual Appliance on the Amazon Web Services (AWS) platform. This document covers the considerations
for deploying the Virtual Appliance on AWS.

WARNING
Reach out to our support team for the Amazon Machine Image (AMI). Unlike other deployment platforms, the
AWS image is not available for download from the support site.

Hardware Requirements

The Virtual Appliance deployment model lets you deploy Symantec IGA components in a single Virtual Appliance or
distributed across multiple appliances. Based on the load and demand, the sizing of the Virtual Appliances vary. The
number of instances of the Virtual Appliance depends on the projected usage by each customer. The flexibility of the
Virtual Appliance enables deployment of separate services to different appliance instances for optimal performance.
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The following parameters depict the minimum and recommended system requirements for installing Virtual Appliance.
However, our service architects determine the best production grade deployment based on the quality assurance and load
testing during the deployment project.

• Minimum Requirements
– 10-GB RAM
– 4 Virtual CPUs
– 50-GB Disk Space

• Recommended Requirements
– 16-GB RAM
– 4 Virtual CPUs
– 200-GB Disk Space

• Memory Requirements for Virtual Appliance Services

Services Demo / Sandbox Non-Production / Production

Identity Portal 1.5 GB 8 GB

Identity Governance 1.5 GB 8 GB

Identity Manager 2 GB 8 GB

User Store 0.5 GB 4 GB

Provisioning Server 0.5 GB 6 GB

Connector Server 1 GB 2 GB

Central Logs 1 GB 4 GB

Oracle 11g Express 1 GB Not Applicable

NOTE
The recommended requirements assume the distribution of components on several Virtual Appliances.

AWS Instance Type

The amount of RAM allocated to the host is set by the instance type. Based on the deployment type, the memory
allocation must adhere to the minimum memory requirement of the products that are deployed on each node ("instances"
in AWS).

There is no specific instance type requirement, however, we recommend using a compute-optimized instance with SSD
block storage.

Security Group and Firewall Rules

Every Virtual Appliance solution that is deployed on multiple nodes ("instances" in AWS) require certain firewall rules to be
defined for services to communicate internally.

On the AWS platform, firewall rules are managed in Security Groups. By default, instances in the same region cannot
communicate internally unless a proper Security Group configuration is in place.

When deployed on AWS, the Virtual Appliance configures the Security Group and proper firewall rules automatically
during the solution deployment where multiple nodes are part of the same solution. Automatic configuration of the Security
Group requires that a proper IAM role is associated with the instance from which the deployment operation is performed.

AWS Deployment Instructions

Follow the instructions that are provided in this section to deploy Virtual Appliance on AWS.
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Follow these steps:

1. Create an IAM Policy (one time):
Create an IAM policy that allows the following actions:
AuthorizeSecurityGroupIngress

CreateSecurityGroup

DescribeSecurityGroups

DescribeInstances

DeleteSecurityGroup

RevokeSecurityGroupIngress

ModifyInstanceAttribute

NOTE
For more information about creating IAM policies, see http://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/
access_policies_create.html.

The following sample JSON file describes a basic policy where the necessary actions are allowed. For more
information, see IAM Policy Elements Reference:
{    

"Version": "2012-10-17",    

"Statement": [       

{            

"Effect": "

Allow

",

"Action": [                

"ec2:AuthorizeSecurityGroupIngress",               

"ec2:CreateSecurityGroup",             

"ec2:DeleteSecurityGroup",                

"ec2:DescribeSecurityGroups",                

"ec2:DescribeInstances",              

"ec2:ModifyInstanceAttribute",                

"ec2:RevokeSecurityGroupIngress"         

],           

"Resource": [

"*"           

]       

}   

]

}

2. Create an EC2 IAM role (one time):
a. Log in to the AWS console at https://console.aws.amazon.com/iam/.
b. In the left navigation pane, click Roles.
c. Click Create role.
d. In the Select type of trusted entity page, select the EC2 service that uses this role. Next. select a use case and

click Next: Permissions.
e. In the Attach permissions policies page, select an AWS-managed policy that you created in step #1. Next, click

Next: Review.
f. In the Review page, type a name for the role and click Create role.

3. Launch an instance of the Virtual Appliance with an IAM role attached:
a. Log in to the Amazon EC2 console at https://console.aws.amazon.com/ec2/.
b. In the EC2 dashboard on the left pane, select AMIs from the IMAGES category.
c. From the list of available Virtual Appliance AMIs, select the AMI whose Visibility is Private, and click Launch.
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d. Follow the instructions from Step 2 through Step 7 to configure and launch an instance of Virtual Appliance.
Consider the following guidelines while you do the configuration.
• In Step 2: Choose an Instance Type, select the desired instance type based on the projected performance

characteristics of the node.
• In Step 3: Configure Instance Details, in the IAM role field, select the IAM role that you created in step #2.

NOTE
In case the Virtual Appliance instance has already been launched, you can attach an IAM role by
following the given steps:

1. Select the instance.
2. Select Actions, Instance Settings, Attach/Replace IAM role.
3. Select the IAM role to attach to your instance, and select Apply.

e. Repeat step #3 to create as many instances as needed.
f. Log in to an instance through an SSH client. Log in with user ec2-user using your AWS region private SSH key.

Complete the first-time wizard. In the end, note the web UI URL that the wizard displays.
NOTE

• AWS running on Platform v1 (Amazon Linux 1) does not support FIPS 140-2.
• AWS running on Platform v2 (Amazon Linux 2) supports FIPS 140-2 at the point-products (Identity

Manager, Identity Governance) level. Operating System level FIPS 140-2 support for AWS is not
activated.

• You can enable or disable FIPS 140-2 support only once during the initialization of a fresh Virtual
Appliance installation. This implies that you cannot enable FIPS 140-2 support on a system that is
upgraded from a non-FIPS enabled version.

• All nodes in the Virtual Appliance solution must be configured with the same FIPS mode (either
"enabled" or "disabled").
For more information, see FIPS 140-2 Compliance.

4. Deploy Virtual Appliance
a. Log in to the Web Console of one instance (on port 10443, protocol: HTTPS) with user config. For example,

https://172.20.30.10:10443. Ensure that the proper Security Group rules are in place to allow connecting to this
port from your source IP address.

WARNING
Ensure that TCP ports 22 (SSH) and 10443 (Admin web UI) are only accessible from the IP address of
your corporate network.

Note: Log in to the Web Console using config user. All CLI-based commands on Virtual Appliance are run using
ec2-user user.

b. The home page shows the available configuration types: Demo, Sandbox / Custom, Non Production, and
Production.

c. Click a configuration type that you want to deploy.

NOTE

• For demonstration and proof of concept purposes, consider using either the Demo or Sandbox
options.

• The Demo and Sandbox configuration types allow you to use an embedded database.
• When using an external database (for Sandbox, Non-production, and Production), Oracle and

Microsoft SQL databases are supported.
• You must set up the Production and Non-Production configuration types for High Availability too.
• We recommend that the production deployments use an external proxy/load-balancer instead

of the out-of-the-box Virtual Appliance proxy. Click here to learn about the guidelines to follow
while using an external Proxy/Balancer in ingress mode.
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d. [Platform v2 - Amazon Linux 2] Enter a unique name for your deployment. The maximum allowed characters are
20 and the allowed characters are [a-z0-9]. The deployment name cannot contain the strings userstore and ca-
prov-srv.

e. In the Configure Password page, enter, and validate a master password. This password is the default master
password to log in to the Symantec IGA components.

f. Once a configuration type is chosen, for example, Demo, the solution deployment page is displayed.
g. Drag-and-drop the services or products that you want to the virtual machine section.
h. As you place components in the virtual appliance instance, the memory bar shows projected memory usage.
i. Click Deploy.

• [Applicable from Virtual Appliance 14.4.1 onwards]
Virtual Appliance supports a hierarchical (default) or a flat organization structure for the out-of-the-box Identity
Manager environment. During the initial deployment of the Identity Manager environment, Virtual Appliance
prompts you to select the organization type as Flat or Hierarchical. Once the organization type is selected, the
deployment starts and you cannot revert the selection.

NOTE

• Virtual Appliance does not support switching the organization type in both fresh and upgrade
deployments.

• In case of a flat structure, the organization creation and management screens do not appear in the
Identity Manager User Console. All the user and group containers will sit under the "im" root folder.

j. The selected services or products are now deployed.
k. When you click the Add Machine button on the setup page to add another machine to the Virtual Appliance

solution, a Security Group that is named vApp Security Group is automatically created.
• This Security Group is managed by the Virtual Appliance. Do not delete it.
• This Security Group is responsible to allow proper internal communication between the Virtual Appliance nodes.
• If a node is added or removed from the solution, the security group is updated accordingly.
• If the Security Group cannot be automatically created/modified due to missing IAM role or insufficient IAM role

permissions, a message is displayed on the screen and the deployment process does not start.
• Customers who are unable or not willing to use the automatic security group mechanism can manually configure

a security group for the solution. Customers can follow the Required Network Ports section for details on the
required network ports.

• If a security group with proper rules exists, the Virtual Appliance does not attempt to create one.

NOTE

• To apply security patches on Virtual Appliance AWS installation, use the updateManager command. Ensure
that you take a snapshot of the machine before running the updateManager command.

• For more information about AWS Security Groups, see http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/
APIReference/ec2-api-permissions.html#security-group.

Dashboard URL Links When Using Virtual Appliance on AWS

AWS EC2 instances have a private IP address for internal communication and a public IP address for external access.

When the Virtual Appliance is deployed on AWS, it automatically determines the public IP address on every boot. The
public IP address is used on the Virtual Appliance Admin UI dashboard and User Portal to represent external links to the
deployed applications portal pages.

In case the public IP address has not been automatically retrieved, you can manually run the setPublicIp alias to attempt
to update it.

NOTE
For clustering, ensure that you use a private IP for all the additional nodes that you add to the Virtual Appliance
deployment on AWS. Else, the deployment of additional nodes fails.
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Integrating with an External Database

As with the on-premise version of Virtual Appliance, you can either use the embedded database or an external database.

Virtual Appliance supports integrating with an external database that is installed on an EC2 instance.

When using an external database, ensure that you select a database vendor and version number that are supported by
the Symantec components. Also ensure that the external database is in the same AWS region.

For the Platform Support Matrix, see the following links:

• Virtual Appliance
• Identity Manager
• Identity Governance
• Identity Portal

NOTE
During Identity Governance startup, the Workpoint processes are automatically imported. This is equivalent
to the user browsing to Identity Governance User Console and executing a Workpoint update from
the Administration > Settings > Workpoint DB Administration page.

Microsoft Azure Deployment
IMPORTANT

Virtual Appliance on the Azure platform is deprecated and support for the same is discontinued from 31 August
2022.

Customers using Virtual Appliance on Azure should migrate to a standalone deployment on Azure.

If the Azure platform is not a constraint, consider a switch to an on-premise standalone/VirtualAppliance
deployment.

See the product advisory.

You can deploy Virtual Appliance on the Microsoft Azure platform. This document covers the considerations for deploying
the Virtual Appliance on Azure.

Hardware Requirements

The Virtual Appliance deployment model lets you deploy Symantec IGA components in a single Virtual Appliance or
distributed across multiple appliances. Based on the load and demand, the sizing of the Virtual Appliances vary. The
number of instances of the Virtual Appliance depends on the projected usage by each customer. The flexibility of the
Virtual Appliance enables deployment of separate services to different appliance instances for optimal performance.

The following parameters depict the minimum and recommended system requirements for installing Virtual Appliance.
However, our services architects determine the best production grade deployment based on the quality assurance and
load testing during the deployment project.

• Minimum Requirements
– 10-GB RAM
– 4 Virtual CPUs
– 50-GB Disk Space

• Recommended Requirements
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– 16-GB RAM
– 4 Virtual CPUs
– 200-GB Disk Space

• Memory Requirements for Virtual Appliance Services

Services Demo / Sandbox Non-Production / Production

Identity Portal 1.5 GB 8 GB

Identity Governance 1.5 GB 8 GB

Identity Manager 2 GB 8 GB

User Store 0.5 GB 4 GB

Provisioning Server 0.5 GB 6 GB

Connector Server 1 GB 2 GB

Central Logs 1 GB 4 GB

Oracle 11g Express 1 GB Not Applicable

NOTE
The recommended requirements assume the distribution of components on several Virtual Appliances.

Importing the Image

To deploy Symantec IGA components and services, set up the Virtual Appliance by importing the .vhd file into your Azure
environment and complete the required configurations as detailed in this procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. Download the Azure.zip file from the support website:
a. Log in to support.broadcom.com.
b. Select Cyber Security Software from the drop-down list that is displayed beside your account name in the header.
c. Click My Downloads in the left pane.
d. Search the product by name IDENTITY MGMT AND GOVRNCE and select it.
e. Select the Products tab.

NOTE
All the major release versions are listed under the Products tab, and CPs, CHFs and Hotfixes are listed
under the Solutions tab.

f. Search the product component by name Identity Suite.
g. Select the desired product category for download (example: CA Identity Suite for Business Users OEM MULTI-

PLATFORM), version, and download the product file.
WARNING
To reduce network latency, it is recommended to download the .zip file into an Azure Windows instance in
the region of your choice.

2. Extract the .zip file. The file should contain .vhd file which holds the image data.
3. Upload the .vhd file to your Azure environment.

a. Select the Storage Account in the Azure Resource Manager portal.
b. Navigate to the Containers section.
c. Select a Blob Container.
d. Click Upload and choose the local .vhd file.

4. Create an image.
a. Go to Images in the Azure Portal.
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b. Click Add to create a new image.
c. Provide a name and select the resource group to hold the image.
d. Select the region to be used when creating a virtual machine from the image.
e. Choose the Operating System of type Linux.
f. Select the uploaded .vhd file as the Storage Blob.
g. Storage options of HDD and read/write caching can be used for the Operating System disks.
h. Data disks can be added at a later stage, during virtual machine deployment.
i. Click Create.

Azure Instance Size

The amount of RAM allocated to the host is set by the instance size. Based on the deployment type, the memory
allocation must adhere to the minimum memory requirement of the products that are deployed on each node ("instances"
in Azure).

There is no specific instance size requirement, however, we recommend using a compute-optimized instance with SSD
block storage.

Firewall Rules

Every Virtual Appliance solution that is deployed on multiple nodes ("instances" in Azure) requires certain firewall rules to
be defined for the services to communicate internally.

On the Azure platform, firewall rules are managed in Network Security Groups. By default, instances in the same region
cannot communicate internally unless a proper Security Group configuration is in place.

Azure Deployment Instructions

Follow the instructions that are provided in this section to deploy Virtual Appliance on Azure.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch an instance of the Virtual Appliance.
a. Log in to the Azure portal at https://portal.azure.com.
b. Select Images from the dashboard on the left pane.
c. From the list of available Virtual Appliance Images, select the Image. In the pane that opens, click Create VM.
d. Fill in the instance details according to the minimum requirements that are mentioned in this page and according to

the requirements of your organization.

WARNING
Under "Administrator Account", the only supported authentication method is by using an SSH public key
and only for user config.

e. Repeat step #1 to create as many instances as needed.
f. Log in to an instance through an SSH client. Log in with user config using your Azure private SSH key as

configured on instance launch. Complete the first-time wizard. In the end, note the Web Console URL that the
wizard displays.

NOTE

• You can enable or disable FIPS 140-2 support only once during the initialization of a fresh Virtual
Appliance installation. This implies that you cannot enable FIPS 140-2 support on a system that is
upgraded from a non-FIPS enabled version.

• All nodes in the Virtual Appliance solution must be configured with the same FIPS mode (either
"enabled" or "disabled").
For more information, see FIPS 140-2 Compliance.
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2. Deploy Virtual Appliance
a. Log in to the Web Console of one instance (on port 10443, protocol: HTTPS) with user config. For example,

https://172.20.30.10:10443. Ensure that the proper Network Security Group rules are in place to allow connecting
to this port from your source IP address. For more information about the ports to open, see Required Network
Ports.

WARNING
Ensure that TCP ports 22 (SSH) and 10443 (Admin web UI) are only accessible from the IP address of
your corporate network.

b. The home page shows the available configuration types: Demo, Sandbox / Custom, Non Production, and
Production.

c. Click a configuration type that you want to deploy.

NOTE

• For demonstration and proof of concept purposes, consider using either the Demo or Sandbox
options.

• The Demo and Sandbox configuration types allow you to use an embedded database.
• When using an external database (for Sandbox, Non-production, and Production), Oracle and

Microsoft SQL databases are supported.
• You must set up the Production and Non-Production configuration types for High Availability too.
• We recommend that the production deployments use an external proxy/load-balancer instead

of the out-of-the-box Virtual Appliance proxy. Click here to learn about the guidelines to follow
while using an external Proxy/Balancer in ingress mode.

d. [Platform v2 - CentOS Stream 8] Enter a unique name for your deployment. The maximum allowed characters are
20 and the allowed characters are [a-z0-9]. The deployment name cannot contain the strings userstore and ca-
prov-srv.

e. In the Configure Password page, enter, and validate a master password. This password is the default master
password to log in to the Symantec IGA components.

f. Once a configuration type is chosen, for example, Demo, the solution deployment page is displayed.
g. Drag-and-drop the services or products that you want to the virtual machine section.
h. As you place components in the virtual appliance instance, the memory bar shows projected memory usage.
i. Click Deploy.

• [Applicable from Virtual Appliance 14.4.1 onwards]
Virtual Appliance supports a hierarchical (default) or a flat organization structure for the out-of-the-box Identity
Manager environment. During the initial deployment of the Identity Manager environment, Virtual Appliance
prompts you to select the organization type as Flat or Hierarchical. Once the organization type is selected, the
deployment starts and you cannot revert the selection.

NOTE

• Virtual Appliance does not support switching the organization type in both fresh and upgrade
deployments.

• In case of a flat structure, the organization creation and management screens do not appear in the
Identity Manager User Console. All the user and group containers will sit under the "im" root folder.

j. The selected services or products are now deployed.
NOTE
[Platform v1 - Running on CentOS 6]

To apply security patches on Virtual Appliance Azure installation, use the updateManager command.
Ensure that you take a snapshot of the machine before running the updateManager command.
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Dashboard URL Links When Using Virtual Appliance on Azure

Azure instances have a private IP address for internal communication and a public IP address for the external access.

When the Virtual Appliance is deployed on Azure, it automatically determines the public IP address on every boot. The
public IP address is used on the Virtual Appliance Admin UI dashboard and User Portal to represent external links to the
deployed applications portal pages.

In case the public IP address has not been automatically retrieved, you can manually run the setPublicIp alias.

NOTE
For clustering, ensure that you use a private IP for all the additional nodes that you add to the Virtual Appliance
deployment on Azure. Else, the deployment of additional nodes fails.

Integrating with an External Database

As with the on-premise version of Virtual Appliance, you can either use the embedded database or an external database.

Virtual Appliance supports integrating with an external database that is installed on an Azure instance.

When using an external database, ensure that you select a database vendor and version number that are supported by
the Symantec IGA components. Also ensure that the external database is in the same Azure region.

For the Platform Support Matrix, see the following links:

• Virtual Appliance
• Identity Manager
• Identity Governance
• Identity Portal

Azure Extensions

The Azure platform offers a way to externally run operations on Azure instances using the Azure Extensions.

Due to the sensitive nature of the Virtual Appliance, adding Azure Extensions to Virtual Appliance instances is not
supported and restricted.

NOTE
During Identity Governance startup, the Workpoint processes are automatically imported. This is equivalent
to the user browsing to Identity Governance User Console and executing a Workpoint update from
the Administration > Settings > Workpoint DB Administration page.

Remote Connector Server for Windows
In order to provision to Microsoft Windows based endpoints (such as Active Directory and Exchange), follow these
instructions:

1. Download the latest Remote Connector Server package for Windows.
2. Before installing the downloaded package, ensure that .NET Framework 3.5 is added as a Server feature from the

Server Manager dashboard.
IMPORTANT
Do not perform registration as part of the installation.

3. After the installation is finished, register the remote Connector Server with the Virtual Appliance.
a. In the Virtual Appliance Web Console, select External Tools by clicking the Hamburger icon available on the upper

left corner of the menu bar.
b. In the Remote Connector Server (for Windows OS) section, enter the IP Address or the Hostname of the remote

Connector Server in the box that is provided and click Add.
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NOTE
Post installation, the Connector Server diagnostic tools are stored at CA/Identity Manager/Connector
Server/ccs/bin.

Access User Interface of Deployed Services
Use the following credentials to access the User Interface (Management Console and User Console) of the deployed
services or components of Symantec IGA:

User Interface Default Username Port / Service

Identity Manager Management Console admin 8080 (http port), 8443 (https port)
Identity Manager User Console imadmin 8080 (http port), 8443 (https port), 8009 (ajp port)
Identity Manager User Store cn=dsaadmin,ou=im,ou=ca,o=com 10101 (instance port)

19289 (router port)
Identity Portal Admin Console portaladmin 8081 (http port), 8444 (https port)
Identity Portal User Console imadmin 8081 (http port), 8444 (https port), 8010 (ajp port)
Identity Governance Portal AD1\Eadmin 8082 (http port), 8445 (https port), 8011 (ajp port)
Oracle 11g Express Edition system 1521 (SID: XE)
Connector Server Console admin 20080 (http port), 20443 (https port)
Provisioning Server - RAW eTdsaContainername=DSAs,eTnam

espacename=CommonObjects,DC=
etadb

20394

Provisioning Server - router eTGlobalUserName=etaadmin,eTGlobalUserContainerName=Global
Users,eTNamespaceName=CommonObjects,dc=im,dc=eta

20389

Provisioning Manager etaadmin 20389

NOTE
The password that is used to access these accounts is the master password that is provided while deploying the
Virtual Appliance.

Disaster Recovery Standby Mode
Virtual Appliance can be deployed without starting any services.

To deploy Virtual Appliance without starting any services, you must enable the Disaster Recovery mode by running the
following command:

$> dr-standby --enable

This functionality is relevant for Disaster Recovery sites, which serve as a "hot-standby" for a primary site, with the
following assumptions:

• The Disaster Recovery mode must be enabled only on the new servers that will be used for disaster recovery, and not
on the existing primary server.

• The following components in the Disaster Recovery site are continuously replicated from the primary site:
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– User Store
– Provisioning Directory
– Database (external implementation by customer or services)

• When Disaster Recovery standby mode is enabled, none of the following database-dependent services will run on the
Database Recovery servers, therefore the Database Recovery servers are essentially in a standby mode.
– Identity Manager
– Identity Governance
– Identity Portal

• While in standby mode, the Disaster Recovery servers will not be able to write to the database.
• The database-dependent services on the Disaster Recovery site start only when the Disaster Recovery site

goes LIVE.

To disable the Disaster Recovery Standby mode, run the following command:
$> dr-standby --disable

To check the status of Disaster Recovery mode, run the following command:
$> dr-standby --status

FIPS 140-2 Compliance
The Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS) 140-2 publication is a security standard for the cryptographic
libraries and algorithms that a product must use for encryption. FIPS 140-2 encryption affects communication of sensitive
data between Symantec IGA and third-party products. FIPS 140-2 specifies the requirements for using cryptographic
algorithms within a security system that protects sensitive, unclassified data.

Virtual Appliance lets you deploy the operating system and Symantec IGA components in FIPS 140-2 mode.

FIPS Support Overview

When Virtual Appliance is configured with FIPS mode enabled, both the operating system and the Symantec IGA
components are configured in FIPS 140-2 mode.

NOTE

• Amazon Web Services (AWS) running on Platform v1 (Amazon Linux 1) does not support FIPS 140-2.
• Amazon Web Services (AWS) running on Platform v2 (Amazon Linux 2) supports FIPS 140-2 at the point-

products (Identity Manager, Identity Governance) level. Operating System level FIPS 140-2 support for AWS
is not activated.

• You can enable or disable FIPS 140-2 support only once during the initialization of a fresh Virtual Appliance
installation. This implies that you cannot enable FIPS 140-2 support on a system that is upgraded from a
non-FIPS enabled version.

• All nodes in the Virtual Appliance solution must be configured with the same FIPS mode (either "enabled" or
"disabled").

Operating System FIPS Support

When FIPS mode is enabled, operating system is automatically configured based on the Red Hat FIPS guidelines: https://
access.redhat.com/solutions/137833

Point-products FIPS Support

When FIPS mode is enabled, the deployed Symantec IGA components are automatically configured in FIPS 140-2 mode.
For more information, refer to the corresponding components' FIPS compliance documentation:
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• Identity Manager - FIPS 140-2 Compliance
• Identity Governance - How To Enable FIPS 140-2 Encryption
• Directory - FIPS Compliance

Enable FIPS Mode on Virtual Appliance

Follow the given steps to enable FIPS mode on Virtual Appliance:

1. Deploy a new Virtual Appliance node.
2. Power ON the Virtual Machine.
3. Log in with the following default credentials:

User: config
Password: config

4. Follow the initialization wizard to initialize the Virtual Appliance.
5. After the disk throughput test step, the following question is asked. Respond with "Yes" followed by <RETURN>.

The Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS) 140-2 publication 

is a security standard for the cryptographic libraries and algorithms 

a product must use for encryption. FIPS 140-2 encryption affects the 

communication of all sensitive data between components of CA products 

and between CA products and third-party products. FIPS 140-2 specifies 

the requirements for using cryptographic algorithms within a security 

system protecting sensitive, unclassified data. Once set, the FIPS mode 

of the system (on /off) cannot be changed. 

DO YOU WANT TO ENABLE FIPS SUPPORT?

The operating system is configured according to the Red-Hat FIPS 140-2 compliance procedure (https://
access.redhat.com/solutions/137833) and then rebooted. After rebooting, the Operating System starts in FIPS 140-2
mode. This setting is permanent and cannot be reverted.

6. Repeat the above steps for all nodes that are part of the Virtual Appliance solution; this applies to nodes that are
added on the first deployment and nodes that are added in the future too.

7. When you log in to the web interface for the first time, the deployment wizard shows the following additional step:
"FIPS key selection" where you can select one of the following options:
– Have the system generate a new FIPS key.
– Upload a custom FIPS key to be used by the system (typically useful for migration scenarios where data that is

migrated from an old environment is already encrypted with a FIPS key).

NOTE

• This step is shown only once during the first deployment.
• The selected key is used for all point-products.

8. Continue with the solution deployment.

FIPS Key Locations

• When the system is deployed in FIPS 140-2 mode, the selected FIPS key is stored in the following global location on
every Virtual Appliance node:
/opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/conf/FIPSkey.dat

The "config" user has permission to read the contents of the FIPS key.

NOTE
We recommend that you take a backup of the FIPS key and store it in a secure location that is exterior to the
Virtual Appliance nodes file system.
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• During the startup of each Symantec IGA component on any node, the FIPS key is copied from the global location to
the appropriate point-product directory:

Component FIPS Key Location

Identity Manager /opt/CA/wildfly-idm/modules/com/ca/iam/crypto/main/config/com/netegrity/config/keys/FIP
Skey.dat

Identity Governance /opt/CA/wildfly-ig/modules/com/ca/iam/crypto/main/config/com/netegrity/config/keys/
FIPSkey.dat
/opt/CA/wildfly-ig/fips/FIPSkey.dat

Identity Portal Not Applicable

Connector Server /opt/CA/IdentityManager/ConnectorServer/jcs/conf/FIPSkey.dat

User Store Not Applicable

Provisioning Server /opt/CA/IdentityManager/ProvisioningServer/data/tls/keymgmt/imps_datakey

Determine FIPS Mode

When you log in to the console of a deployed Virtual Appliance node, the login shell shows the following header above the
monitoring result. This indicates whether a system is in FIPS mode (true / false).

FIPS enabled: true

or

FIPS enabled: false 

Out of the Box Environment
Virtual Appliance is deployed with an out-of-the-box environment which includes all the basic Identity Manager elements
that are required to start configuring and using the system. The demo mode also includes sample users and configuration
items for demonstration and practice.

The out-of-the-box environment includes Identity Manager environment called IdentityEnv, and a preconfigured User
Store and Provisioning Directory.

Out-of-the-Box User Store

The out-of-the-box User Store is the Symantec Directory DSA configured with an imUser object class that is designed
for Symantec IGA. All the out-of-the box attributes defined have well-known set for Well-Known Attributes for an LDAP
User Store. It is recommended that any additional attributes added will also have well known name, as this lowers the
dependency on the directory attribute Physical Name. The LDAP schema includes the attributes that are required for the
usage of Symantec IGA.

Display Name Physical Name Well-Known Name

Access roles imAccessRoles %ACCESS_ROLES%

Cached Group Admin Rights imGroupsAdminOf %ADMIN_OF%

Cached Group Membership imGroupsMemberOf %MEMBER_OF%

Certification Status imCertificationstatus %CERTIFICATION_STATUS%

Delegators imDelegators %DELEGATORS%

Disabled State imEnabledState %ENABLED_STATE%

First Name givenName %FIRST_NAME%
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Display Name Physical Name Well-Known Name

Forgotten Password Question
and Answers

imPasswordQandA %PASSWORD_HINT%

Full Name cn %FULL_NAME%

Last Certified Date imLastCertifiedDate %LAST_CERTIFIED_DATE%

Last Name sn %LAST_NAME%

Login Id imLoginId %LOGIN_ID%

Manager Id imManagerId %MANAGER%

Password userPassword %PASSWORD%

Password Data imPasswordData %PASSWORD_DATA%

User ID uid %USER_ID%

Users Organization %ORG_MEMBERSHIP% %ORG_MEMBERSHIP%

Users Organization Name %ORG_MEMBERSHIP_NAME% %ORG_MEMBERSHIP_NAME%

In addition, 46 business and operational attributes are defined. It is recommended that those attributes should not be
modified for future proofing and compatibility with Deployment Xpress.

Display Name Physical Name Well-Known Name

Activation Date imActivationDate %ACTIVATION_DATE%

Activation ID imActivationId %ACTIVATION_ID%

Address line 1 street %ADDRESS_LINE1%

Address line 2 postalAddress %ADDRESS_LINE2%

Admin roles imAdminRoles %ADMIN_ROLE_CONSTRAINT%

Alternate email imAlternateEmail %ALTERNATE_EMAIL%

Business Unit businessCategory %BUSINESS_UNIT%

City l %CITY%

Company Name imCompanyName %COMPANY%

Cost Center imCostCenter %COST_CENTER%

Country destinationIndicator %COUNTRY%

Created By imCreatedBy %CREATED_BY%

Creation date imCreationDate %CREATION_DATE%

Current Authentication
Questions

imCurrentAuthNQuestions %AA_CURRENT_AUTH_QUESTIONS%

Department departmentNumber %DEPARTMENT%

Division imDivision %DIVISION%

Employee Number employeeNumber %EMPLOYEE_NUMBER%

Employee Status imEmployeeStatus %EMPLOYEE_STATUS%

Employee Type employeeType %EMPLOYEE_TYPE%

Expiration Date imExpirationDate %EXPIRATION_DATE%

Fax facsimileTelephoneNumber %FAX%
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Display Name Physical Name Well-Known Name

Home Phone homePhone %HOME_PHONE%

Last Login Date imLastLoginDate %LAST_LOGIN_DATE%

Last Modified Date imLastModifiedDate %LAST_MODIFIED_DATE%

Leave of Absence imLOA %LEAVE_OF_ABSENCE%

Legal Hold imLegalHold %LEGAL_HOLD%

Locale imLocale %LOCALE%

Manager Employee Number imManagerEmployeeNumber %MANAGER_EMPLOYEE_NUMBER%

Matching Policies imIdentityPolicies %IDENTITY_POLICY%

Middle Name initials %MIDDLE_NAME%

Mobile Phone mobile %MOBILE_PHONE%

Modified By imModifiedBy %MODIFIED_BY%

Nickname imNameAlias %NAME_ALIAS%

Office roomNumber %OFFICE%

Postal code postalCode %POSTAL_CODE%

photo jpegPhoto %PHOTO%

Postal code postalCode %POSTAL_CODE%

Preferred Language preferredLanguage %LANGUAGE%

Prefix imNamePrefix %NAME_PREFIX%

Primary email mail %EMAIL%

State st %STATE_PROVINCE%

Suffix imNameSuffix %NAME_SUFFIX%

Time Zone imTimeZone %TIME_ZONE%

Title title %TITLE%

User Type imUserType %USER_TYPE%

Was Bulk Created imWasBulkCreated %WAS_BULK_CREATED%

Work Phone telephoneNumber %WORK_PHONE%

The schema also includes custom attributes for which the Display Name and Description attributes can be changed to
match business and operational requirements.

Display Name Physical Name Well-Known Name

Account ID 00 imProvisionedAccountId00 %ACCOUNT_ID0%

Account ID 01 imProvisionedAccountId01 %ACCOUNT_ID1%

Account ID 02 imProvisionedAccountId02 %ACCOUNT_ID2%

Account ID 03 imProvisionedAccountId03 %ACCOUNT_ID3%

Account ID 04 imProvisionedAccountId04 %ACCOUNT_ID4%

Binary 00 imBinary00 %BINARY_00%

Binary 01 imBinary01 %BINARY_01%
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Display Name Physical Name Well-Known Name

Binary 02 imBinary02 %BINARY_02%

Binary 03 imBinary03 %BINARY_03%

Binary 04 imBinary04 %BINARY_04%

CaseExact String 00 imStringCaseExact00 %CASE_EXACT_STRING00%

CaseExact String 01 imStringCaseExact01 %CASE_EXACT_STRING01%

CaseExact String 02 imStringCaseExact02 %CASE_EXACT_STRING02%

CaseExact String 03 imStringCaseExact03 %CASE_EXACT_STRING03%

CaseExact String 04 imStringCaseExact04 %CASE_EXACT_STRING04%

Integer 00 imInteger00 %INTEGER_00%

Integer 01 imInteger01 %INTEGER_01%

Integer 02 imInteger02 %INTEGER_02%

Integer 03 imInteger03 %INTEGER_03%

Integer 04 imInteger04 %INTEGER_04%

JPeg 00 imjPeg00 %JPEG_00%

JPeg 01 imjPeg01 %JPEG_01%

JPeg 02 imjPeg02 %JPEG_02%

JPeg 03 imjPeg03 %JPEG_03%

JPeg 04 imjPeg04 %JPEG_04%

String 000 imString00 %STRING_00%

String 001 imString01 %STRING_01%

String 002 imString02 %STRING_02%

String 003 imString03 %STRING_03%

String 004 imString04 %STRING_04%

String 005 imString05 %STRING_05%

String 006 imString06 %STRING_06%

String 007 imString07 %STRING_07%

String 008 imString08 %STRING_08%

String 009 imString09 %STRING_09%

User Certificate 00 userCertificate %USER_CERTIFICATE0%

User Certificate 01 imCertificate00 %IM_CERTIFICATE0%

User Certificate 02 imCertificate01 %IM_CERTIFICATE1%

Additional 140 Strings and 5 CaseExact Strings are defined in the DSA schema and can be added to the User Store
definition as needed (see User Store and Provisioning Directory for more information) and can be further expanded with
included custom attribute and an optional custom imUserAux objectClass.

External Reverse Proxy Guidelines (Ingress)
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We recommend that the production deployments use an external proxy/load-balancer instead of the default Virtual
Appliance proxy.

Given below are the guidelines to follow while using an external Proxy/Balancer in ingress mode.

• You must not stop the Virtual Appliance proxy. The Virtual Appliance web-console uses the default proxy. The default
application-to-application connectivity configuration also uses the default proxy.

• WildFly servers inside the Virtual Appliance, use the following URL paths. You must configure the paths in your
external proxy/balancer.
– Identity Manager

/iam 

/iam/immanage 

/castylesr5.1.1 

– Identity Governance
/eurekify 

/viewer 

/wp 

– Identity Portal
/sigma

The URL paths are available on the following ports:

Product Non-SSL Port SSL Port

Identity Manager 8080 8443

Identity Governance 8082 8445

Identity Portal 8081 8444

• If you have configured load-balancing, ensure that you use JSESSIONID for sticky sessions.

Click here to download a sample proxy configuration used in Virtual Appliance for a three node cluster.

The default proxy uses Apache HTTPD. Consult the documentation of your external proxy for implementation details.

Virtual Machine Platform Networking Configuration
Read the following points about networking configuration for the Virtual Appliance:

• Once a server running Virtual Appliance is assigned with an IP address, that IP address is hard-coded in the Operating
System configuration and must not be changed.

• By default, the network adapter in the Virtual Appliance is set to “NAT” mode.
NOTE
This is relevant for "personal" platforms such as VMware workstation/Player. Vmware ESXi platforms use
bridged mode through the vSwitch configuration and defaults to this mode even while importing OVAs which
are set to NAT mode.

• We recommend that “portable” setups of the Virtual Appliance (for example, running on a portable computer or a
computer without a stable network connection) use the NAT mode or switch to the host-only mode. These network
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modes are managed by a “Virtual” network adapter on the host computer that retains the same network segment and
works even if no physical network connection is available.

• To configure NAT or Host-only network mode in a VMware workstation, right-click the Virtual Machine, select Edit
Settings, and modify the Network Adapter setting to NAT or Host-only.

• When using the Virtual Appliance image on an enterprise-grade Virtualization platform with a stable physical network
connection that retains the same network segment, we recommend that you configure the platform to have the Virtual
Appliance image that is connected to a “Bridged” network.

• [Applicable to Virtual Appliance running on CentOS 6] Multiple network interfaces can be configured:
– The first NIC (eth0) is the management interface that is used by the Virtual Appliance and the underlying

applications to communicate and listen for connections. As noted, the IP address of this NIC is set during the first
time the Virtual Appliance node is initialized and must not be changed.

– Additionally, added NICs are automatically assigned an NIC ID (Example: eth1, eth2...) upon boot.
– To modify IP and route configurations for extra NICs, modify the following files as desired (where X represents the

NIC ID):
• /etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/ifcfg-ethX
• /etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/route-ethX
Then run the command "service network restart".

• The Virtual Appliance runs an embedded proxy server:
– The embedded proxy server enforces the use of SSL; Each Virtual Appliance node over port 80 (http) is redirected

to port 443 (SSL).
– The embedded proxy uses load-balancing with round-robin and session stickiness (based on client source IP) when

accessing application nodes (Example: Identity Manager, Identity Governance, Identity Portal)
– The embedded proxy server has proxy rules that are configured automatically on every "deployment" operation on

all nodes (the user cannot edit or view these rules)
– The proxy rules make every node aware of application URLs and the list of nodes hosting the applications. As a

result, the embedded proxy on every node is able to transparently proxy the user to an available node running the
given application, and also support failover if a node/application fails.

– The following proxy rules are configured:

Application Proxy Rules

Identity Portal /sigma/*

Identity Governance /eurekify/*
/viewer
/wp

Identity Manager /iam/immanage/*
/iam/*
/iam/im/*
/castylesr5.1.1/*

• The use of the embedded proxy server is optional. You can also interface with the application server ports directly
(typically required when using a hardware load-balancer/redirector).
The user-facing application on the Virtual Appliance also listens on the given (http) application server ports:

Application Listening HTTP Port

Identity Manager 8080

Identity Portal 8081

Identity Governance 8082
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Migrating Virtual Appliance
Learn how to migrate an existing Virtual Appliance deployment to release 14.4.

Virtual Appliance 14.4 release comes in two flavors:

• Platform v1 – Virtual Appliance running on CentOS 6 or Amazon Linux 1, packaged as a patch.
• Platform v2 – Virtual Appliance running on CentOS Stream 8 or Amazon Linux 2, packaged as an image.

Platform v2 comes with additional new features and enhancements when compared to platform v1. To benefit from them,
we recommend you to migrate Virtual Appliance to the supported CentOS Stream 8 or Amazon Linux 2 platform.

NOTE

14.4 (CentOS 6 or Amazon Linux 1) is an interim release to facilitate the migration to 14.4 (CentOS
Stream 8 or Amazon Linux 2).

14.4 (CentOS 6 or Amazon Linux 1) is the last release on the CentOS 6 or Amazon Linux 1 platform, and
no patches will be provided for this platform.

There are two ways to migrate your existing Virtual Appliance deployment to 14.4 release:

• Gradual Migration (RECOMMENDED)
• Side-by-Side Migration

Gradual Migration (RECOMMENDED)

To gradually move your existing Virtual Appliance deployment to 14.4 release, follow the given migration steps:

1. Apply the upgrade patch on all the existing CentOS 6 or Amazon Linux 1 cluster nodes.
2. Perform the following steps from the CentOS 6 or Amazon Linux 1 Web Console ONLY:

a. Add new CentOS Stream 8 or Amazon Linux 2 nodes to the existing cluster.
b. Deploy applications or services on the newly added CentOS Stream 8 or Amazon Linux 2 cluster nodes.
c. Gradually, remove CentOS 6 or Amazon Linux 1 nodes from the deployment that are no longer required by clicking

the "X" icon on each node and NOT by dragging and dropping each component out of the node.
When you remove a node from the cluster, ensure that you review the application-to-application connectivity
(Identity Portal - Identity Manager, Identity Governance - Identity Manager, Provisioning Server - Identity
Manager). If the connectivity configuration uses an IP address of a node that was removed, it must be reset.

IMPORTANT
In a mixed mode cluster consisting of CentOS 6 and CentOS Stream 8 nodes, addition/removal of nodes/
services can only be done on CentOS 6 Web Console.

Side-by-Side Migration

Side-by-Side migration lets you keep your data and configuration intact and available while you set up a separate 14.4
Virtual Appliance deployment.

Follow these steps:

1. Set up a CentOS Stream 8 or Amazon Linux 2 cluster using 14.4 image.
2. Deploy applications or services on the new cluster.
3. Run the Migration Xpress utility to migrate data and configuration to the new cluster.

IMPORTANT
Migration Xpress does not support database migration. You MUST create a copy of the
existing database and use it for the new cluster deployment.

4. Once the new cluster runs satisfactorily, retire the old cluster.
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Upgrading Virtual Appliance
This document guides you through the process of preparing and executing Virtual Appliance upgrade:

Supported Upgrade Paths
Upgrade to Virtual Appliance 14.4 is supported from the following releases:

• Virtual Appliance 14.2 (any CP level)
• Virtual Appliance 14.3 (any CP level)

NOTE
If your existing Virtual Appliance deployment is on 14.0 or 14.1 and you want to upgrade to 14.4, follow these
steps:

1. Upgrade your existing Virtual Appliance deployment to 14.2 CPx or 14.3 CPx.
2. Next, upgrade Virtual Appliance to 14.4.

Upgrade to 14.4 is only supported for systems that are already part of a deployed solution.

Upgrading an undeployed 14.0, 14.1, 14.2, 14.3 Virtual Appliance node is not supported. Instead, you should terminate it
and install a fresh Virtual Appliance 14.4 node.

Upgrade Overview
When you upgrade Virtual Appliance to 14.4, the installer upgrades the following products in the given order on the Virtual
Appliance node:

• Virtual Appliance platform, O/S security updates, and web console
• Directory
• Identity Manager
• Provisioning Server
• Connector Server
• Identity Portal
• Identity Governance

NOTE
The installer upgrades a single node at a time. For systems with multiple nodes, you must run the installer on
each node.

WARNING
As part of the upgrade process, the services are stopped on all the Virtual Appliance nodes. You must schedule
a maintenance window for upgrade during which no user traffic is directed to the solution.

Upgrade Prerequisites

Before you upgrade Virtual Appliance, review the prerequisites that are detailed in this section:

Backups

Before you upgrade, perform the following actions:

1. Take a full backup of the databases/schemas used by Identity Manager, Identity Governance, and Identity Portal.
Database backup is mandatory for rollback!

2. Back up the Identity Manager environment by navigating to Identity Manager Management Console, Environments,
identityEnv, and click Export.

3. Back up any custom files on the file-system. The custom files can be found at /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/
<product name>.
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4. Take a snapshot of the Virtual Machine.

Disk Space Requirements

Upgrade requires at least 15GB of free disk space on the "/" volume on each node.
Run the following command to check free space on the "/" volume:

df -h /

For example:

Filesystem          Size           Used          Avail          Use%                 Mounted on
��                    47G           26G            19G           58 percent          /

In case a node does not have 15GB of disk space, either delete the log files or resize the Virtual Disk to free disk
space:

• Delete log files
a. Navigate to /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/logs/.
b. Delete unnecessary log files to reclaim disk space.

• Resize the Virtual Disk
In case deletion of log files is undesirable or insufficient to reclaim enough free disk space, you may resize the Virtual
Disk:
a. Turn off the server.
b. Ask the ESX administrator to extend the primary Virtual Disk that is assigned to the Virtual Machine.

NOTE
You may ask the ESX administrator to add an extra (non-primary) disk to the Virtual Machine, or to extend
the size of a non-primary disk that is already added to the Virtual Machine.

c. Power on the server.
d. Run the resizeDisk command.

NOTE
If the ESX administrator added an extra (non-primary) disk to the Virtual Machine, you must run the
addDisk command instead.

Upgrade Remote Components

Before upgrading Virtual Appliance, ensure that all remote components (For example: C++ Connector Server,
Provisioning Manager) are also upgraded to the same version. Example, if you are upgrading Virtual Appliance from 14.3
to 14.4, the remote components should also be upgraded to 14.4.

Out-of-the-Box(OOTB) Environment Objects Upgrade

Due to a limitation of Identity Manager, an upgrade from 14.x to 14.4 overwrites OOTB objects that were changed in the
new version (Roles and Tasks, Screens, BLTH, LAH) and resets these objects to a default OOTB state. To avoid the
potential impact of such overwrite, you must always copy the OOTB objects and customize the copy.

During an upgrade, the following objects in the Identity Manager configuration will be overwritten with default values.

Roles and Tasks

AdminRole System Manager

BusinessLogicTaskHandler BlthDisplayUserID

ImsRole Use Cases - Self, Runtime Manager, Email Manager, Offline Endpoint Manager, Inbound Filter
Manager, Use Case Service Admin, Onboard Manager, Endpoint Group Manager
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ImsTask CreateWorkflowTemplate, DeleteWorkflowTemplate, ModifyWorkflowTemplate,
ViewWorkflowTemplate, ConfigureGlobalPolicyBasedWorkflow, ForgottenLoginID,
OfflineEndpointTasks, CleanupCompletedTasks, CreateEmail, ModifyEmail, DeleteEmail,
ViewEmail, ConfigureTaskResubmissionPolicy, TaskPersistenceMonitor, ResubmitTasks,
GenerateSyntheticTransactions, OfflineOnlineEndpoint, EndpointOfflineStatusReminder,
ApproveModifyUseCase, ModifyUseCase, TransferDocumentOwnership, ViewUseCase,
CreateAdminTask, ModifyAdminTask, ViewAdminTask, OnboardAccount, CreateExploreAndCorrelate,
ModifyExploreAndCorrelate, ViewExploreAndCorrelate, DeleteExploreAndCorrelate, ExecuteEAC,
CreateEndpointGroup, ViewEndpointGroup, ModifyEndpointGroup, DeleteEndpointGroup,
DoSynchUserRoles, ModifyUserEndpointAccounts, HandleOrphanAccounts, HandleSystemAccounts,
ProvisioningDeleteUser

Screen OfflineEndpointSearchScreen, DefaultUserSearch, EnableDisableUserSearch,
DefaultUserList, DefaultAccessRoleSearch, CreateUserProfile, DefaultUserProfile,
MyUserProfile, ApproveDeleteUserProfile, DefaultProvisioningRoleSearch,
RequestUserProfile, ReportServerConnectionProfile, ResetUserPasswordProfile,
ChangeMyPasswordProfile, SelfRegistrationProfile, ForgottenPasswordSearch,
ForgottenPasswordIdentify, ForgottenPasswordVerify, ForgottenUserIDSearch,
ForgottenLoginIDSearch, SearchEmails, ManageUsersSearch, TransferOwnershipUserProfile,
ServiceAccessRequestMembershipSearch, DefaultAdminTaskSearch,
DefaultWorkflowTemplateSearch, SearchUseCase, ModifyUseCaseProfileTab,
ViewUseCaseProfileTab, EmailUseCaseHandlerSearch, PolicyUseCaseHandlerSearch,
AdminTaskUseCaseSearchHandler, AdminRoleUseCaseSearchHandler,
BulkTaskUseCaseSearchHandler, DefaultExploreAndCorrelateDefinitionSearch,
OnboardAccountSearch

Environment Settings

LogicalAttributeHandler Alternate Login ID Handler, Date Display Handler, ForgottenPasswordHandler, Generic LAH Handler,
Temporary Password Handler, Unique ID Handler, User Full Name Handler, User ID Build Handler

In case you have customized these objects, you will must re-apply your customizations after the upgrade. The list of
objects that will be overwritten by the upgrade process are listed in the following file(s):

• Roles and Tasks: /home/config/compare-roles-and-tasks.XXXX
• Environment Settings: /home/config/compare-roles-and-tasks.XXXX

After the upgrade process completes, you can perform the OOTB tasks and screens restore by creating an .xml file,
copying the desired xml content from the backup file, and importing the .xml file to Identity Manager Management
Console.

Enable XA Transactions

For customers using Identity Governance on Microsoft SQL database, you must enable XA transactions on the database.
For more information, see Install XA.

For Customers using Symantec Single Sign-On (formerly CA SiteMinder)

Configure three host records in the hosts file on all the Symantec Single Sign-On Policy Servers.The hostname records
are named ca-prov-srv,  ca-prov-srv-01, and ca-prov-srv-primary and must point to any Virtual Appliance based
Provisioning Server in the deployment.

For example

10.0.0.20 ca-prov-srv ca-prov-srv-01 ca-prov-srv-primary
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Upgrade the Virtual Appliance
Review the following notes before upgrading the Virtual Appliance.

• The installer upgrades a single node at a time. For systems with multiple nodes, you must run the installer on each
node.

• Upgrade the Virtual Appliance nodes one after another. Only when a Virtual Appliance node is upgraded, proceed with
the next node upgrade.

• For systems with a custom Provisioning Server domain, see Deployments with Custom Provisioning Server Domain
(Migrated Environments).

• During an upgrade, solution health checks performed by the dashboard may return various errors. This is an expected
behavior because the services are stopped and started during an upgrade. All dashboard errors and warnings during
the upgrade are safe to ignore.

• [Platform v1 - CentOS 6 or Amazon Linux 1]
– We recommend executing upgrade from within a "screen" session. This is accomplished by running "screen"

followed by <RETURN> before running the "patch_vapp" command.
Screen sessions are terminal sessions that allow you to resume a disconnected session (Example, a terminal
session is used in a case where an upgrade operation may disconnect due to a network issue).

– To resume a disconnected screen session, perform the steps below:
• Open a new SSH or CLI session to the node on which the terminal session disconnected.
• Run the following command:

screen -x
• [Platform v2 - CentOS Stream 8 or Amazon Linux 2]

– We recommend executing upgrade from within a "tmux" session. This is accomplished by running "tmux" followed
by <RETURN> before running the "patch_vapp" command.

– To resume a disconnected tmux session, perform the steps below:
• Open a new SSH or CLI session to the node on which the terminal session disconnected.
• Run the following command:

tmux attach

Follow these steps to perform an Upgrade:

1. Prerequisite
IMPORTANT
When upgrading Identity Governance to 14.4 in a Virtual Appliance deployment, it is mandatory to
apply this patch before starting the upgrade process.

2. Click here to download the patch (iga-vapp-14-4-0.tgz.gpg).
3. For your reference, the file checksum is d4272cfaefa313cdf13e4052425072c6.
4. Using SCP software, copy the patch files to all the Virtual Appliance nodes.
5. Review the upgrade prerequisites.
6. We recommend that all nodes in the Virtual Appliance solution are powered-on before starting the upgrade and that all

services are started (you may inspect the monitoring dashboard to ensure that no errors are reported).
You may inspect the monitoring dashboard from web-UI or from the command line by running the "s" command.

7. Perform the upgrade as detailed on "Run the below commands to start the patch upgrade process" on all nodes.
8. Start by upgrading a node that has the Identity Manager service deployed.
9. Run the below command to start the patch upgrade process:

patch_vapp iga-vapp-14-4-0.tgz.gpg
The installation may take up to 90 minutes on each node, depending on the hardware performance and the number of
services deployed on the node.
The following message signifies that the node was successfully upgraded:
[OK] patch "<path>/iga-vapp-14-4-0.tgz.gpg" successfully installed!
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10. Continue by upgrading all remaining nodes that have Identity Manager service deployed (if applicable) one after
another until all Identity Manager nodes are upgraded.

11. After all the nodes running Identity Manager are upgraded, proceed to upgrade additional nodes (if applicable) one
after another.

Post Upgrade

Perform the following post upgrade steps:

• Post-upgrade fixes:
– Fix to resolve SAML configuration access error or the missing json-simple jar.
– The Virtual Appliance upgrade patch does not preserve the custom datasource or JDBC driver configuration from

previous releases. Post upgrade, apply the fixes for add-on datasource and JDBC driver to work. After applying
the hotfix, you can add the custom datasource and driver configuration again.

• Ensure that all services have started. You can examine the status of a service in the Virtual Appliance dashboard. If
services have not started, start them manually and review the corresponding product log files.
– Identity Manager

Review the following sections in the Identity Manager documentation:
• Upgrade-related Issues
• After You Upgrade
• Upgrade Identity Manager OOTB Environment and User Store

– Identity Portal
Review the post upgrade tasks in the Identity Portal documentation:
• Post Upgrade Checks

Master Password

Starting from Virtual Appliance 14.1, the system is shipped with no default passwords.
Instead, a Master Password set by the user while deploying the Virtual Appliance solution for the first time, is used to
manage user accounts of the services that are deployed for the first time.

Deployments with Custom Provisioning Server Domain (Migrated Environments)
When the Provisioning Server domain is different from the domain that comes by default - “im”, you must perform the
following steps:

1. Before the upgrade, export the existing Provisioning Directory definition (Example, ProvStore) to an XML file.
2. The upgrade overwrites the Provisioning Directory domain. As a result, Identity Manager environment (IME) fails to

start after the upgrade.
3. After the upgrade, perform the following steps to restore the Provisioning Directory definition from backup:

a. Navigate to the Identity Manager Management console.
b. Click Directories, ProvStore.
c. Click Update.
d. Browse and select the backed-up file.
e. Click Next.
f. Click Finish.
g. Restart the environment and ensure that the startup is successful.

Troubleshooting

Symptom:

Post upgrade, the following Identity Governance error is seen in the logs:
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16:03:41,138 ERROR [com.eurekify.actions.tms.TmsClient] (Thread-139) failed to get data from workpoint.

 Could not invoke service.. Nested exception is org.codehaus.xfire.fault.XFireFault: WPDS -- service

 jboss.naming.context.java.WPDS: org.codehaus.xfire.XFireRuntimeException: Could not invoke service.. Nested

 exception is org.codehaus.xfire.fault.XFireFault: WPDS -- service jboss.naming.context.java.WPDS

Workaround:

Run the following commands in the Virtual Appliance Web Console:

1. Stop the Identity Governance server.
stop_ig

2. Reconfigure the Identity Governance server.
reconfigure_ig

3. Start the Identity Governance server.
start_ig

Standalone or Virtual Appliance Migration Using Migration Xpress
You can migrate a server based deployment (Identity Manager, Identity Governance and Identity Portal) or an existing
Virtual Appliance deployment to the latest Virtual Appliance platform using the Migration Xpress utility.

Follow the given links for a successful migration:

Definitions

• Source System: Servers and applications currently deployed at the customer site from which the environments and
settings will be migrated.

• Target System: Virtual Appliance and support servers to which the environments and settings will be migrated.

Abbreviations

• IGA: Symantec Identity Governance and Administration
• JCS: Java Connector Server
• CCS: C++ Connector Server

Coverage

This section covers facts, prerequisites, and limitations of Migration Xpress.

• Supported source standalone server version is 12.6.0 and later.
• Supported target Virtual Appliance version is 14.4.
• Migration Xpress utility runs on both standalone/Virtual Appliance source host and target Virtual Appliance system.
• Migration process requires Virtual Appliance deployed in Sandbox, Non-production or Production mode. If the source

system uses MS-SQL as its database, then a non-production or production mode with an external MS-SQL should be
used.

IMPORTANT
Migration Xpress does not support database migration.

• Migrate a FIPS enabled environment to Virtual Appliance.
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NOTE

• Ensure that you use the same FIPS key (that was generated and used in source) in the target Virtual
Appliance system.  

• Ensure that the SSL certificate is imported into the host from where you are running the Migration Xpress
utility.
a. Import the Dxserver/config/ssld/trusted.pem certificate. The certificate password is change it.
b. Convert the certificate to the DER format: openssl x509 -outform der -in certificate.pem -out

certificate.der
c. Import the certificate into the keystore: keytool -import -alias your-alias -keystore cacerts -file

certificate.der
• Migration between FIPS and non-FIPS environments is not supported.
• Only Symantec Directory is supported as a source user store.
• Requires JAVA 1.8. 
• Source environment connectors must be supported in the target environment. If the source environment has V1 (C++

Connector Server) connectors which do not exist in the target environment, those connectors need to be upgraded to
v2 (Java Connector Server) connectors.

• Aimed for a single-host target low environment on which User Acceptance Testing (UAT) can be executed. Customers
must follow their own mechanisms to migrate to a higher (staging, production) environment infrastructure.

• Certain parts of the migration process require access to and from the source environment over the network for optimal
operations:

From To Access

Migration Xpress Utility Source User Store LDAP port in use
Target User Store LDAP port in use
Source Management Console Application server port in use
Target Management Console Application server port in use
Source User Console Application or web server port in use

Source Provisioning Server Target Provisioning Server SSH
• The tools and processes that are currently covered by Migration Xpress are as follows:

Product Components Migration

Identity Manager User Store Configuration Tool assists
User Store Data Tool assists
Environment (RoleDefinition) Tool assists
Provisioning Configuration Tool assists
Provisioning Data Tool assists
Out-of-the-box Connectors Tool assists
JNDI / JDBC Dynamic Connectors Tool assists

Migration from C++ Connector Server to Java
Connector Server

Manual

Custom Connector Manual
Workflows Manual
Custom Code Manual
External Code / Feeds Manual
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Product Components Migration

Identity Governance Application Tool assists
External Extract, Transform, Load (ETL) Manual

Identity Portal Application Manual

Tools Directory Structure

All the Migration Xpress tools are included in a single jar file. The migration tool include a zip file with sample configuration
files and directory structure as follows:

/opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/migrate (default location for Virtual Appliance)

./bin (Scripts)

./conf (Properties and mapping)

./data (Source and target data)

./lib (Jar file)

./log

The assumption is that the scripts will be run from the default location using path execution.

Sample configuration files are in Linux syntax (directories are noted as /); for use in Windows environment, you need to
change to Windows Java Syntax (\\).

Migration Process Workflow

Click here to learn about the migration process workflow for migrating a standalone or existing Virtual Appliance
deployment to the latest Virtual Appliance platform.

Migration Process Workflow
Given below is a pictorial representation of the migration process workflow for migrating a standalone or an existing Virtual
Appliance deployment to the latest Virtual Appliance platform.
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Build Test Plan and Execute on the Source System

The migration process and tools are designed for the target system to perform the same functionality as the source
system.

To that end, it is recommended that you build a test plan and execute on the source system, with the results recorded as a
reference. The test plan should include goals, data set used, action and results data, and output from the View Submitted
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Task (VST) and system logs. The results on the target system should be the same as on source system with the following
exceptions:

1. Changes in functionality in the Symantec IGA core products as documented in the release notes of the target system
and any interim versions between the source and the target systems.

2. Changes in the underlining OS, supported database or Java versions.

To provide best results, the test plan baseline should be created in the production environment, and the migration process
should use the production system as the source system.

Given is a sample test plan.

Item Description Notes

Use Case / Test Case ID A unique ID for the Use Case / Test Case Reference design / SIS use case ID, if available
Description Goal of the use case Short (one or two paragraphs)
Actors Participants in the use case Include

1. Person(s) and system(s) performing actions
2. Person(s) and system(s) acted upon

Prerequisites What actions or actors are required for Use Case /
Test Case

Main Walkthrough List the steps of the use case 1. Include screenshots for each step, and start
and end states

2. Include samples of success
3. Include samples of failures

Variations Walkthrough List possible variations (if any) for the use case 1. Identify differences in start and end state
2. Identify differences in process
3. Identify differences in failure state(s) Repeat

this section for each variation.

Example Test Plan Results:

Use Case / Test Case ID Variation Result

UC-01 Contractor Onboarding <none>
UC-02 Employee Onboarding Pre hire
UC-02 Employee Onboarding Same day

Deploy Virtual Appliance

Prepare a database of the same type (MS-SQL or Oracle) as the source environment, using a version specified in the
Product Support Matrix (PSM) of the respective Symantec IGA point-products.

• Identity Manager
• Identity Governance
• Identity Portal

Download the current version of the Symantec IGA from the support site and install Virtual Appliance on the target
system. If applicable, patch the system to the latest Cumulative Patch. At the deployment stage, select an external
database and use the database as stated above.
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Deploy the core applications that you plan to migrate from the source environment. You can skip the Connector Server
component if you plan to install and register an external connector server.

Custom Data Sources

If the source system has custom data sources, you must create them using the addJBossDatasource command. The data
sources must be in a WildFly compatible XML.

Deploy Connector Server

If you have C++ connectors in the source system, ensure that you install the Connector Server on the target system. We
recommend that you install both the C++ Connector Server and Java Connector Server components of the Connector
Server.

Migrate Custom Connectors

Depending on the customer-specific site configuration and OS versioning, there are two migration paths for custom
connectors:

In-Place Upgrade

Upgrade the existing Connector Server in place. This works only if the customer has a compatible OS in place, and can
duplicate or back up the existing Connector Server.

Side-By-Side Migration

Install a new Connector Server or use the internal Connector Server on Virtual Appliance. Compile the connecter using
Java 8 and deploy the connectors. If the name or metadata of the connector in the target differs from the source system,
the following actions should be taken after migrating the Provisioning Directory.

1. Redefine endpoints.
2. Relink the account templates to the new connector.
3. Explore and Correlate the new connector endpoints.
4. Remove the previous endpoint definitions.

Migrate Custom Workflows

Use the source system Workpoint Designer to extract the custom workflows. Use the target system Workpoint Designer to
import the custom workflows.

If there are scripts in the workflow, ensure that the references to Identity Manager attributes are still valid.

Deploy Migration Xpress

Migration Xpress provides the interface for preparing the existing server based or Virtual Appliance based deployments
for migration to the latest Virtual Appliance platform. The tool assists you in selecting the environment elements (roles
and tasks) for migration. It also allows you to map the User Store attributes (user, group, and organization) from source to
target environments. The results of selection and mappings are used in the environment and user store migration.

The Migration Xpress tool can be deployed on a Virtual Appliance or Windows or Linux machine with Oracle JRE 1.8.
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NOTE

• The Migration Xpress user interface requires direct access to the source and target application servers via
HTTP or HTTPS. Single Sign-On is not supported.

• To use SSL, import the source or target certificate to the Java keystore of the Java package that is used to
run the application.

To deploy Migration Xpress, follow these steps:

1. Run the Migration Xpress tool. There are two ways to run the tool.
– Method 1: Navigate to the Migration Xpress download directory and run the command: bin\mx_ui.cmd or ./bin/

mx_ui.sh
Windows: <Migration_Xpress_download_directory>bin\mx_ui.cmd

Linux: <Migration_Xpress_download_directory>./bin/mx_ui.sh

– Method 2:
<Migration_Xpress_download_directory>/lib/java -jar migration-xpress-<version>.jar [–server.port=<port>]

[server.port=<port>]: Specifies the port number that the application uses for the web user interface. Default is 8143.
2. When prompted, enter a Username and Password.

NOTE
The user credentials are not saved in the system. Each time you run the tool, a new user credential can be
provided.

3. Connect to the server using a browser with URL: https://<hostname>:<port>. The default port is 8143.
4. Log in to the Migration Xpress web interface using the same credentials that you had supplied while launching the

migration tool.

Collect Environment Information

You must collect the following information to review, update, and migrate during the process.

1. Tasks used in the source system that must be migrated to the target system, and information about the task-related
objects that must be migrated (such as screens, admin roles, bulk tasks, Policy Xpress and mail). You will need these
details in the Filter and Import RoleDefinition and Environment step.

2. Event-based objects.
3. Attributes in use in the source system which you will need to map in the Attribute Mapping step.
4. Custom code elements which you will need to update and deploy in the Migrate Code step.

Migrate Code

Review all custom code elements in the systems for the following implications:

1. JAVA code should be 1.8 compliant.
2. References to attributes should be updated as defined in the Attribute Mapping section.
3. Check for Windows Specific system calls.

Place the code in the relevant sub directory in the target system (/opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom) and restart the Identity
Manager services.
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User Store Migration

Follow this section to migrate the User Store from a source to the target system.

1. Log in to the Migration Xpress user interface using the same credentials that you had supplied while launching the
Migration Xpress utility.

2. In the Introduction tab, click GO TO SETUP.
3. In the Setup tab, provide connection information for the source and target Identity Manager application servers and

the environments to be processed.
Notes:

• You can migrate only one environment at a time.
• Select Force Refresh to pull the latest snapshot of environment details each time you establish a connection to

source and target environments. Else, the environment details are pulled from the cache.
• SSL option is not activated.

4. In the Mapping tab, perform the following tasks:
a. In the INTRODUCTION tab, click START.
b. In the ROLES & TASKS tab, select the environment elements (roles and tasks) for migration.

a. In the ENVIRONMENT ELEMENTS panel, select the roles and tasks that you wish to migrate from source
to the target environment and click ADD SELECTED. Note that in the SELECTED ELEMENTS panel, all the
selected roles and tasks appear. To remove any selected element, click REMOVE SELECTED.

b. Click the Download button at the bottom-right of the screen to download the task filtering file -
environment.selection.map. The file contains a list of managed objects' names (or tags) and types. For
example:
ModifyUser, TASK

Note: The environment.selection.map file is used during the environment migration.
c. In the USER, GROUP and ORG tabs, map the source User Store attributes (user, group and organization) to the

target environments.
a. You can map attributes using Suggested and/or Manual options.

• Suggested: This option suggests attributes for mapping based on physical or well-known names. You can
map the attributes by clicking the link icon. To map the suggested attributes in bulk, click APPROVE ALL.
Notes:

• All the attributes that do not have suggested mapping should be manually mapped.
• You can choose that the tool suggests mapping for All or just the Mandatory (as defined in the User

Store XML) attributes on the target environment.
• Manual: This option lets you manually map the attributes from source to the target environment. To map the

attributes, click the link icon on both the source and target sides or drag the source link icon and place it on
the target link icon.
Notes:

• In the target environment, you can consider All or just the Mandatory (as defined in the User Store XML)
attributes for mapping.

• In the source environment, you can delete an attribute by hovering over the attribute and clicking the
delete icon. To bulk delete attributes, click SELECT ALL and click DELETE.

• In the source environment, you can create a duplicate attribute by hovering over the attribute and clicking
the duplicate icon. The duplicate option maps an attribute to the self and creates the attribute in the
target. To perform a bulk duplicate operation, click SELECT ALL and click DUPLICATE.

b. Click the Download button at the bottom-right of the screen to download the following files, respectively:
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• user_preparation_<date_time>.zip
• group_preparation_<date_time>.zip
• organization_preparation_<date_time>.zip

c. Extract the zip files. The extracted files contain the following attribute mapping files:

User Group Org

environment.userAttrMapping
.map

environment.groupAttrMapping.m
ap

environment.orgAttrMapping.ma
p

im_user_aux.dxc im_group_aux.dxc im_organization_aux.dxc

userstore.user.map userstore.group.map userstore.org.map

userStoreUpgradeUser.xml userStoreUpgradeGroup.xml userStoreUpgradeOrg.xml

Differences in file contentThe number of items in each file are most likely to be different as they serve different
purposes. For example, if the source %USER_ID% was mapped to cn and the Virtual Appliance %USER_ID%
is uid, then:

• It will not be included in im_user_aux.dxc, as both are x500 attributes.
• It will not be included in userStoreUpgradeUser.xml, as there is no change in the User Store.
• It will be included in userstore.user.map, as the User Store migration will need to transfer the data to the

new attribute name.
• It will not be included in the environment.userAttrMapping.map, as it requires no change in the

environment.

Notes:

• If custom attributes were added, those need to be added to the User Store aux user schema file. X500,
dxserver operational attributes or attributes from the out-of-the-box Virtual Appliance environment will not be
included.

• The environment.user/group/orgAttrMapping.map file includes the mapping of physical and well-knowns
between the source and target system. Only items that have changed will be included, so items such as
%USER_ID% or %FULL_NAME% will most likely not be included.

d. Update the target user store.
a. Prerequisite: To perform the target user store update operations, you must switch user to dsa: su -dsa
b. User:

a. Copy the custom user attributes from the downloaded source im_user_aux.dxc file. For example, copy the
following custom user attributes:
#objectClass configuration

schema set object-class im-UUA-oc:1 = {        

     name = imUserAux        

     subclass-of imUser                

          kind = auxiliary      

     # must-contain        

     may-contain            

         imUserType

}; 

# Name Bindings.

schema set name-binding im-UUA-nb:1 = {        

     name = imUserAux-o        

     imUser allowable-parent organization        

     named-by commonName optional surname, dnQualifier        

}; 
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schema set name-binding im-UUA-nb:2 = {        

     name = imUserAux-ou        

     imUser allowable-parent organizationalUnit        

     named-by commonName optional surname, dnQualifier        

}; 

schema set name-binding im-UUA-nb:3 = {        

     name = imUser2Aux-o        

     imUser allowable-parent organization        

     named-by cosineUserid        

}; 

schema set name-binding im-UUA-nb:4 = {        

     name = imUser2Aux-ou        

     imUser allowable-parent organizationalUnit        

     named-by cosineUserid       

};

b. Append the copied custom user attributes to the target /opt/CA/Directory/dxserver/config/schema/
im_user_aux.dxc file on all the user store DSA nodes.

c. Change the may-contain declaration from imUserType to all-attributes.
d. Following is an example of the target dxc file after appending the custom attributes and changing the may-

contain declaration to all-attributes:
#

# IM Unified User (UU)Auxiliary Schema

# 

schema set oid-prefix im-UUA-attr = (1.3.6.1.4.1.791.2.3.5.3.6485.1);

schema set oid-prefix im-UUA-oc = (1.3.6.1.4.1.791.2.3.5.3.6485.2);

schema set oid-prefix im-UUA-nb = (1.3.6.1.4.1.791.2.3.5.3.6485.3); 

#

# IM Unified User Aux Schema (UUS): Attribute Type Definitions

# 

# objectClass configuration

schema set object-class im-UUA-oc:1 = {        

     name = imUserAux        

     subclass-of imUser                

          kind = auxiliary      

     # must-contain        

     may-contain            

          all-attributes

}; 

# Name Bindings.

schema set name-binding im-UUA-nb:1 = {        

     name = imUserAux-o        

     imUser allowable-parent organization        

     named-by commonName optional surname, dnQualifier        

}; 

schema set name-binding im-UUA-nb:2 = {        

     name = imUserAux-ou        

     imUser allowable-parent organizationalUnit        

     named-by commonName optional surname, dnQualifier        

}; 

schema set name-binding im-UUA-nb:3 = {        

     name = imUser2Aux-o        

     imUser allowable-parent organization        
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     named-by cosineUserid        

}; 

schema set name-binding im-UUA-nb:4 = {        

     name = imUser2Aux-ou        

     imUser allowable-parent organizationalUnit        

     named-by cosineUserid        

};

c. Group:
a. Copy the custom group attributes from the downloaded source im_group_aux.dxc file. 
b. Paste the custom group attributes in the target /opt/CA/Directory/dxserver/config/schema/im_group.dxc

file on all the user store DSA nodes. You must paste the custom group attributes after the Attribute Type
Definitions section and before Object Class Definitions section.

c. Change the may-contain declaration from imUserType to all-attributes.
#

#

# IM Unified Group (UG) Schema

#

# 

schema set oid-prefix im-UG-attr = (1.3.6.1.4.1.791.2.3.5.3.6490.1);

schema set oid-prefix im-UG-oc = (1.3.6.1.4.1.791.2.3.5.3.6490.2);

schema set oid-prefix im-UG-nb = (1.3.6.1.4.1.791.2.3.5.3.6490.3); 

#

#

# IM Unified Group Schema (UGS): Attribute Type Definitions

#

#  

schema set attribute im-UG-attr:1 = {    

     name = imGroupType    

     ldap-names = imGroupType    

     equality = caseExactMatch    

     syntax = directoryString    

     single-valued

};

#

#

# CA Directory Schema: Object Class Definitions

#

#  schema set object-class im-UG-oc:1 = {    

     name = imGroup    

     subclass-of groupOfUniqueNames        

     kind = auxiliary   

     may-contain        

     all-attributes

};

d. Restart the target user store and router DSAs on all user store DSA nodes.
e. Update the user store directory XML by following these steps:

a. In the target machine, open the Identity Manager Management Console.
b. Click Directories.
c. Select the User Store.
d. Click Export to export the user directory XML.
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e. Open the downloaded source userStoreUpgradeUser.xml, userStoreUpgradeGroup.xml
and userStoreUpgradeOrg.xml files. Copy the text between the following tags from the respective mapping
files and append to the same tags in the user directory XML.
User:

<ImsManagedObject name="User" description="My Users" objectclass="top,imUser" pagesize="0"

 maxrows="0" objecttype="USER"></ImsManagedObject> 

Group:

<ImsManagedObject name="Group" description="My Groups" objectclass="top,groupOfUniqueNames"

 pagesize="0" maxrows="0" objecttype="GROUP"></ImsManagedObject> 

Organization:

<ImsManagedObject name="Organization" description="My Organizations"

 objectclass="top,organizationalUnit" pagesize="0" maxrows="0" objecttype="ORG"></ImsManagedObject>

f. Click Update to import the file.
g. Restart Identity Manager environment.

f. Update the <Migration_Xpress_download_directory>/conf/userstore.properties file with an appropriate value
for each of the properties as explained below:

Property System Object Description Required

SourceFile Source Directory Source ldif file for offline mode.
Example:
SourceFile=<Migration_Xpress_download_directory>
\\data\\input.ldif

Offline mode

TargetFile Target Directory Target ldif file for offline mode.
Example:
TargetFile=<Migration_Xpress_download_directory>
\\data\\output.ldif

Offline mode

SourceHost Source Directory Hostname or IP address of the source system.
Example: SourceHost=mySourceHost

Online mode

TargetHost Target Directory Hostname or IP address of the target system.
Example: TargetHost=myTargetHost

Online mode

SourcePort Source Directory Source user store port.
Example: SourcePort=10389

Online mode

TargetPort Target Directory Target user store port.
Example: TargetPort=19289

Online mode

SourceBindAccount Source Directory Source system Bind DN.
Example:
SourceBindAccount=uid=SuperAdmin,ou=People,ou=Employee,ou=NeteAuto,dc=security,dc=com

Online mode

TargetBindAccount Target Directory Target system Bind DN.
Example:
TargetBindAccount=cn=dsaadmin,ou=im,ou=ca,o=com

Online mode

SourcePassword Source Directory Source system Bind DN password.
Example: SourcePassword=test1

Online mode

TargetPassword Target Directory Target system Bind DN password.
Example: TargetPassword=test2

Online mode

SourceBaseDN Source Directory Base DN on source to calculate RDN migration.
Example: SourceBaseDN=dc=security,dc=com

Required

TargetBaseDN Target Directory Base DN on target to calculate RDN migration.
Example:
TargetBaseDN=o=test,ou=im,ou=ca,o=com

Required
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Property System Object Description Required

SourceFilterString Source Directory Filter for testing purposes.
Example:
SourceFilterString=(cn=automic_admin_assistance_permissions)

Optional

SourceIMEnvironmentNameSource User Source Identity Manager environment name.
Example: SourceIMEnvironmentName=env

Required

TargetIMEnvironmentNameTarget Target Identity Manager environment name.
Example: TargetIMEnvironmentName=identityEnv

Required

SourceIdentityPolicyAttributeSource User Source identity policy attribute
(%IDENTITY_POLICY%).
Example: SourceIdentityPolicyAttribute=street

Required

TargetIdentityPolicyAttributeTarget User Target identity policy attribute
(%IDENTITY_POLICY%).
Example:
TargetIdentityPolicyAttribute=imIdentityPolicies

Required

SourceManagerDnAttributeSource User Source manager DN attribute (%MANAGER%).
Example: SourceManagerDnAttribute=manager

Optional

TargetManagerDnAttributeTarget User Target manager DN attribute (%MANAGER%).
Example: TargetManagerDnAttribute=manager

Optional

SourceManagerIdAttributeSource User Source Manager Attribute ID.
Example:
SourceManagerIdAttribute=imManagerId

Optional

TargetManagerIdAttributeTarget User Target manager Attribute ID (%MANAGER%).
Example: TargetManagerIdAttribute=imManagerId

Required if
SourceManagerDnAttribute
or
SourceManagerIdAttribute
exit

SourceLoginIdAttributeSource User Source Login ID attribute (%LOGIN_ID%). If not
provided, the source ID (SourceUserIdentifier
property) will be used.
Example: SourceLoginIdAttribute=xxx

Optional

TargetLoginIdAttributeTarget User Target Login ID attribute (%LOGIN_ID%).
Example: TargetLoginIdAttribute=imLoginId

Required

SourceUserObjectClassSource User Source user object class.
Example: SourceUserObjectClass=inetOrgPerson

Required

TargetUserObjectClassTarget User Target user object class.
Example: TargetUserObjectClass=imUser

Required

SourceGroupObjectClassSource Group Source group object class.
Example:
SourceGroupObjectClass=groupOfUniqueNames

Required

TargetGroupObjectClassTarget Group Target group object class.
Example:
TargetGroupObjectClass=imGroup,groupOfUniqueNames

Required

SourceOUObjectClassSource OU Source organization object class.
Example:
SourceOUObjectClass=organizationalUnit

Required

TargetOUObjectClassTarget OU Target organization object class.
Example:
TargetOUObjectClass=organizationalUnit,top

Required
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Property System Object Description Required

SourceUserIdentifier Source User Source user unique identifier (%USER_ID%)
Example: SourceUserIdentifier=uid

Required

TargetUserIdentifier Target User Target user unique identifier (%USER_ID%)
Example: TargetUserIdentifier=uid

Required

SourceGroupIdentifierSource Group Source group unique identifier (%GROUP_NAME
%)
Example: SourceGroupIdentifier=cn

Required

TargetGroupIdentifier Target Group Target group unique identifier (%GROUP_NAME
%)
Example: TargetGroupIdentifier=cn

Required

SourceUserGroupMembershipAttributeSource Group Source user group membership attribute
(%GROUP_MEMBERSHIP%)
Example:
SourceUserGroupMembershipAttribute=uniqueMember

Optional

TargetUserGroupMembershipAttributeTarget Group Target user group membership attribute
(%GROUP_MEMBERSHIP%)
Example:
TargetUserGroupMembershipAttribute=uniqueMember

Optional

SourceOwner Source Group Source group admin (%GROUP_ADMIN%).
Example: SourceOwner=owner

Optional

TargetOwner Target Group Target group admin (%GROUP_ADMIN%).
Example: TargetOwner=owner

Required

SourceUrl Source Group Source dynamic group membership
(%DYNAMIC_GROUP_MEMBERSHIP%)
Example: SourceUrl=imGroupDynamicQuery

Optional

TargetUrl Target Group Target dynamic group membership
(%DYNAMIC_GROUP_MEMBERSHIP%)
Example: TargetUrl=imGroupURL

Required if SourceUrl
exists

SourceUserContainer
TargetUserContainer

Source Target User Source and target user container.
• Virtual Appliance assumes that users are in

the ou=people container. If this is the case in
the source environment, both the source and
target property configuration are optional.

• When source directory is flat (no containers),
only target containers should be specified.
Example:
– SourceUserContainer=
– TargetUserContainer=ou=people

• When source has containers with different
names than the Virtual Appliance, both source
and target should be specified. Example:
– SourceUserContainer=ou=user
– TargetUserContainer=ou=people

Optional
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Property System Object Description Required

SourceGroupContainer
TargetGroupContainer

Source Target Group Source and target group containers.
• Virtual Appliance assumes that groups are

in the ou=groups. If this is the case in the
source environment, both the source and
target property configuration are optional.

• When source directory is flat (no containers),
only target containers should be specified.
Example:
– SourceGroupContainer=
– TargetGroupContainer=ou=groups

• When source has containers with different
names than the Virtual Appliance, both source
and target should be specified. Example:
– SourceGroupContainer=ou=grp
– TargetGroupContainer=ou=groups

Optional

Example of a User and Group Container:

Example: user (userid) is
in Services organization Source is Flat (No Containers) Source with Containers Result

OrgLess cn=userid,o=source cn=userid,ou=users,o=source uid=userid,ou=people,ou=im,ou=ca,o
=com

Org cn=userid,ou=services,o=source cn=userid,ou=user,ou=services,o=sou
rce

uid=userid,ou=people,ou=services,ou
=im,ou=ca,o=com

g. Run the user store migration tool. There are two ways to run the tool.
• Method 1:

<Migration_Xpress_download_directory>/lib/java -cp migration-xpress-

<version>.jar -Dloader.main=com.ca.tools.userstore.migration.StartConsole

 org.springframework.boot.loader.PropertiesLauncher -m <ONLINE | OFFLINE> -gpf <file> -umf <file> -

gmf <file> [-omf file] [-ll DEBUG|INFO|WARN|ERROR]

• Method 2:
Windows: <Migration_Xpress_download_directory>bin\mx_userstore.cmd -m <ONLINE | OFFLINE> -gpf <file>

 -umf <file> -gmf <file> [-omf file] [-ll DEBUG|INFO|WARN|ERROR]

Linux: <Migration_Xpress_download_directory>./bin/mx_userstore.sh -m <ONLINE | OFFLINE> -gpf <file>

 -umf <file> -gmf <file> [-omf file] [-ll DEBUG|INFO|WARN|ERROR]

Options:

-m < MODE > ONLINE: Connects directly to the source and target user store.
OFFLINE: Reads an LDIF source file and writes a target LDIF file to a
given folder.

-gpf < file > Represents the Global Properties File. The file contains the LDAP
connection details (source and target LDAPs) or LDIF files location, and
additional global properties.
Location: <Migration_Xpress_download_directory>/conf/
userstore.properties

-umf < file > Represents the User Mapping File. The file contains the user attributes
mapping from source to target environments.
Location: Migration_Xpress_download_directory>/conf/
userstore.user.map
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-gmf < file > Represents the Group Mapping File. The file contains the group attributes
mapping from source to target environments.
Location: <Migration_Xpress_download_directory>/conf/
userstore.group.map

[-omf file] Represents the Organization Mapping File. The file contains the
organization attributes mapping from source to target environments.
Location: <Migration_Xpress_download_directory>/conf/
userstore.org.map

[-ll LOGLEVEL] Represents the log levels:
• DEBUG
• INFO
• WARN
• ERROR

Notes:

• Before running the tool, ensure that the attributes that exist in both the Global Properties File (gpf)
and mapping files (umf, gmf, omf) are removed from the mapping files to avoid data corruption errors.

• After running the tool, ensure that you review all errors. The errors might indicate that a target object was
not created due to mapping incompatibility. If you need to re-run the migration tool, note that target user and
group objects will be overwritten, and not modified. Organization will not be recreated.

h. On completion of migration, all users, groups and organizations must be represented in the target system user
store.

Known Issues

1. Identity Manager Management Console Certificate issue: If the source and/or target servers are protected
with SSL, a proper certificate must be imported from the Identity Manager Management Console and applied
on the JVM where the Migration application (JAR) is running. Since the certificate is issued per the hostname
(of the Identity Manager system), the connection to the source and target Identity Manager systems (from the
Migration setup page) must use the same hostname (and not IP). Otherwise, the following error might occur:
javax.net.ssl.SSLPeerUnverifiedException: Certificate for <10.144.13.56> doesn't match any of the subject alternative
names: [] 

2. The following errors may occur during migration.
LDAP error code 17 - Undefined Attribute Type: Check that the attribute mapping file points to valid target attributes. If
custom attributes have been added, ensure that the DSAs have been restarted and the attributes names are visible by
LDAP tools.
LDAP error code 65 - LDAP object class violation: Check that the user migration process is not writing incorrect values
(Example: a manager ID into a manager DN attribute), and that mandatory attributes exist.
LDAP error code 68 - Already exist: The object (User, Group, Organization) already exists in the target environment.
Existing objects will not be overwritten.

Migrate Provisioning Directory

The Provisioning Directory migration tool is used to migrate the Provisioning Directory from source to target system, and
optionally update the Virtual Appliance domain name and etaadmin password.

The tool should be executed twice:

1. First on the source system to export the data of the Provisioning Directory.
2. Next on the target system to import the data to the Provisioning Directory.
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Follow these steps:

1. Prerequisites
a. On the source and target system, you MUST create a working folder. The Migration application must run from this

folder. Example, on a Windows server: C:\migration, on Linux server: /tmp/migration. On a Linux server, this folder
MUST have FULL permissions (chmod 777).

b. On the source system, the etaadmin user with administrative privileges MUST exist in the Provisioning Directory.
If the user does not exist, you MUST create (from the Provisioning Manager client application), with the SAME
password as the current administrator of the Provisioning Server. If the user does not exist, migration fails.

c. You must run the migration tool on a fresh target Virtual Appliance. If the migration fails, it is recommended to
load a snapshot of the Virtual Appliance or deploy a new Virtual Appliance and run the migration tool again.
Alternatively, you can follow the process for Backing up provisioning components in the appendix.

d. Data files are transferred to the target Virtual Appliance over SSH protocol, therefore, port number 22 must be
open for communication between the source and target systems.

2. Update the <Migration_Xpress_download_directory>/conf/provstore.properties file with an appropriate value for
each of the properties as explained below:

Property Description

skipConfirmPrereq Application confirms if the mandatory prerequisites have been met: yes/no
sourceHostName Hostname or IP address of the source system.
sourceProvDirDomainName Domain name of the source Provisioning Directory.
sourceProvServerHome Provisioning Server installation path on the source system.
sourceDXHome DXHOME installation path on the source server.
sourceMigrationDir Migration folder on the source system where the exported LDIF and

schema files will be copied. On a Linux server, this folder MUST have FULL
permissions.

vAppHostName Hostname or IP address of the target Virtual Appliance.
Note:
If Identity Manager and Provisioning Directory are on different machines:
• When the tool is run on source system, the parameter value is the

Provisioning Directory host.
• When the tool is run on target system, the parameter value is the

Identity Manager server host.

vAppDSAPrefix Prefix of the DX DSA.
• When migrating a standalone deployment to Virtual Appliance, provide

the following values in the source and target environments, respectively:
– Source: No input required
– Target: <deployment_name>-ca-prov-srv-01

• When migrating an existing Virtual Appliance deployment to the latest
Virtual Appliance platform, provide the following values in the source
and target environments, respectively:
– Source: ca-prov-srv-01
– Target: <deployment_name>-ca-prov-srv-01

vAppConfigPassword Password of the Config user on the target Virtual Appliance.
vAppPort Port for the Identity Manager Management Console on the target Virtual

Appliance (usually: 8080).
vAppManagementConsoleUsernameUsername for the Identity Manager Management Console on the target

Virtual Appliance (usually 'admin' on a fresh Virtual Appliance).
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Property Description

vAppManagementConsolePasswordPassword for the Identity Manager Management Console on the target
Virtual Appliance.

vAppProvDirNewPassword New password of the etaadmin user on the Virtual Appliance Provisioning
Directory that the default password will be changed to.

vAppProvDirID Provisioning Directory ID on the target Virtual Appliance. (usually '2' on a
fresh Virtual Appliance).

vAppProvDirName Name of the Provisioning Directory on the target Virtual Appliance (usually
'ProvStore' on a fresh Virtual Appliance).

vAppEnvID Environment ID on the target Virtual Appliance (usually '1' on a fresh Virtual
Appliance).

vAppMigrationDir Migration folder on the target Virtual Appliance where the LDIF files will be
saved. The default path is /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/migration.

dynJarfileNames [Applicable only in case of Virtual Appliance to Virtual Appliance migration]
Comma separated Dynamic Connector jars.
Example: dynJarfileNames=DYNSQL.jar,DYNORC.jar

Example of a properties file for source Windows system when performing Virtual Appliance to Virtual Appliance
migration:
skipConfirmPrereq=no

sourceHostName=istaup01

sourceProvDirDomainName=prov

sourceProvServerHome=D:\\CA\\Identity Manager\\Provisioning Server

sourceDXHome=D:\\CA\\Directory\\dxserver

sourceMigrationDir=c:\\temp

vAppDSAPrefix=ca-prov-srv-01

vAppHostName=192.168.38.30

vAppConfigPassword=config

vAppPort=8080

vAppManagementConsoleUsername=admin

vAppManagementConsolePassword=CAIMAG1

vAppProvDirNewPassword=eli123456v

AppProvDirID=2

vAppProvDirName=ProvStore

vAppEnvID=1

vAppMigrationDir=/opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/migration

dynJarfileNames=DYNSQL.jar,DYNORC.jar

3. Run the Provisioning Directory migration tool, first on the source and then on the target system.
NOTE
If Provisioning Directory and Provisioning Server are on separate hosts, you can run the tool on both to
extract the necessary data.

a. Source System There are two ways to run the tool.
a. Method 1

<Migration_Xpress_download_directory>lib/java -cp migration-xpress-<version>.jar

 -Dloader.main=com.ca.tools.provisioning.directory.migration.StartConsole

 org.springframework.boot.loader.PropertiesLauncher -p provstore.properties -m <source |

 source_standalone>

b. Method 2
Windows: <Migration_Xpress_download_directory>bin\mx_provstore.cmd -p provstore.properties <-m

 source | source_standalone>
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Linux: <Migration_Xpress_download_directory>./bin/mx_provstore.sh -p provstore.properties <-m source

 | source_standalone>

b. Target Virtual Appliance There are two ways to run the tool.
a. Method 1

<Migration_Xpress_download_directory>/lib/java -cp migration-xpress-<version>.jar

 -Dloader.main=com.ca.tools.provisioning.directory.migration.StartConsole

 org.springframework.boot.loader.PropertiesLauncher -p provstore.properties -m vapp

b. Method 2
Windows: <Migration_Xpress_download_directory>bin\mx_provstore.cmd -p provstore.properties <-m vapp>

Linux: <Migration_Xpress_download_directory>./bin/mx_provstore.sh -p provstore.properties <-m vapp>

Options:

-p file Represents the Provisioning Directory
properties (provstore.properties) file located at
<Migration_Xpress_download_directory>/conf.

-m mode Mode of execution: source, source_standalone,
vappSource and source_standalone:The source and
source_standalone modes are applicable only when
running the tool on the source system. When you run the
tool in these modes, the tool does the following tasks:

1. Dump the exported LDIF and schema files to the
migration folder specified in the sourceMigrationDir
property of the provstore.properties file.
– LDIF files: impd-co.ldif, impd-main.ldif, impd-inc.ldif
– Schema files (if exist): etrust_lda.dxc,

Schema_map.txt, Schema_map.txt,
ADSExitUsrPreAdd.txt, ADSExitUsrPostAdd.txt

2. In case of the source mode, the tool automatically
transfers the dump files from sourceMigrationDir folder
to the target vappMigrationDir folder as specified
in the provstore.properties file. Whereas in case
of the source_standalone mode, before running
the tool on the target system, you must manually
copy the files from sourceMigrationDir folder to the
target vappMigrationDir folder as specified in the
provstore.properties file.
If the source system is inaccessible or does not have a
supported Java version, the Provisioning Directory data
can be exported using dxdumpdb.

vapp:The vapp mode is applicable only when running the
tool on the target system. When set in this mode, the tool
performs as follows:

1. Assumption: The data files from the source Provisioning
DIrectory have been transferred or copied to the target
system.

2. Change the default domain name of the Provisioning
Directory in the LDIF files to the domain name from
the Provisioning Directory on the SOURCE server, as
specified in the sourceProvDirDomainName property
of the provstore.properties file.

3. Export the Provisioning Directory XML from the Identity
Management Console, and change the domain name to
the SOURCE domain name.
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4. Import the updated LDIF files to the Provisioning
Directory on the TARGET system.

5. Copy and update the schema files (if the files exist).
6. Change the password of the user etaadmin of the

Provisioning Server to the password that you provided in
the vAppProvDirNewPassword property.

7. Change the domain name and password of the
etaadmin user in the Provisioning Directory XML file.

8. Import the Provisioning Directory XML file to the Identity
Manager Management Console.

9. Restart Identity Manager environment in the
Management Console.

4. Post Migration: If there are custom connectors, follow the side-by-side migration for custom connectors with changes
in metadata of names.

5. Cluster Environment Considerations:
– If the target environment is a cluster, use the following process to ensure consistency in the Provisioning Directory.

a. Verify time synchronization between nodes
b. Shut down all Provisioning Servers
c. Migrate to the 1st Provisioning Server
d. Shut down the 1st Provisioning server
e. Migrate to the 2nd Provisioning Server
f. Start the 1st Provisioning Server
g. Check replication between nodes

– In a cluster configuration, the tool might throw a failure message in the upload phase: "Failed to migrate the
provisioning directory: Failed to import the IM Provisioning Store XML: Failed in the upload phase" This error might
occur in the following conditions:
a. Source etaadmin password is different from the target etaadmin password.
b. The source and target domain names are different.
The reason for the error is that the Identity Manager has failed over to another node, with default data. You can
continue to the next node(s). The provisioning store XML will succeed in the last node.

Filter and Import the RoleDefinition and Environment

The Environment Migration tool allows you to filter and update items in the Roles and Tasks (Role Definitions) and
Environment Settings based on the selections and mappings in the Migration Xpress user interface.

You must manually import the filtered and updated Role Definitions and Environment Settings XML files into the target
system using Identity Manager Management Console.
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Follow these steps:

1. Update the <Migration_Xpress_download_directory>/conf/environment.properties file with an appropriate value for
each of the properties as explained below:

Property Type Description

RolesAndTasksInputFile Required Path of the Roles and Tasks (Role Definitions) XML input file. On submitting
the source environment details in the Migration Xpress user interface, the input
file is generated and stored at <Migration_Xpress_download_directory>/data/
RoleDefinitions-cache-SOURCE.xml.
The items in the input file are filtered and updated based on the mappings that
you have selected in the Migration Xpress user interface.
Example: RolesAndTasksInputFile=data/RoleDefinitions-cache-SOURCE.xml

RolesAndTasksOutputFile Required Path of the Roles and Tasks (Role Definitions) XML output file. The tool
creates the folder structure and places the filtered and updated items from
RolesAndTasksInputFile into this output file.
Example: RolesAndTasksOutputFile=data/RoleDefinitions-Filtered.xml

EnvironmentSettingsInput
File

Required Path of the Environment Settings XML input file. On submitting the source
environment details in the Migration Xpress user interface, the input file is
generated and stored at <Migration_Xpress_download_directory>/data/
EnvironmentSettings-cache-SOURCE.xml.
The items in the input file are filtered and updated based on the mappings that
you have selected in the Migration Xpress web user interface.
Example: EnvironmentSettingsInputFile=data/EnvironmentSettings-cache-
SOURCE.xml

EnvironmentSettingsOutp
utFile

Required Path of the Environment Settings XML output file. The tool creates
the folder structure and places the filtered and updated items from
EnvironmentSettingsInputFile into this output file.
Example: EnvironmentSettingsOutputFile=data/EnvironmentSettings-Output.xml

SelectedItemsInputFile Required for FILTER
or FULL modes

Represents the <Migration_Xpress_download_directory>/conf/
environment.selection.map file. The tool filters the following two files based on
the items in environment.selection.map file.
• RolesAndTasksInputFile
• EnvironmentSettingsInputFile
Example: SelectedItemsInputFile=conf/environment.selection.map

UserAttributesMappingInp
utFile

Required for
UPDATE or FULL
modes

Represents the <Migration_Xpress_download_directory>/conf/
environment.userAttrMapping.map file. The tool filters and/or updates the
following two files based on the items in environment.userAttrMapping.map
file.
• RolesAndTasksInputFile
• EnvironmentSettingsInputFile
Example: UserAttributesMappingInputFile=conf/
environment.userAttrMapping.map

GroupAttributesMappingIn
putFile

Required for
UPDATE or FULL
modes

Represents the <Migration_Xpress_download_directory>/conf/
environment.groupAttrMapping.map file. The tool filters and/or updates the
following two files based on the items in environment.groupAttrMapping.map file.
• RolesAndTasksInputFile
• EnvironmentSettingsInputFile
Example: GroupAttributesMappingInputFile=conf/
environment.groupAttrMapping.map
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Property Type Description

OrganizationAttributesMap
pingInputFile

Required for
UPDATE or FULL
modes

Represents the <Migration_Xpress_download_directory>/conf/
environment.orgAttrMapping.map file. The tool filters and/or updates the
following two files based on the items in environment.orgAttrMapping.map file.
• RolesAndTasksInputFile
• EnvironmentSettingsInputFile
Example: OrganizationAttributesMappingInputFile=conf/
environment.orgAttrMapping.map

2. Run the environment migration tool. There are two ways to run the tool.
– Method 1:

<Migration_Xpress_download_directory>/lib/java -cp migration-xpress-

<version>.jar -Dloader.main=com.ca.tools.environment.migration.StartConsole

 org.springframework.boot.loader.PropertiesLauncher -p environment.properties -mode <filter|update|full>

– Method 2:
Windows: <Migration_Xpress_download_directory>bin\mx_environment.cmd -p environment.properties -m

 <FILTER|UPDATE|FULL>

Linux: <Migration_Xpress_download_directory>./bin/mx_environment.sh -p environment.properties -m

 <FILTER|UPDATE|FULL>

Options:

-p <file> Represents the environment properties File.
Path: <Migration_Xpress_download_directory>/conf/environment.properties

-m <action>
-mode <action>

Filter:
Filter Roles and Tasks (Role Definition) and Environment Setting XML files
based on the items selected by a user.
Update:
Update attributes (user, group, and organization) based on the Attribute
Mapping files.
Full:
• Filter Roles and Tasks (Role Definition) and Environment Setting XML files

based on the items selected by a user.
• Update attributes (user, group, and organization) based on the Attribute

Mapping files.
3. Import the filtered role definition to the target system.

a. In the Identity Manager Management Console, navigate to Environments, <environment>, Role and Task
Settings.

b. Click Import.
4. Import the filtered environment settings XML to the target system.

a. In the Identity Manager Management Console, navigate to Environments, <environment>, Advanced Settings.
b. Click Import.

5. [Applicable only when migrating a standalone deployment to Virtual Appliance] If you are migrating a standalone
deployment to Virtual Appliance, change the provisioning directory name to the target provisioning directory name
in the <Migration_Xpress_download_directory>/data/Envsettings-filtered.xml file.

IMPORTANT
The Provisioning Roles in the imported RoleDefinition file and Provisioning Directory should be same. To this
end, import the provisioning roles only after the Provisioning Directory has been migrated. It is recommended
that export of the source Provisioning Directory and RoleDefinition should be done as close as possible to avoid
mismatches.
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Register Connector Server

Deregister the Connector Servers registered on the target system, as they will point to the source Connector Server. The
only exception is if the source Connector Server was upgraded and not migrated or is a new server.

After deregistering the source system Connector Servers, register the target system Connector Servers.

Migrate Identity Governance

Follow these steps to migrate Identity Governance:

1. Deploy Identity Governance as described in the Virtual Appliance Installation documentation.
2. Shut down the Identity Governance service.
3. Copy the source Identity Governance database to the target system database.
4. In the Virtual Appliance Management Console, go to the Setup screen and click Deploy.
5. Start the Identity Governance service.
6. Export connectors using ConnectorXpress from the existing Java Connector Server.
7. Import the connectors to the Virtual Appliance Java Connector Server.
8. Update properties connectivity to reflect the new Connector Server.
9. Reconnect endpoint in the Universe Connectivity tab.

WorkPoint

Update Workpoint connection information for new server: java.naming.provider.url=iiop://server:port

Identity Manager Integration

This section is only relevant if Identity Manager and Identity Governance integration is in place.

1. Update connector for updated hosts and credentials.
2. Update the attribute mapping for any changes in Identity Manager.
3. Update Business Policy Rules (BPR) for any attribute changes that were done in the Attribute Mapping step.

Migrate Identity Portal

For Identity Portal migration, see Upgrading Identity Portal.

Execute Test Plan on Target System

Use the test plan that is devised in the Build Test Plan and Execute Test Plan on Source System section to review results.

The main reasons for failures are:

• A missed object in the migration process. This should be identifiable from the View Submitted Task or application
server log.

• Compatibility issue in custom code. This should be identifiable from the application server log.
• Changes in functionality between the source and target system core application versions. Review all change logs

between the source system and target system, and check system design and implementation documents for areas in
which a workaround for missing functionality has been used.

Appendix
This document covers the following topics:
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Backup Provisioning Components
To backup:

• As user dsa, create dumps of all the provisioning directory using dxdumpdb.
• As user dsa, make a copy of all the provisioning knowledge files.
• As user imps, use the eCSoption /r command to generate a list of registry items.

To restore:

• As user dsa, restore the dumps of all the provisioning directory using dxloaddb.
• As user dsa, restore the copies of all the provisioning knowledge files.
• As user imps, use the eta-env commands (as given below) to restore the registry items. Replace *pwd* with the value

of the eCSoption /r command.

eta-env action=set name="/Identity Manager/Provisioning Server/etrust_defaultdomain" value="im"

eta-env action=set name="/Identity Manager/Provisioning Server/domains/defaultdb/etdsasuffix"

 value="dc="im",dc=etadb"

eta-env action=set name="/Identity Manager/Provisioning Server/domains/IM/etdsadbsuffix"

 value="dc="im",dc=etadb" type="string"

eta-env action=set name="/Identity Manager/Provisioning Server/domains/im/etpasswordeta" value="*pwd*"

 type="string"

eta-env action=set name="/Identity Manager/Provisioning Server/domains/im/etdsadbtlsport" value=20391

 type="int"

eta-env action=set name="/Identity Manager/Provisioning Server/domains/im/etdsatlsport" value=20390 type="int"

eta-env action=set name="/Identity Manager/Provisioning Server/domains/im/etdsahost" value="ca-prov-srv"

 type="string"

eta-env action=set name="/Identity Manager/Provisioning Server/domains/im/etdsasuffix" value="dc=IM,dc=eta"

 type="string"

eta-env action=set name="/Identity Manager/Provisioning Server/domains/im/etpassworddb" value="*pwd*"

 type="string"

eta-env action=set name="/Identity Manager/Provisioning Server/domains/im/etdsadbport" value=20391 type="int"

eta-env action=set name="/Identity Manager/Provisioning Server/domains/im/etdsaport" value=20389 type="int"

eta-env action=set name="/Identity Manager/Provisioning Server/domains/im/etdsadbhost" value="ca-prov-srv"

 type="string"

Environment Analysis

To run the application, use the following command:

java -jar <this jar file> [--server.port=<port> default port:8143]

Example:

java -jar vapp-migration-tools-14.2.0.jar

Administering Virtual Appliance
On logging in to the Virtual Appliance web console, a Dashboard is displayed. The Dashboard lets you monitor the
services, view the application URLs, download external tools, and view the Setup menu for additional configuration.

This document covers the following sections that let you administer the Virtual Appliance (trial):
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Required Network Ports

The network ports that are required by the Virtual Appliance are as follows:

Application / Service From To Destination Port Application Protocol Details

SSH All Virtual Appliance
servers

All Virtual Appliance servers TCP/22 SSH Mandatory for Virtual Appliance internal
health checks.

SSH Customer network All Virtual Appliance servers TCP/22 SSH For remote administration using SSH
(optional).

Identity Governance All Virtual Appliance
servers

All Virtual Appliance servers
running Identity Governance

TCP/8082
TCP/8445
TCP/8789

HTTP
HTTPS
JDWP/ (Java Debug)

• Mandatory for Virtual Appliance internal
health checks.

• Optional for HTTPS connection to the
application.

• Debug port

Identity Governance SSO proxy server All Virtual Appliance servers
running Identity Governance

TCP/8011 - Optional: AJP port for SSO integration with a
proxy that uses the mod_jk module.

Identity Manager All Virtual Appliance
servers

All Virtual Appliance Servers
running Identity Manager

TCP/8080
TCP/8443
TCP/8787

HTTP
HTTPS
JDWP (Java Debug)

• Mandatory for Virtual Appliance internal
health checks.

• Optional for HTTPS connection to the
application.

• Debug port

Identity Manager SSO proxy server All Virtual Appliance Servers
running Identity Manager

TCP/8009 - Optional: AJP port for SSO integration with a
proxy that uses the mod_jk module.

Identity Portal All Virtual Appliance
servers

All Virtual Appliance servers
running Identity Portal

TCP/8081
TCP/8444
TCP/8788

HTTP
HTTPS
JDWP (Java Debug)

• Mandatory for Virtual Appliance internal
health checks.

• Optional for HTTPS connection to the
application.

• Debug port

Identity Portal SSO proxy server All Virtual Appliance servers
running Identity Portal

TCP/8010 - Optional: AJP port for SSO integration with a
proxy that uses the mod_jk module.

End-User Web UI and
Embedded Proxy

Customer network All Virtual Appliance servers TCP/80
TCP/443

HTTP
HTTPS

• Mandatory for customers to access
applications (Identity Portal, Identity
Manager, Identity Governance).

• Handled by an internal proxy/load-
balancer listening on ports 80 and 443
(User Portal).

Virtual Appliance Admin
Web UI

Management network All Virtual Appliance servers TCP/10443 HTTPS • Mandatory for administrators to access
the Admin Portal on port 10443.

• Accessing this port must be allowed only
from a management network/VLAN.

Provisioning Server All Virtual Appliance
servers running
Provisioning Server

All Virtual Appliance servers
running Provisioning Server

TCP/20391
TCP/20394
TCP/20396
TCP/20398
TCP/20404

LDAPS
LDAPS
LDAPS
LDAPS
LDAPS

Mandatory for replication and load-balancing.

Provisioning Server All Virtual Appliance
servers running Identity
Manager
Management network

TCP/20389
TCP/20390

LDAP
LDAPS

• Mandatory requirement by Identity
Manager.

• Optional for direct access using
Provisioning Manager.
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Application / Service From To Destination Port Application Protocol Details

User Store All Virtual Appliance
servers running Identity
Manager
All Virtual
Appliance servers running
User Store

All Virtual Appliance servers
running User Store

TCP/10101
TCP/19289

LDAP (LDAPS in FIPS mode)
LDAP (LDAPS in FIPS mode)

• Mandatory requirement by Identity
Manager.

• Mandatory for replication and load-
balancing.

Java Connector Server Management network All Virtual Appliance servers
running Connector Server

TCP/20080
TCP/20443

HTTP
HTTPS

Mandatory for Connector Server admin Web-
UI.

Java Connector Server All Virtual Appliance
servers running
Provisioning Server

All Virtual Appliance servers
running Connector Server

TCP/20410
TCP/20411

HTTP
HTTPS

Mandatory requirement by Provisioning
Server.

Central Logs Service All Virtual
Appliance servers running:
• Identity Manager
• Identity Governance
• Identity Portal
• Connector Server

All Virtual Appliance server
running Central Logs

UDP/514 - Mandatory requirement by Central Logs.

Connector Server
(External)

All Virtual
Appliance servers running
Provisioning Server

External servers running
Connector Server

TCP/20410
TCP/20411

HTTP
HTTPS

Mandatory requirement by Provisioning
Server.

Log Files Location

The Virtual Appliance includes symbolic-links to all applications / services log files and directories in the /opt/CA/
VirtualAppliance/logs directory.

The default location of log files of all the applications / services are as follows. These are the actual files that are
referenced by the symbolic links in the /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/logs directory.

Application / Service Log File Location

Identity Portal /opt/CA/wildfly-portal/standalone/log/server.log

Identity Manager /opt/CA/wildfly-idm/standalone/log/server.log

Identity Governance /opt/CA/wildfly-ig/standalone/log/eurekify.log

Provisioning Server /opt/CA/IdentityManager/ProvisioningServer/logs/im_ps.log

Connector Server opt/CA/IdentityManager/ConnectorServer/jcs/logs/jcs_daily.log

Virtual Appliance main log /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/logs/ca_vapp_main.log

Virtual Appliance deployment log /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/logs/ca_vapp_deployment.log

Virtual Appliance web-server log /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/logs/ca_vapp_webui.log

Oracle database
(not applicable when using an external
database with the Virtual Appliance)

/u01/app/oracle/diag/rdbms/xe/XE/trace

Supported Custom Files

The following Symantec IGA components support custom files:

• Identity Portal
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– Resources – shared logos, background, user pictures, and language files
– Plugins – custom java-based server-side plugins
– dxrepo - Deployment Xpress repository

To get the latest repository, see Download the Deployment Xpress Templates Repository.
• Identity Manager

Purpose Identity Manager Reference Path   Virtual Appliance Reference Path

/iam_im.ear/user_console.war/WEB-IN
F/lib

/iam_im.ear/user_console.war/WEB-IN
F/lib

/opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityM
anager/iam_im.ear_user_console.war_WE
B-INF_lib

Custom folder for components such as
Event Listener, LAH’s

/iam_im.ear/custom /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/
IdentityManager/custom

Symantec SSO customizations /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/Identi
tyManager/custom

/opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityMa
nager/SiteMinder_config/ra.xml.

Import Custom Connector Role Definition

After you deploy a custom connector to the Provisioning Server on Virtual Appliance, perform the following steps:

1. Create a custom .jar file for role definitions using RoleDefinitionGenerator.
cd /opt/CA/IdentityManager/IAM_Suite/IdentityManager/tools/RoleDefinitionGenerator/bin/

./RoleDefGenerator.sh -h localhost -u etaadmin "<Custom Jar File>"

2. Provide permission to the <Custom Jar File> created in step 1.
chmod 777 <Custom Jar File>

3. Copy <Custom Jar File> to /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityManager/iam_im.ear_user_console.war_WEB-
INF_lib/.

4. Restart Identity Manager server.

Uploading and Replicating Custom Files

When using Virtual Appliance, use an SCP utility (such as “WinSCP”) to upload any custom files to the /opt/CA/
VirtualAppliance/custom/ directory, under the corresponding sub-directory:

/opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityManager

/opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityPortal

/opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityGovernance

/opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/apache-ssl-certificates

Note: When Identity Manager or Identity Portal is installed in a cluster, perform the following additional steps:

1. Upload or create the custom file on one node.
2. Open a CLI or SSH terminal on the same node.
3. Change to the directory where the files were created or uploaded.
4. Run the following script to synchronize the custom files with other nodes. This performs a “push” replication from the

current node to other nodes.
vapp_sync

Replacing Virtual Appliance Web Console SSL Certificate

The following directory contains the SSL certificates that are used by the built-in Virtual Appliance management web
console:
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/opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/apache-ssl-certificates 

You can replace the following files with your own generated SSL certificates in Apache HTTP server compatible format:

• localhost.crt (public key)
• localhost.key (private key)

Notes:

• Ensure that you back up the certificates before replacing them.
• After replacing the certificates, run the following command to reload the web server on every server on which the

certificates were replaced. The server starts with the replaced certificates:
sudo service httpd reload

• If the certificate pair is missing/invalid, an error message is displayed on the console.

Mounting Network Drives

The Virtual Appliance supports mounting of the network drives based on the standard Linux kernel support.

Example: NFS shares, SMB/CIFS shares

Temporarily Mounting a Network File System

You can use the standard Linux "mount" command to perform a provisional mount.

For example, to mount an SMB/CIFS share that is on \\132.70.100.10\temp to the /home/config/temp mount point using
credentials listed in the file /home/config/creds.txt., run the following command:

mount -t cifs -ocreds=/home/config/creds.txt,noserverino,dir_mode=0777,file_mode=0777 //132.70.100.10/temp /

home/config/temp

Permanently Mounting a Network File System

As the provisional mount command does not persist after rebooting the server, it is advised to use the
MountNetworkShares command. This command performs mount operations according to a configuration file and
supports persistence as the configuration it uses is processed by the Virtual Appliance platform scripts on every boot.

The configuration file for the MountNetworkShares command resides in:

/opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/mounts

Follow the steps to perform persistent mount operations using the MountNetworkShares command:

1. Edit the following file:
/opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/mounts

2. Define any mount points, for example:
[Device]                [Mount Point]                     [File System Type]  [Options]

10.20.3.2:/public       /home/config/my-nfs-mount-point   nfs

//10.20.3.1/some-share  /home/config/my-cifs-mount-point  cifs                username=my-

user,password=my-pass

Note: Run MountNetworkShares -h to view the syntax that is used in the configuration file.
3. Save the file and exit.
4. Run the MountNetworkShares command again to perform immediate mounting.

The command writes a detailed output to the console regarding each mount operation performed.
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Custom JVM Arguments

The Virtual Appliance comes with suggested default JVM configuration for Identity Manager, Identity Governance, and
Identity Portal application servers. These JVM arguments include static values and dynamic values such as minimum and
maximum heap size set based on the deployment type (for example, Demo, Production).

For example, the following JVM arguments are set for Identity Manager that is deployed in Demo mode:

-Xms512m -Xmx2048m -XX:+UseG1GC -XX:+UseStringDeduplication -XX:+UseCompressedOops -

Djava.net.preferIPv4Stack=true -Djava.awt.headless=true -XX:+UseLargePages -Djava.security.egd=file:/dev/./

urandom

Customizing the JVM Startup Arguments

The Virtual Appliance supports customization of JVM startup arguments.

WARNING
Changing the JVM arguments may result in the application server startup failure or may cause run-time issues
during normal operation or stress performance. In such situations, revert to the out-of-the-box JVM suggested
configuration by commenting out the lines in the jvm-args.conf file and restarting the application server.

Perform the following steps to modify the out-of-the-box JVM arguments on Identity Manager, Identity Governance,
Identity Portal:

1. Log in to the target server via SSH/CLI as the default Virtual Appliance (config/ec2-user) user.
2. Edit the jvm-args.conf file for the relevant product:

/opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityManager/jvm-args.conf

/opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityGovernance/jvm-args.conf

/opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityPortal/jvm-args.conf

3. Uncomment the following line, or duplicate it and uncomment the copied line:
From:
#JAVA_OPTS=...

To:
JAVA_OPTS=...

4. Make the necessary changes to the JVM arguments specified after the "=" character.
5. Save the file.
6. Restart the application server by running the corresponding alias for the product:

restart_im
restart_ig
restart_ip

Perform the following steps to modify the out-of-the-box JVM arguments for Connector Server:

1. Log in to the target server via SSH/CLI as the default Virtual Appliance (config/ec2-user) user.
2. Edit the /opt/CA/IdentityManager/ConnectorServer/data/jvm_options.conf file.
3. Restart Connector Server:

restart_jcs

Custom Host Records

The Virtual Appliance uses the /etc/hosts file to store common host names for internal use.

You must prefer using DNS names instead of adding records to the /etc/hosts file.
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In case you have to edit the /etc/hosts file, perform the following steps on each Virtual Appliance host which requires
custom host mapping:

1. Log in the Virtual Appliance server using SSH/CLI
2. Create or edit the following file:

/opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/hosts

3. Add the custom host records in a format equivalent to the /etc/hosts format, for example:
192.168.1.54 myhost01

192.168.1.58 myhost02

192.168.1.160 myhost03

4. Run the following command:
configureCustomHostRecords

5. View the /etc/hosts file and notice that the following block was added/modified to reflect the custom hosts block:
# CA VAPP CUSTOM HOSTS - START

192.168.1.54 myhost01

192.168.1.58 myhost02

192.168.1.160 myhost03

# CA VAPP CUSTOM HOSTS - END

Modify Identity Manager Branding [Applicable to 14.4 and 14.4.1]

Follow the given instructions on each Identity Manager node to edit a skin in the Virtual Appliance based Identity Manager.

1. Navigate to the following location:
cd /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityManager/branding/

2. Create your own skin. This is typically done by copying an existing template skin directory from iam_im.ear/
user_console.war/app/<SKIN_NAME> and modifying the contents. For example, the steps to copy the "ui7" skin to a
custom skin named "my-custom-skin" are as follows:
mkdir my-custom-skin 

cp -rp /opt/CA/wildfly-idm/standalone/deployments/iam_im.ear/user_console.war/app/ui7 

/opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityManager/branding/my-custom-skin

3. Modify the skin as required.
4. Navigate to the following location.

/opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityManager/branding

5. Edit the index.jsp file by referencing the new skin, for example:
<skin:update>

<skin:skin name ="my-custom-skin" filename="/app/imcss/my-custom-skin/ui7/ca/ca.properties"/>

<skin:skin name="idm" filename="/app/imcss/idm/idm.properties" />

<skin:skin name="neteauto" filename="/app/imcss/neteauto/neteauto.properties" />

<skin:skin name="horizontal" filename="/app/imcss/horizontal/horizontal.properties" />

<skin:skin name="horizontal2" filename="/app/imcss/horizontal2/horizontal2.properties" />

</skin:update>

6. Save the file.
7. Edit the <SKIN_NAME>/ui7/ca/ca.properties file and change the resourceBaseName property to direct to the

resources file of the new skin.
For example:
resourceBaseName=/app/imcss/my-custom-skin/ui7/resources

8. Save the file.
9. Edit <SKIN_NAME>/ui7/index.jsp file and change the skin:update property to direct to the ca.properties file of the

new skin.
For example:
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<skin:update> 

<skin:skin name="my-custom-skin" filename="/app/imcss/my-custom-skin/ui7/ca/ca.properties"/> 

</skin:update>

10. Save the file.
11. In order to have branding in place for the login.jsp file, make the following changes in the custom skin folder that you

created.
a. As the config user, execute the following commands:

cd /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityManager/branding/my-custom-skin/ 

cp /opt/CA/wildfly-idm/standalone/deployments/iam_im.ear/user_console.war/login.jsp ui7

b. Customize /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityManager/branding/my-custom-skin/ui7/login.jsp to your needs.
vi /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityManager/branding/my-custom-skin/ui7/login.jsp

c. In the Identity Manager Management Console, navigate to Environments and select an environment.
a. Navigate to Advanced Settings, User Console.
b. Configure the Login page to use under Authentication Properties as /app/imcss/my-custom-skin/ui7/

login.jsp.
c. Configure Theme Properties as required.

d. Restart the environment.
12. Restart Identity Manager.
13. Access the new custom skin with the following URL:

https://<domain>/iam/im/identityEnv/imcss/my-custom-skin/ui7/index.jsp

Note: Since WildFly application server loads the static files, the logo.png file must have at least the Read permission.
Else, the company logo fails to load or looks broken. Example Path: imcss/my-custom-skin/ui7/ca/images

Modify Identity Manager Branding [Applicable to 14.4.2]

Follow the given instructions on each Identity Manager node to create a custom skin in the Virtual Appliance based
Identity Manager.

1. Navigate to the following location:
cd /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityManager/imcss/

2. Copy an existing skin directory from iam_im.ear/user_console.war/app/<SKIN_NAME> to the current directory.
For example, the steps to copy the ui7 skin to a custom skin named my-custom-skin are as follows:
mkdir my-custom-skin

cp -rp /opt/CA/wildfly-idm/standalone/deployments/iam_im.ear/user_console.war/app/ui7 

/opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityManager/imcss/my-custom-skin

3. Create your own skin by modifying the skin (example: ui7) that is placed in the custom skin (example: my-custom-
skin) as required.

4. Edit the /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityManager/imcss/my-custom-skin/ui7/ca/ca.properties file by
changing the resourceBaseName property to direct to the resources file of the new skin.
For example:
resourceBaseName=/app/imcss/my-custom-skin/ui7/resources

5. Save the file.
6. Edit /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityManager/imcss/my-custom-skin/ui7/index.jsp file and change the

skin:update property to direct to the ca.properties file of the new skin.
For example:
<skin:update>

<skin:skin name="my-custom-skin" filename="/app/imcss/my-custom-skin/ui7/ca/ca.properties"/>

</skin:update>

7. Save the file.
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8. Copy contents of /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityManager/imcss/* to /opt/CA/wildfly-idm/standalone/
deployments/iam_im.ear/user_console.war/app/imcss

9. Restart the Identity Manager service to deploy the new custom skin.
10. In order to have branding in place for the login.jsp file, make the following changes in the custom skin folder that you

created.
a. As the config user, execute the following commands:

cd /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityManager/imcss/my-custom-skin/

cp /opt/CA/wildfly-idm/standalone/deployments/iam_im.ear/user_console.war/login.jsp ui7

b. Customize /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityManager/imcss/my-custom-skin/ui7/login.jsp to your
needs.
vi /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityManager/imcss/my-custom-skin/ui7/login.jsp

c. In the Identity Manager Management Console, navigate to Environments and select an environment.
a. Navigate to Advanced Settings, User Console.
b. Configure the Login page to use under Authentication Properties as /app/imcss/my-custom-skin/ui7/

login.jsp.
c. Configure Theme Properties as required.

d. Restart the environment.
11. Access the new custom skin with the following URL:

https://<domain>/iam/im/identityEnv/imcss/my-custom-skin/ui7/index.jsp

Note: Since WildFly application server loads the static files, the logo.png file must have at least the Read permission.
Else, the company logo fails to load or looks broken. Example Path: imcss/my-custom-skin/ui7/ca/images.

Modify Identity Governance Branding

[Applicable from Virtual Appliance 14.4.2 onwards]

You can apply branding changes to the Identity Governance user interface deployed using Virtual Appliance. Branding
changes can include customizations to the product logo, product description, text color, and so on.

Follow these steps to apply branding changes:

1. Copy the Identity Governance custom css files from “/opt/CA/wilfly-ig/standalone/deployment/eurekify.war/style” to the
custom directory at “/opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityGovernance/style”.

2. Apply branding changes by customizing the css files that are placed in the custom directory at “/opt/CA/
VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityGovernance/style”.

3. In a cluster setup, these changes are synced across all cluster nodes.
4. Restart Identity Governance on all cluster nodes.

NOTE
To undo branding customizations, delete the customized css files from the custom directory at /opt/CA/
VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityGovernance/style”. Next, restart Identity Governance on all cluster nodes.

Identity Governance Login Page Customization

To customize the Identity Governance login page, perform these steps:

1. Navigate to /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityGovernance/branding.
2. Edit the login_page file with new changes.
3. After restarting Identity Governance, the changes will reflect in eurekify.war/WEB-INF/classes/com/eurekify/web/

Login_castyles-r7.html.
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Moving Symantec IGA Data Services between Cluster Nodes

Symantec IGA data services are unique. They store customer or deployment-specific data, such as users in the user store
and endpoint accounts in the Provisioning Server.

The following are the data services:

• User Store
• Provisioning Server
• Oracle Database Express 11g – the embedded Virtual Appliance database

Moving the User Store or the Provisioning Server Services

When moving the data services, perform the following procedures to verify that the data that is stored in the service is also
moved to the new node.

Note: The following procedures are for the User Store service, but are applicable for the Provisioning Server service too.

Scenario 1 – Single instance of the data service deployed in the cluster

Example: You have a three-node cluster with the User Store service deployed only on one node.

• Node 1: Identity Manager, Identity Portal, User Store
• Node 2: Identity Manager, Identity Portal
• Node 3: New node (added to the cluster)

To move the User Store service from Node 1 to the new Node 3, for freeing up the resources on Node 1.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Virtual Appliance Web Console, navigate to the Setup page.
2. Add the new node (Node 3) to the cluster.
3. From the Services pane on the left, drag a new User Store service to the new node (Node 3).
4. Deploy the configuration.
5. After the deployment completes (all services start on all nodes), the data service on the new node (Node 3)

automatically replicates the data from the existing User Store service on Node 1. During this replication, the service on
the new node (Node 3) is in offline mode and does not serve the cluster.

6. Connect directly to the data service on the new node (Node 3) to verify if the replication is completed.
Example: Using JExplorer, see the Virtual Appliance UI online help page for connectivity details to the various data
services. If the connection succeeds and you can see your data, replication has completed.

NOTE
Replication of large data sets can take a longer time, depending on the size of the data set and the
performance of your network. Replication time can be from few minutes to few hours.

7. On successful completion of replication and when the new data service can service a request, you can remove the old
service from the original node (Node 1).

8. To remove the old service, navigate to the Virtual Appliance Web Console Setup page again. Drag the data service
from Node1 toward the Services pane. This removes the data service from the configuration. You are now left with
only the new data service on the new node (Node 3).

9. Press Deploy.
10. After a successful deployment, the data service exists only on the new node (Node 3).

Scenario 2 – Multiple instances of the data service deployed in the cluster

Example: You have a four-node cluster with the User Store service that is deployed on Node1 and Node2 of the cluster
but not on Node3 and Node4.
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• Node 1: User Store
• Node 2: Identity Manager, Identity Governance, User Store
• Node 3: Identity Manager
• Node 4: Identity Governance

To move the User Store service from Node 2 to Node 4 for freeing up the resources on Node 2.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Virtual Appliance Web Console, navigate to the Setup page.
2. In the Machines pane on the right, identify the node to remove its service (Node 2 in this example).
3. From the Machines pane, drag the existing User Store service that you want to move to the Services pane on the left.

This marks the instance of that service for removal from the node (Node2).
4. From the Services pane on the left, drag a new User Store service to the node to which you want to move the service

to (Node4 in this example).
5. Deploy the configuration.
6. After the deployment completes (all services start on all nodes), the data service on the new node (Node 4)

automatically replicates the data from the other User Store service (which you did not touch) on Node 1.
7. During this replication, the service on the new node (Node 4) is in offline mode and does not serve the cluster.
8. Connect directly to the data service on the new node (Node 4) to verify that replication has completed.

Example: Using JExplorer, see the Virtual Appliance UI online help page for connectivity details to the various data
services. If the connection succeeds and you can see your data, replication has completed.

NOTE
Replication of large data sets can take a long time, depending on the size of the data set and the
performance of your network. Replication time can be from few minutes to few hours.

9. On successful completion of replication if the new data service can service a request, then the data service move is
complete. No further action is required.

Moving the Oracle Database Express Service

Virtual Appliance does not support movement of the Oracle Database Express service data; however it supports the
movement of a service.

WARNING
Moving the service causes reinitialization of the data to an Out-of-the-box (Factory Default) configuration. All
customer or deployment-specific data is lost.

To preserve the data, use the Oracle supplied tool “exp and imp” to backup and restore your database.

Use the exp command to backup your data before moving the service. Use the imp command to restore your data, after
the service has been moved to a new node.

To use these commands, perform SSH to the Virtual Appliance and run the following command on the command line to
switch user to the Oracle user:

su – oracle”

Follow these steps:

1. From the Virtual Appliance Web Console, navigate to the Setup page.
2. In the Machines pane on the right, identify the node to remove its service.
3. From the Machines pane, drag the existing Database service that you want to relocate, to the Services pane on the

left.
This marks the instance of that service for removal from the node.

4. From the Services pane on the left, drag a new Database service to the new node to which you want to move the
service.
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5. Deploy the configuration.
6. After the deployment completes (all services start on all nodes), the database service on the new node is initialized

with factory default data. The old data in the database is lost.
If necessary, see Oracle documentation for information about restoring a backup of the original data.

Enabling Debugging Port on Identity Manager

To speed up the development process of Business Logic Task Handlers (BLTH) and Event Listeners in Identity
Manager, do the following:

1. Start the WildFly application server for Identity Manager in debug mode.
2. Connect to the application server from the development environment (Eclipse). This allows you to execute one line of

code at a time, thus making the debugging process easier.

To start Identity Manager in debug mode, follow these steps:

1. Stop the WildFly application server.
stop_im

2. Add the following debug parameters to /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/<application>/jvm-args.conf file.
-agentlib:jdwp=transport=dt_socket,server=y,address=<debug port number>,suspend=n

3. Start the Wildfly application server.
start_im

[Virtual Appliance 14.4] Configure Additional Network Interfaces

Virtual Appliance supports adding up to ten additional network interfaces, and adding static routes on a per-NIC basis.

NOTE
This section is applicable only to Virtual Appliance CentOS 6 or Amazon Linux 1. Virtual Appliance CentOS
Stream 8 or Amazon Linux 2 does not support additional network interfaces and static routes.

Add Static Routes

1. Edit the route interface configuration files for the corresponding network interfaces: /etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/ifcfg-
ethX (X being a variable)
Example:
vim /etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/route-eth1

2. Add static routes using the following syntax:
10.10.10.0/24 via 10.20.30.254 dev eth0

3. Run the following command to apply network configuration:

WARNING
Running this command may disconnect active sessions to the server.

We recommend that you run this command only when CLI/console access to the node is available so that if
the network service fails to restart, you can use the CLI/console to revert the configuration.

service network reload

WARNING
If syntax or logical subnet errors are present, you might come across the following errors:

For example

1. Error in IP address syntax:
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Bringing up interface eth0:  Error: an inet address is expected rather than "10.20.30.2544".
2. Defined gateway is not local to the interface:

Bringing up interface eth0:  RTNETLINK answers: No such process
4. Run the following command to inspect the routing table:

route -n

Expected Output:
(The line that is highlighted in bold represents the static route entry)
Kernel IP routing table

Destination   Gateway      Genmask         Flags  Metric   Ref    Use    Iface

10.20.30.0    0.0.0.0      255.255.255.0   U      0        0      0      eth0                

→ The system has a single NIC on the 10.20.30.0/24 subnet.10.10.10.0   10.20.30.254  255.255.255.0   UG   

  0        0      0      eth0          

→ Traffic destined for 10.10.10.0/24 will route via 10.20.30.254

0.0.0.0      10.20.30.1    0.0.0.0         UG     0        0      0      eth0                

→ All other traffic will route via 10.20.30.1

Add Network Interfaces

1. Shut down the server.
2. Ask the ESX administrator to add any additional network interfaces.
3. Power on the server.
4. Run the following command to verify that the additional network interfaces were registered:

ifconfig -a | grep addr

Expected Output:
eth0 Link encap:Ethernet  HWaddr 00:0C:29:B0:FB:C5 

inet addr:10.0.0.240  Bcast:10.0.0.255  Mask:255.255.255.0 

eth1 Link encap:Ethernet  HWaddr 00:0C:29:B0:FB:D9

eth2 Link encap:Ethernet  HWaddr 00:0C:29:B0:FB:E3

eth3 Link encap:Ethernet  HWaddr 00:0C:29:B0:FB:CF

5. Edit the network interface configuration files for the corresponding network interfaces: /etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/
ifcfg-ethX
For example:
vim /etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/ifcfg-eth1

6. Define the IP configuration and save the file.
For example, – the following sets an IP address of 10.0.0.242 and a network mask of /24 ( = 255.255.255.0):
DEVICE=eth1

TYPE=Ethernet

ONBOOT=yes

NM_CONTROLLED=no

BOOTPROTO=STATIC

IPADDR=10.0.0.242

NETMASK=255.255.255.0

#GATEWAY=#

DHCP_HOSTNAME=

The first network interface (eth0) is the primary Virtual Appliance network interface, and you must only change the IP
address of additional NICs (Example: eth2, eth3, eth4...).

7. Run the following command to apply the network configuration:

WARNING
Running this command may disconnect active sessions to the server.
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We recommend that you run this command only when CLI/console access to the node is available so that if
the network service fails to restart, you can use the CLI/console to revert the configuration.

service network reload

8. Run the following command to verify that the IP address was registered to the network interface:
ifconfig -a | grep add

Expected Output:
eth0 Link encap:Ethernet  HWaddr 00:0C:29:B0:FB:C5

inet addr:10.0.0.240  Bcast:10.0.0.255  Mask:255.255.255.0

eth1 Link encap:Ethernet  HWaddr 00:0C:29:B0:FB:D9

inet addr:10.0.0.242  Bcast:10.0.0.255  Mask:255.255.255.0

eth2 Link encap:Ethernet  HWaddr 00:0C:29:B0:FB:E3

eth3 Link encap:Ethernet  HWaddr 00:0C:29:B0:FB:CF

inet addr:127.0.0.1  Mask:255.0.0.0

Configure Additional Network Interfaces and Static Routes

[Applicable from Virtual Appliance 14.4.1 onwards]

Use the nmtui utility to configure additional network interfaces and static routes. For more information, see
Configure IP Networking with nmtui.

CAUTION
Do not change the eth0 network settings as Virtual Appliance uses eth0 as the default network interface.

Changing DNS Configuration

To change the DNS server IP on the Virtual Appliance that is already deployed, follow the given steps:

1. In the Virtual Appliance, open /etc/resolv.conf for editing.
2. In the file, change the IP address in the nameserver field to a desired value.

Sample snippet of the file:
; generated by /sbin/dhclient-script  

search localdomain  

nameserver 192.168.73.2 

nameserver 192.168.73.3

3. Save the file.

Support for Provisioning Server to Listen on Multiple IP Addresses

For the Provisioning Server to listen on multiple IP addresses, do the following:

1. Navigate to /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityManager and open PS-bind.propertiesfor editing.
2. In the properties file, include the local IP addresses (each address in a separate line) on which the Provisioning Server

must listen, or "0.0.0.0" to listen on all interfaces.

Use a Single JasperReports Server for Multiple Virtual Appliance Solutions

You can use a single JasperReports Server for multiple Virtual Appliance solutions.

A custom JasperReports key for Identity Manager is stored at /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityManager/
keystore.
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On each Identity Manager startup, this key is copied to /opt/CA/wildfly-idm/modules/com/ca/iam/cajasper/main/ and
also copied to /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityManager/keystore on all Identity Manager nodes in multiple
Virtual Appliance solutions.

Apply Pre-login and Post-login Banner

To apply pre-login and post-login banners, perform the following steps:

1. Run the below commands to edit the relevant pre/post login banner files:
vim /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/login-prompt.pre

vim /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/login-prompt.post

2. Make the desired changes and save the files.
3. Run the following command to apply the banner:

configureLoginPrompt

The following output is displayed:

[INFO] Configuring pre-login banner

[INFO] Configuring post-login banner

4. Upon the next SSH or CLI login, the relevant pre/post banner is displayed:
login as: config

PRE-LOGIN BANNER TEXT

config@<IP Address>'s password:

Last login: <DATE> from <IP Address>

POST-LOGIN BANNER TEXT

Enable Key-Based Authentication to a Remote SSH Server

To connect to a remote SSH Server using a key-based authentication, use the wildfly-ssh-keymgr command. This
command enables the following functions:

1. Generate an SSH key pair that is owned by WildFly.
2. Remove an existing SSH key pair that is owned by Wildfly.
3. List all SSH keypairs that are owned by Wildfly.
4. Export an SSH key pair that is owned by Wildfly.

All the generated keys are stored in the following directory (Accessible only by the "wildfly" user):

/opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/conf/wildfly-ssh-keys

In order to use a specific key, the ssh command should reference the exact key name in the directory using the following
syntax:

ssh -o StrictHostKeyChecking=no -i /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/conf/wildfly-ssh-keys/my_custom_key1

 <username>@<remote host> "<remote command>"

Backup and Restore Virtual Appliance

To backup the Virtual Appliance configurations and data, run the command on all the cluster nodes: backupVapp

To restore the Virtual Appliance configurations and data to a replacement server, run the command on all the cluster
nodes: restoreVapp

Custom Firewall Configuration

Virtual Appliance supports custom firewall configuration.

[Platform v1 - Virtual Appliance running on CentOS 6 or Amazon Linux 1]
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iptables is the available firewall for platform v1. You can configure the firewall by modifying /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/
custom/iptables-firewall-configuration file.

By default, iptables is disabled. To enable, run the following command:
sudo service iptables enable

[Platform v2 - Virtual Appliance running on CentOS Stream 8 or Amazon Linux 2]

firewalld is the available firewall for platform v2. You can configure the firewall by running the following command:

$> sudo firewall-cmd

By default, firewalld is disabled. To enable, run the following command:

sudo service firewalld enable

WildFly HTTPS Listener and SSL Certificates

Virtual Appliance supports WildFly HTTPS listener and SSL certificates for Identity Manager, Identity Governance, and
Identity Portal.

The following certificates and ports are used by applications:

Application HTTPS Port Certificate Location

Identity Manager 8443 /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/wildfly-ssl-certificates/caim-srv

Identity Portal 8444 /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/wildfly-ssl-certificates/caip-srv

Identity Governance 8445 /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/wildfly-ssl-certificates/caig-sr

On every service restart:

1. Self-signed certificates for each WildfFy application instance (Identity Manager, Identity Governance, and Identity
Portal) are automatically generated in
/opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/wildfly-ssl-certificates/

NOTE
If a certificate already exists in the directory, a new certificate will not be created and the existing certificate
will be retained.

2. The certificate is automatically imported into the java keystore of the server.
– The java keystore is unique per server and there is no synchronization of keystore data between hosts.
– The certificates can be replaced with custom certificates. A restart of the service is required.

Note 1: To enable TLSv1.2 and limited cipher suites, ensure that the /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/<Wildfly-
Service>/https-listener-hardening file contains the line true. If the file contains the line true, the WildFly HTTPS Listener
hardening will be enabled on the next service startup. The hardening can be disabled by removing the line true from the
file.

# This file controls the list of enabled protocols and cipher suites for the HTTPS listener of wildfly

# If this file includes value "true" on a single uncommented line - TLSv1.2 is used and cipher suites are

 limited.

# Otherwise - the wildfly defaults are used (TLSv1.0, TLSv1.1 and TLSv1.2 and all cipher suites).

# Uncomment the following line to enable TLSv1.2 and limited cipher suites

# true
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Secure Cookie

By default, a cookie is set to HttpOnly. You can secure a cookie by following these steps:

1. Insert the value true in /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/<point_product>/secure-cookie.
Replace <point_product> with Identity Manager, Identity Governance, Identity Portal respectively.

2. Restart the <point_product>.

Configure Session Timeout

To configure session timeout for Identity Manager, follow the given steps:

1. Navigate to /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityManager/config directory.
2. Open session-timeout file for editing.
3. In the file, specify the numerical value representing the session timeout in minutes as shown below:

# This file holds the HTTP session timeout value used by Identity Manager User Console

# This file must contain a single line (except comments beginning with a "#") with a numeric value

 representing the session timeout in minutes 30

4. Restart the corresponding server for the changes to take effect.

NOTE
To configure session timeout for Identity Governance, click here.

Configure Upload Size

To configure upload size for Identity Manager, Identity Governance and Identity Portal, follow the given steps:

1. Navigate to the following directories:
– Identity Manager: /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityManager/config
– Identity Governance: /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityGovernance/config
– Identity Portal: /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityPortal/config

2. Open max-post-size file for editing.
3. In the file, specify the numerical value representing the max-post-size in bytes as shown below:

# This file holds the max-post-size value used by http and https listeners

# This file must contain a single line (except comments beginning with a "#") with a numeric value

 representing the max-post-size in bytes 52428800

4. Restart the corresponding server for the changes to take effect.

Configure Transaction Timeout

To configure transaction timeout for Identity Portal, follow the given steps:

1. Navigate to /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityPortal/config.
2. Open transaction-timeout file for editing.
3. In the file, specify the numerical value representing the transaction timeout in seconds as shown below.

# This file holds the default-timeout (transaction timeout) value used by wildfly

# This file must contain a single line (except comments beginning with a "#") with a numeric value

 representing the transaction timeout in seconds 600

4. Restart the Identity Portal server for changes to take effect.
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Configure Proxy Parameters

Virtual Appliance allows you to configure proxy parameters such as Log Levels, Connection Timeout, Retry Timeout, and
GZIP Compression. To configure proxy parameters, follow these steps:

1. Navigate to /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom.
2. Open vapp_proxy.conf for editing.
3. Configure the following proxy parameters:

a. loglevel: Controls the verbosity of the proxy logs.
Allowed Values: error, warn, info, debug
Default: warn
Example: loglevel=error

b. connectiontimeout: Represents connection timeout in seconds for Apache httpd to wait for the creation of a
backend connection to complete.

Default: 5

Example: connectiontimeout=15
c. retry: Represents connection pool worker retry timeout in seconds. If the connection pool worker to the backend

server is in the error state, Apache httpd will not forward any requests to that server until the timeout expires. A
value of 0 means always retry workers in an error state with no timeout.

Default: 120

Example: retry=130
d. compression:

NOTE
Supported on platform v2 - CentOS Stream 8 / AmazonLinux 2.

Allows gzip compression of the proxied requests for faster network transfers. By default, the proxied requests are
compressed. To disable compression, you must set the compression parameter to false.

Allowed Values: true, false

Default: true

Example: compression=false
4. Restart the HTTPD server for the changes to take effect.

$> service httpd restart

Configure MDB Maximum Sessions

[Applicable only to Identity Manager]

By default, the maximum number of sessions for MDB is set to 50. You can change the value of the MDB maximum
sessions to a desired value as follows:

1. In the Virtual Appliance, navigate to /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityManager.
2. Open jboss-ejb3.properties for editing.
3. Change the value of the maxSession property to a desired value.

maxSession=80

4. Restart Identity Manager.
restart_im
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Protection from Unauthenticated Remote Command Execution - MyFace 3rd Party Jar

Identity Manager is enhanced to improve the resistance for unauthenticated remote command execution because of
MyFace 3rd party jar attacks.

You can protect Identity Manager from unauthenticated remote command execution by performing the following steps on
any cluster node:

1. Open the myfaces.conf file from /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityManager/config.
2. Modify the myfaces.conf file with the desired custom key and encryption algorithm.

org.apache.myfaces.secret=<Custom Key> 

org.apache.myfaces.algorithm=<Encryption Algorithm>

Example:
org.apache.myfaces.secret=MDEyMzQ1Njc4OTAxMjM0NTY3ODkwMTIz

org.apache.myfaces.algorithm=AES

NOTE

• The custom key should be of length 16, 24 or 32 bytes. Use base64 encoder to create a custom key and
use https://www.base64encode.org/ website to encode the custom secret key.

• Any Java supported encryption algorithm can be used but AES is recommended.
3. Synchronize the changes across all the cluster nodes.

sync_vapp_custom_content

4. Restart Identity Manager on all the applicable cluster nodes.
restart_im

Add Certificates to the System Trust Store

[Applicable from Virtual Appliance 14.4.1 onwards]

The config user can add certificates to the system trust store as follows:

1. Copy the certificates to the /etc/pki/ca-trust/source/anchors/ directory.
2. Run the following command to update CA trust.

sudo update-ca-trust

ehCache Configuration for Identity Manager

[Applicable from Virtual Appliance 14.4.2 onwards]

Virtual Appliance now lets you configure the following ehCache properties for Identity Manager.

• authcache.properties
Lets you configure authorization cache properties. Authorizations are the result of a policy evaluation against a user,
the results of which are stored in an authorization cache. The results of the following four types of policy evaluations
are maintained in an authorization cache:
– Admin and Access Role member policy evaluations
– Admin, Access, Provisioning Role admin policy evaluations
– Admin, Access, Provisioning Role owner policy evaluations
– Identity policy evaluation

• objectstorecache.properties
Lets you configure ehCache object types. The object caches are used for the various objects in Identity Manager such
as Roles, Policies, and Tasks. These objects that persist in the Object Store database and the Provisioning Directory,
are read into the cache on server startup. Object lookups are read through the cache first before proceeding to the
authoritative store if not found in the cache. Each object is of a defined type, and the Identity Manager server maintains
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per object-type caches such as IM Task cache, IM Screen cache, IM Role cache. The size of the cache (example,
entry limit) is maintained in the associated object-type property in the objectstorecache.properties file.

For more information about these properties file, see Identity Manager ehCache Configuration documentation.

Deploy Identity Manager Custom Classes

[Applicable from Virtual Appliance 14.4.2 onwards]

You can deploy the Identity Manager user console custom classes by following these steps:

1. Place the Identity Manager custom classes at “/opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityManager/user_console.war/
WEB-INF/classes”.

2. Customize the class files as applicable.
3. In a cluster setup, these changes are synced across all cluster nodes.
4. Restart Identity Manager on all cluster nodes.

NOTE
To undeploy custom classes, delete the class files from the custom directory at "/opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/
custom/IdentityManager/user_console.war/WEB-INF/classes”. Next, restart Identity Manager on all cluster
nodes.

Using the Login Shell
After the initial CLI (text-based) configuration of the Virtual Appliance, the login shell for the config user is available for
use.

NOTE
In the Amazon Web Services (AWS) platform, the config user is used to log in to the web console only. The
ec2-user user is used to run commands in the Command Line Interface.

This document contains the following sections:

Switching Users
The config user can switch to the following users:

• dsa
• imps
• oracle

To switch to a different user, run the following command:

su - <username>

Available Aliases

The following aliases (command shortcuts) are available in the Virtual Appliance login shell:

NOTE
Run the alias on all the Virtual Appliance cluster nodes unless mentioned in the documentation to run on a
single node.

• addDisk
Resize the root ("/") volume on Virtual Appliance by adding an additional virtual disk.

• addconfiguser
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[Applicable from Virtual Appliance 14.4.2 onwards] Creates a new user that can log in to Virtual Appliance Linux
console only, and perform operations on the console by switching to the config user. This user cannot create another
user, and reset the config user password. Run this alias on nodes where you want to create additional config users.

• addJBossDatasource
Adds a defined custom data source that is referenced as an argument pointing to a property file (normally at ”/opt/CA/
VirtualAppliance/custom/<APP>/ dataSources”) across all nodes running either the Identity Portal or Identity Manager
applications.

• audit_disable
Disables kernel auditing to the log files and to the machine console.

• audit_enable
Enables kernel auditing to the log files and to the machine console.

• audit_show
Shows if the kernel auditing is enabled or disabled.

• backupVapp and and restoreVapp
Backup and restore the Virtual Appliance configurations and data to a replacement server.
The backupVapp and restoreVapp aliases do not restore Symantec Directory DSA data in a multiwrite-DISP recovery
environment. One such example of a multiwrite-DISP environment is the deployment of User Store and Provisioning
Store on multiple Virtual Appliance nodes.
To backup data in a multiwrite-DISP environment, do the following:
a. Shut down the deployed services (Identity Manager, Provisioning Store, Identity Governance, Identity Portal) on all

nodes.
b. Use the backupVapp alias to take a backup of all the Virtual Appliance nodes.
c. Back up the external database.
To restore data in a multiwrite-DISP environment, use the restoreVapp alias to restore backup files on all the Virtual
Appliance nodes including the external database to maintain data integrity.

• check_cluster_clock_sync
[Run the alias on any single cluster node]
Checks the clock synchronization across the cluster nodes. This test fails if there are servers with a clock offset of
more than 15 seconds.
The clock synchronization is mandatory for replication to work correctly for a cluster containing multiple User Store or
Provisioning Server nodes.

• check_oracle_db_size
[Run the alias on any single cluster node]
Displays the embedded Oracle 11g Express database data file size.

• compressLogs
Compresses all applications in the Virtual Appliance log files to a tar.gz archive file that resides in the home directory.
The logs archive also includes the hosts file and Wildfly standalone.xml files for Identity Manager, Identity Governance,
Identity Portal.
Example: /home/config/vApp_logs_<hostname>_<date>.tgz

• configureCustomHostRecords
Adds custom records to the /etc/hosts file. The custom records are read from /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/hosts.

• configure_im_jcs_logging_permissions
Allows you to configure permissions for JCS log files for the "config" user that may be arbitrarily written during JCS
runtime, without the need to restart JCS.

• configureLoginPrompt
Set the content of /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/login-prompt.pre and /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/login-
prompt.post as pre-login and post-login messages accordingly.

• CreateIDMAuthDir
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Creates the Identity Manager Authentication Directory, in case it failed to create automatically during the deployment,
or in case an administrator deleted it from the Directories page in the Identity Manager Management Console.

• createIDMTrustConfiguration
[Run the alias on any single cluster node]
Manually creates Identity Manager Web-Services object for Identity Portal Connector. Run this command only when it
fails to run automatically during deployment.

• dbutil
Serves as a wrapper for Identity Governance dbutil utility. Normally, there is no need to invoke it manually as it is
called by the populateIgDatabase command.

• deleteIDMJMSqueue
Deletes the Identity Manager JMS queue (/opt/CA/wildfly-idm/standalone/data/*).

• deleteconfiguser
[Applicable from Virtual Appliance 14.4.2 onwards] Deletes the user created using the addconfiguser alias. This action
is allowed only when a user is logged in as the config user.

• DisableIdmAuthFilterSecurity / EnableIdmAuthFilterSecurity
Disables or enables Identity Manager Management Console Security.

• DisableIdmMgmtConsoleSecurity / EnableIdmMgmtConsoleSecurity
Disables or enables Identity Manager User Console Authentication Filter Security.

• eurekify-universemigration
Export or import an Identity Governance universe from this solution.

• import_wildfly_ssl_certificates
Imports SSL certificates from all Wildfly-based products (Identity Manager, Identity Governance, Identity Portal) on all
Virtual Appliance nodes to local Java key store. The SSL certificates are available at /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/
wildfly-ssl-certificates.

• install_vmware_tools
Installs VMware tools from a mounted CDROM drive containing a VMware tools installation media or from an ISO file
(supplied as an argument on the command line).
To uninstall VMware tools, run: install_vmware_tools -u

• listSSLCert
Prints the SHA1 fingerprint of an SSL certificate that is retrieved from a remote server.
– Usage for port 443: listSSLCert <Host name>
– Usage for other ports: listSSLCert <Host name>:<Port

• measure_io_performance
Runs a disk throughput measurement test. This is identical to the prerequisite test executed the first time a Virtual
Appliance node is installed and configured from the CLI.

• MountNetworkShares
Mounts network shares that are defined in /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/mounts.

• patch_vapp
Installs the Virtual Appliance patch file (supplied as an argument on the command line). This command can be used
to install all patch types (Example: Hotfixes, Cumulative Patches, Service Packs). This is the only supported option to
patch or upgrade a system.

• patch_vapp_via_cdrom
Installs the Virtual Appliance patch file from a CD-ROM attached to the virtual machine

• populateIgDatabase
Runs during the deployment and upgrade operations and normally there is no need to invoke it manually. This
command populates the Identity Governance database with the default tables that are required by the application.A
valid use case to run this command is when a customer wants to "reset" Identity Governance database by dropping
and re-creating the databases/schemas, and wants to avoid re-deploying the solution.

• pwdtools
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Runs the Identity Manager Password tools (normally, required when performing integration with Symantec Single Sign-
On). Use this command to encrypt passwords that must be stored in the ra.xml configuration file.

• reconfigure_ig
Recreate the file-system configuration of Identity Governance.

• reconfigure_im
Recreate the file-system configuration of Identity Manager.

• reconfigure_ip
Recreate the file-system configuration of Identity Portal.

• RegisterExternalConnectorServer
Serves as a command-line substitute for the "Register Connector Server" functionality on the web-ui → External Tools
page.
Normally, there is no need to execute this command.

• registerJavaConnectors
Normally, there is no need to run this command.
This command registers or re-registers Java Connector servers to the Provisioning Directory based on the latest
Metadata in the locally installed Connector Server product (or the Connector Server install image, as fall back).

• remove_failed_node_ssh_fingerprint
Specifies circumstances where a Virtual Appliance node that crashed beyond recovery was replaced with another one
having the same IP addresses.

• removeJBossDatasource
Removes a defined custom data source that is referenced as an argument pointing to a property file at ”/opt/CA/
VirtualAppliance/custom/<APP>/ dataSources” across all nodes running either the Identity Portal or Identity Manager
applications.

• remove_service
Removes a service from the file system.

• repair_service
Resets the file system part of a given service to factory defaults.
WARNING: This command should only be used in extreme conditions of disk corruption leading to inability to start a
service. You must take a backup of the custom content and configurations for the given service before executing this
command.

• resetInternalDB
Resets the embedded (Oracle 11g Express) database state. It deletes all Identity Manager, Identity Portal, and Identity
Governance environment data and configurations, while restoring them to the “clean” Virtual Appliance state.

• resetVappServiceAccountPassword
Allows resetting the password for the Virtual Appliance service account (named: "vapp-service") on the Provisioning
Directory. Use this command only when the customer disabled the account or changed its password, or in case the
password for the account has expired.

• reset_vapp_to_factory_defaults
Remove all data of previous deployments from the file-system.

• resizeDisk
Allows resizing the file-system size on the "/" volume after the Virtual Disk that is assigned to the Virtual Appliance
Virtual Machine has been expanded in the host Virtualization platform.
Example: VMware ESX
The expansion operation in the host Virtualization platform typically requires shutting down the guest Virtual Machine.

• restart_ig
Restarts Identity Governance application.

• restart_jcs
Restarts the Connector Server.

• restart_rs
Restarts Report Server application.

• restart_im
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Restarts Identity Manager application.
• restart_ip

Restarts Identity Portal application.
• restart_oracle

Restarts the internal Oracle 11g Express database (if deployed).
• restart_ps

Restarts the Provisioning Server.
• rollback_vapp

Rolls back a previously installed patch.
• s

Performs a solution health status check and displays the console-based output.
Note: The output is immediately set as the login banner.

• setEntropyWatermark
Sets the watermark value of the Linux random-number generator (RNGD). The default is 3000.

• selectTimeZone
Allows configuring the server time-zone.

• setDeploymentName
[Run the alias on any single cluster node]
Sets the deployment name of a Virtual Appliance deployment across the cluster, if not already set. The deployment
name is used in the DSA names and to set the replication-group in the directory configuration that are required for
setting up asynchronous replication. For Disaster Recovery setup information, click here.

NOTE

• The command works only on a cluster where all the nodes are of type Platform v2 (CentOS Stream 8 or
Amazon Linux 2).

• Use the command if you have migrated from CentOS 6 to Platform v2 (CentOS Stream 8 or Amazon
Linux 2) and would like to use a two cluster Disaster Recovery setup.

• set_log_level_cs
Sets the application log level of the JCS.

• set_log_level_ig
Sets the application log level of Identity Governance.

• set_log_level_ip
Sets the application log level of Identity Portal.

• setOOTBDatasourceConfig
[Run the alias on any single cluster node]
Allows customization of the WildFly OOTB datasource connection pool parameters of Identity Manager, Identity
Governance and Identity Portal. Follow the given screenshot to configure OOTB datasource parameters using the
setOOTBDatasourceConfig command.
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NOTE

• You can locate the customized OOTB datasource parameter values at:
/opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/<Symantec IGA Point-products>/config/ootb_datasource.conf
Example: /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityGovernance/config/ootb_datasource.conf

• Virtual Appliance cascades OOTB datasource parameter configuration to all the applicable nodes in a
cluster.

• Restart of the application server on a node triggers application server restart on all the applicable nodes in
a cluster.

• setPublicIp
Applicable to the Virtual Appliance instances deployed on AWS or Azure.
This command attempts to determine the public IP address of the node. It is used in the Web-UI dashboard which
exposes links to the applications.

• setTimeAndDate
Allows configuring the server date and time.

• setVappUserPassword
Sets the Virtual Appliance user password (normally the "config" user).
This is equivalent to running the "passwd" command.

• set_vApp_webui_session_timeout
Displays or configures the session inactivity timeout (in minutes) for the Virtual Appliance Web Console (listening on
port 10443).

• start_dxserver
Starts all Symantec Directory DSAs.
Note:If all Symantec Directory DSAs are started, the monitor will not display per-DSA status. Instead, it displays "[OK]
All DSAs are started".

• start_ig
Starts Identity Governance application.

• start_im
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Starts Identity Manager application.
• start_ip

Starts Identity Portal application.
• start_jcs

Starts the Connector Server.
• start_oracle

Starts the internal Oracle 11g Express database (if deployed).
• start_ps

Starts the Provisioning Server.
• stopDeploymentProcess

Stops an ongoing deployment process.
This command must be invoked on the node from whose web-ui the current deployment operation started. This
command should only be executed in extreme conditions where a deployment operation is halted and does not finish.

• stop_dxserver
Stops all Symantec Directory DSAs.

• stop_ig
Stops Identity Governance application.

• stop_im
Stops Identity Manager application.

• stop_ip
Stops Identity Portal application.

• stop_jcs
Stops the Connector Server.

• stop_oracle
Stops the internal Oracle 11g Express database (if deployed).

• stop_ps
Stops the Provisioning Server.

• swapManager
Adds extra swap volume in Virtual Appliance. This alias enables the following functionalities:
– Adds a separate disk as swap space to the system.
– Removes the added disk from the server swap space.
Note: The disk must not be a partition, a logical volume, or a member of the system volume group.

• sync_vapp_custom_content
[Run the alias on any single cluster node]
Synchronizes content across all nodes for custom content under /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom directory.

• tail_cs_log
Monitors the Connector Server log.

• tail_ig_log
Monitors the Identity Governance application log.

• tail_im_log
Monitors the Identity Manager application log.

• tail_ip_log
Monitors the Identity Portal application log.

• tail_ps_log
Monitors the Provisioning Server log.

• tdl
Monitors the Virtual Appliance deployment log.

• tvl
Monitors the Virtual Appliance main log.

• tvcl
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Monitors the Central Logging log.
• twl

Monitors the Virtual Appliance web server log.
• updateManager

Provides Amazon Web Services (AWS) security updates.
• vapp_jstack

Allows you to collect Java stack dumps of Identity Manager, Identity Governance, and Identity Portal.

• vapp_sync
[Run the alias on any single cluster node]
Synchronizes custom files of deployed applications, which are at /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/<application name>.
This command is required in the following cases where,
– there are multiple nodes of the same application type in the solution (Example, Identity Manager)
– the application nodes are not configured with a shared network location for storing common shared files.
Note: This command performs in a uni-directional fashion, overwriting files on remote nodes with files from the current
node (from where the command has been executed).

• vAppUserPortalShowAllServices
Disables or enables a flag which controls whether a system with Identity Portal installed will show only Identity in the
User Portal web-ui (the default behavior) or shows Identity Portal and also other installed products (if applicable) -
Identity Manager and Identity Governance.

• vcl / view_vapp_central_log
Lets you view the Central Logging log.

• vdl
Lets you view the Virtual Appliance deployment log.

• view_cs_log
Lets you view the Connector Server log.

• view_ig_log
Lets you view the Identity Governance application log.

• view_im_log
Lets you view the Identity Manager application log.

• view_ip_log
Lets you view the Identity Portal application log.

• view_ps_log
Lets you view the Provisioning Server log.

• vvl
Lets you view the Virtual Appliance main log.

• vwl
Lets you view the Virtual Appliance web server log.

• wildfly_admin_console
Allows you to enable/disable the WildFly Management Console.

Note that the Set -Djboss.bind.address.management configuration is needed only for Identity Portal and Identity
Governance.

• wildfly-ssh-keymgr
Manage SSH key-pairs under the ownership of user wildfly for purposes of automated execution of code on a remote
server.
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Available Privileged Commands (sudo)

The config user can execute the following commands as user dsa or imps with elevated privileges using "sudo" (by
prefixing them with the "sudo" command):

[Platform v1 - running on CentOS 6 or Amazon Linux v1]

• halt
• shutdown
• reboot
• All init scripts in /etc/init.d/
• /opt/CA/wildfly-portal/bin/add-user.sh
• /opt/CA/wildfly-idm/bin/add-user.sh
• /opt/CA/wildfly-ig/bin/add-user.sh
• date
• mount
• unmount
• ps
• netstat
• service
• net-snmp-create-v3-user
• sysctl

NOTE
For custom changes to persist, ensure that you add the custom configurations after the CA Technologies -
END marker in the /etc/sysctl.conf file.

• chkconfig
• route
• ethtool
• iptables
• iptables-save / iptables-restore
• top
• kill
• killall
• traceroute
• ntpdate
• ntpq
• loadkeys

Usage: To change the keyboard layout on the CLI console, run the loadkeys command followed by the language code
(Example: us, fr, de, it).

[Platform v2 - running on CentOS Stream 8 or Amazon Linux v2]
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• /opt/CA/wildfly-portal/bin/add-user.sh
• /opt/CA/wildfly-idm/bin/add-user.sh
• /opt/CA/wildfly-ig/bin/add-user.sh
• halt
• shutdown
• reboot
• poweroff
• date
• mount
• unmount
• netstat
• ps
• service
• systemctl
• journalctl
• chkconfig
• sysctl

NOTE
For custom changes to persist, ensure that you add the custom configurations after the CA Technologies -
END marker in the /etc/sysctl.conf file.

• net-snmp-create-v3-user
• chronyd
• top
• iotop
• killall
• kill
• route
• traceroute
• tcpdump
• ethtool
• firewall-cmd
• apachectl
• loadkeys

Usage: To change the keyboard layout on the CLI console, run the loadkeys command followed by the language code
(Example: us, fr, de, it).

• grubby
• oscap
• localectl

Attribute Encryption
Virtual Appliance is certified to support the Attribute Encryption feature of Symantec Directory 14.1 CR1.

The Directory Attribute Encryption feature enhances data confidentiality and provides higher levels of access control by
enabling data encryption at the attribute level.

To activate Attribute Encryption for the Virtual Appliance Symantec Directory attributes, follow these steps:

1. Navigate to /opt/CA/Directory/dxserver/bin.
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2. Switch user to dsa.
$ su dsa

3. Check the status of the UserStore.
$ dxserver status <userstore_dsa_name>

4. Stop the UserStore if it is running.
$ dxserver stop <userstore_dsa_name>

5. Dump the UserStore database to a "ldif” file.
$ vapp_dxdumpdb –f <filename>.ldif <userstore_dsa_name>

NOTE
To import a custom dump file into the Virtual Appliance, the password of the dump file must be IMAG1DUMP.

6. Navigate to /opt/CA/Directory/dxserver/config/servers and open the <userstore>.dxi file for editing.
For example, if you wish to encrypt the username and address attributes, add the following code arguments
# Data encryption attributes 

set data-encryption = {

encrypted-attrs = usernames; address

  };

after,
# access controls

clear access;

source "../access/vapp-default.dxc";

NOTE
To encrypt multiple attributes, enter the attributes separated by semicolons.

Example: encrypted-attrs = username; address; employeeType
7. Load the ldif file to the UserStore.

$ vapp_dxloaddb –v <userstore_dsa_name> <filename>.ldif

8. Start the UserStore DSA.
cd opt/CA/Directory/dxserver/bin$ 

dxserver start <userstore_dsa_name>

9. Dump the UserStore DSA to the ldif file and check if the attributes are encrypted.

NOTE
To activate Attribute Encryption on the Virtual Appliance cluster nodes, repeat the same steps on each node.

For more information, see Directory Attribute Encryption.

Replacing OOTB Self-Signed Certificates
You can replace an OOTB self-signed certificate with a custom signed certificate for Identity Manager, Identity
Governance, and Identity Portal on the Virtual Appliance as follows:

1. Back up the existing certificates.
2. Import the custom signed certificate and the private key into a Java keystore.
3. Place the Java keystore at /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/wildfly-ssl-certificates.
4. Restart the service.

Example to Replace OOTB Self-Signed Certificate with a Custom Self-Signed Certificate

Follow these steps:

1. Back up the existing OOTB self-signed certificates.
2. Create a custom self-signed certificate with a password. This sample uses P@ssw0rd.
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openssl req -x509 -newkey rsa:4096 -keyout myPrivateKey.pem -out myCertificate.crt -days 3650 -nodes

openssl pkcs12 -export -out keyStore.p12 -inkey myPrivateKey.pem -in myCertificate.crt

3. Copy the newly created self-signed certificate into a keystore. In this step, we are copying the self-signed certificate to
the Identity Manager keystore (caim-srv).
keytool -list -v -keystore caim-srv -storepass changeit

# Look for the alias-name and copy it.

keytool -delete -alias <existing alias-name> -keystore caim-srv -storepass changeit

keytool -list -v -keystore caim-srv -storepass changeit 

# File will be empty

keytool -importkeystore -deststorepass changeit -destkeypass changeit -destkeystore caim-srv -srckeystore

 keyStore.p12 -srcstoretype PKCS12 -srcstorepass P@ssw0rd

keytool -list -v -keystore caim-srv -storepass changeit

4. Copy the self-signed certificate from Identity Manager to Identity Governance and Identity Portal keystores.
cp caim-srv caip-srv

cp caim-srv caig-srv

5. Place the new keystore at /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/wildfly-ssl-certificates.
rm /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/wildfly-ssl-certificates/*

cp ca* /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/wildfly-ssl-certificates

6. Restart the services.
restart_im

restart_ig

restart_ip

7. The applications can now be accessed through the following URLs and not through the embedded Apache Load
Balancer:
https://VAPP_HOST:8443/iam/im/identityEnv

https://VAPP_HOST:8445/eurekify/portal/login

https://VAPP_HOST:8444/sigma/admin

Monitoring Virtual Appliance
The Identity Manager, Identity Governance, Identity Portal, and other Java servers in Virtual Appliance can be monitored
remotely using SNMP, Log Forwarding and Java Profilers (Example: DX Application Performance Management).

Note: Virtual Appliance does not support the installation of third-party monitoring tools which require the root access.

Monitoring with SNMP

The config user has the permission to configure and enable the snmpd and snmptrapd services. By default, these
services are disabled for security reasons and come with a minimal snmp view configuration for the default public
community.

The config user can configure the snmpd and snmptrapd services by modifying the configuration files under /etc/snmp/.

To enable the services, run the following commands:

chkconfig snmpd on

chkconfig snmptrapd on

service snmpd start

service snmptrapd start

[Platform v1 - Virtual Appliance running on CentOS 6 / Amazon Linux 1]
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Example 1: Monitoring Free Disk Space

1. Add the following lines to the /etc/snmp/snmpd.conf file:
disk / 5%

view systemview included .1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.9

2. Restart the snmpd service:
service snmpd restart

3. Run the following command locally on the Virtual Appliance to query the snmp:
snmpwalk -v 1 localhost -c public .1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.9

Result:
UCD-SNMP-MIB::dskIndex.1 = INTEGER: 1

UCD-SNMP-MIB::dskPath.1 = STRING: /

UCD-SNMP-MIB::dskDevice.1 = STRING: /dev/mapper/vg_ca--vapp-lv_root

UCD-SNMP-MIB::dskMinimum.1 = INTEGER: -1

UCD-SNMP-MIB::dskMinPercent.1 = INTEGER: 99

UCD-SNMP-MIB::dskTotal.1 = INTEGER: 49099068

UCD-SNMP-MIB::dskAvail.1 = INTEGER: 41297772

UCD-SNMP-MIB::dskUsed.1 = INTEGER: 5310496

UCD-SNMP-MIB::dskPercent.1 = INTEGER: 11

UCD-SNMP-MIB::dskPercentNode.1 = INTEGER: 2

UCD-SNMP-MIB::dskTotalLow.1 = Gauge32: 49099068

UCD-SNMP-MIB::dskTotalHigh.1 = Gauge32: 0

UCD-SNMP-MIB::dskAvailLow.1 = Gauge32: 41297772

UCD-SNMP-MIB::dskAvailHigh.1 = Gauge32: 0

UCD-SNMP-MIB::dskUsedLow.1 = Gauge32: 5310496

UCD-SNMP-MIB::dskUsedHigh.1 = Gauge32: 0

UCD-SNMP-MIB::dskErrorFlag.1 = INTEGER: error(1)

UCD-SNMP-MIB::dskErrorMsg.1 = STRING: /: less than 5% free

Example 2: Monitoring the Virtual Appliance Dashboard Alarm Log

The alarms that are shown on the Virtual Appliance dashboard are exposed by SNMP.

1. Add the following lines to the /etc/snmp/snmpd.conf file:
extend test /bin/cat /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/logs/alarm.log

view systemview included .1.3.6.1.4.1.8072.1

2. Restart the snmpd service:
service snmpd restart

3. Run the following command locally on the vApp to query the snmp:
snmpwalk -v2c -On -c public 127.0.0.1 nsExtendOutput2Entry

[Platform v2 - Virtual Appliance running on CentOS Stream 8 / Amazon Linux 2]

Example 1: Monitoring Free Disk Space

1. Add the following lines to the /etc/snmp/snmpd.conf file:
disk / 5%

view systemview included .1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.9

2. Stop the snmpd service:
service snmpd stop

3. Create SNMPv3 user. Use SHA for authentication and AES for encryption. Use SHA|MD5 for authentication and use
AES|DES for encryption.
net-snmp-create-v3-user -ro -A <password> -X <password> -a SHA -x AES <snmpv3user>

On successful user creation, the following messages are displayed on the screen:
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adding the following line to /var/lib/net-snmp/snmpd.conf:

   createUser <snmpv3user> SHA "<password>" AES "<password>"

adding the following line to /etc/snmp/snmpd.conf:

   rouser <snmpv3user>

4. Start the snmpd service:
service snmpd start

5. Run the following command locally on the Virtual Appliance to query the snmp:
snmpwalk -u <snmpv3user> -A <password> -a SHA -X <password> -x AES -l authPriv localhost -v3 -c

 public .1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.9

Result:
UCD-SNMP-MIB::dskIndex.1 = INTEGER: 1

UCD-SNMP-MIB::dskPath.1 = STRING: /

UCD-SNMP-MIB::dskDevice.1 = STRING: /dev/mapper/cs-root

UCD-SNMP-MIB::dskMinimum.1 = INTEGER: -1

UCD-SNMP-MIB::dskMinPercent.1 = INTEGER: 5

UCD-SNMP-MIB::dskTotal.1 = INTEGER: 77634524

UCD-SNMP-MIB::dskAvail.1 = INTEGER: 60781068

UCD-SNMP-MIB::dskUsed.1 = INTEGER: 16853456

UCD-SNMP-MIB::dskPercent.1 = INTEGER: 22

UCD-SNMP-MIB::dskPercentNode.1 = INTEGER: 0

UCD-SNMP-MIB::dskTotalLow.1 = Gauge32: 77634524

UCD-SNMP-MIB::dskTotalHigh.1 = Gauge32: 0

UCD-SNMP-MIB::dskAvailLow.1 = Gauge32: 60781068

UCD-SNMP-MIB::dskAvailHigh.1 = Gauge32: 0

UCD-SNMP-MIB::dskUsedLow.1 = Gauge32: 16853456

UCD-SNMP-MIB::dskUsedHigh.1 = Gauge32: 0

UCD-SNMP-MIB::dskErrorFlag.1 = INTEGER: noError(0)   

Example 2: Monitoring the Virtual Appliance Dashboard Alarm Log

The alarms that are shown on the Virtual Appliance dashboard are exposed by SNMP.

1. Add the following lines to the /etc/snmp/snmpd.conf file:
extend test /bin/cat /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/logs/alarm.log

view systemview included .1.3.6.1.4.1.8072.1

2. Restart the snmpd service:
service snmpd restart

3. Run the following command locally on the vApp to query the snmp:
snmpwalk -u <snmpv3user> -A <password> -a SHA -X <password> -x AES -l authPriv localhost -v3 -c

 public .1.3.6.1.4.1.8072.1

NOTE

• https://net-snmp.sourceforge.net/docs/man/snmpd.conf.html
• https://net-snmp.sourceforge.net/docs/man/snmptrapd.conf.html

Monitoring with Log Forwarding

The Virtual Appliance comes with a central log server service which can be deployed from the Virtual Appliance service
deployment screen.

The Identity Manager, Identity Governance, Identity Portal, and JCS services write logs to the central log service called
Syslog.
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Once deployed, the central log service merges all application logs (from the entire cluster) to a single log file: /opt/CA/
VirtualAppliance/centralLogs/vapp_central.log

Note: In a cluster environment, any node (not only the central log server node) can forward logs to the central log service.

For monitoring or log analysis purposes, you can forward the central log to a remote Syslog server by following the given
two steps:

1. Modify the following Syslog configuration file:
/etc/rsyslog.d/rsyslog-custom.conf

2. Enable a forwarding rule.
Examples:
– Forwarding to a remote syslog server using UDP:

*.* @<Remote_Syslog_IP_Address>:514 
– Forwarding to a remote syslog server using TCP:

*.* @@<ip_address.of.remote.syslog>:514

After the central log is forwarded to a remote Syslog server, you can use applications such as Splunk to monitor and
analyze the log.

NOTE

• https://www.rsyslog.com/receiving-messages-from-a-remote-system/
• https://www.rsyslog.com/sending-messages-to-a-remote-syslog-server/

Monitoring with Java Profilers

The Identity Manager, Identity Governance, Identity Portal, and other Java servers in Virtual Appliance can be monitored
using Java Profilers which use the JVM argument-based instrumentation.

The general procedure to monitor the Virtual Appliance Java Servers using Java Profilers is as follows:

1. On the Virtual Appliance, create a folder (for example, tools) under /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/profiler.
Ensure that the user who spawns the Java server has access to the newly created folder. The actual access
permissions depend on the Profiler. To monitor Wildfly-Servers on Virtual Appliance, configure folder permissions for
the wildfly user.

2. In the newly created folder (/opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/profiler/tools), copy the Profiler code and
configuration.

3. Configure the instrumentation hook in custom JVM arguments for the corresponding server by following the Custom
JVM Arguments document.

4. If the Profiler requires to open a port, ensure that you specify a port which is not already in use. For the ports used by
Virtual Appliance, see Ports.

5. Restart the Java servers for the changes to take effect.

Note: With wildfly user as the owner, Java profilers can create logs and other artifacts. To modify or delete these files,
you need appropriate permissions. Run the following command to reset permissions to /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/
profiler folder.
$> resetProfilerPerms.sh

Example 1: Profiling Identity Manager with DX Application Performance Management (DX APM) (Formerly
Application Performance Management)

To monitor the Identity Manager server with DX APM, follow the given steps:

1. Create the JBoss agent home directory (Example: apmim) under /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/profiler/.
2. Copy the contents of the extracted wily JBoss agent folder to /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/profiler/apmim.

Example: /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/profiler/apmim
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                                                    |_common

                                                    |-connectors

                                                    |-core

                                                    |_deploy

                                                    |-examples

                                                    |-extensions

                                                    |-logs

                                                    |-tools

                                                    |-Agent.jar

3. Update the agent profile (/opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/profiler/apmim/core/config/IntroscopeAgent.profile)
configuration as required to connect to the DX APM Server.

4. Grant access permission to the wildfly user to the apmim folder.
$> chmod -R 777 /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/profiler/apmim/

5. Configure the agent instrumentation hook in the custom JVM parameters in /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/
IdentityManager/jvm-args.conf.
JAVA_OPTS=-Xms512m -Xmx1512m -XX:+UseG1GC -XX:+UseStringDeduplication -XX:+UseCompressedOops

 ="http://djava.net/">Djava.net.preferIPv4Stack=true -Djava.awt.headless=true -XX:

+UseLargePages -Djava.security.egd="http://file/dev/urandom">file:/dev/./urandom -

Djboss.modules.system.pkgs=org.jboss.byteman,com.wily,com.wily.* -javaagent:/opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/

custom/profiler/apmim/Agent.jar -DagentProfile=/opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/profiler/apmim/core/config/

IntroscopeAgent.profile

6. Restart the Identity Manager server.
$> restart_im

7. Check the IntroscopeAgent log file (../profiler/apmim/logs/) to verify that the agent is connected to the DX APM server.
[INFO] [IntroscopeAgent.IsengardServerConnectionManager] Connected controllable Agent to the Introscope

 Enterprise Manager at IDSAPM:5001,com.wily.isengard.postofficehub.link.net.DefaultSocketFactory. Host =

 "apmvapp", Process = "IPJBossProc", Agent Name = "IPJBossAgent", Active = "true".

[INFO] [IntroscopeAgent.Agent] New list accepted

[INFO] [IntroscopeAgent.ConnectionThread] Connected to

 IDSAPM:5001,com.wily.isengard.postofficehub.link.net.DefaultSocketFactory in allowed mode.[INFO]

 [IntroscopeAgent.Instrumentation Manager] Agent Dynamic Instrumentation bean has been deployed.

Notes:
– To monitor Identity Governance and Identity Portal with DX APM, follow the same procedure as above. Ensure

that you create a different JBoss Agent home directory for Identity Manager, Identity Governance, and Identity
Portal. You can update the JVM parameters for Identity Governance in /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/
IdentityGovernance/jvm-args.conf, and for Identity Portal in /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityPortal/
jvm-args.conf.

– For information about DX APM Agent configuration, refer to the DX APM documentation.

Example 2: Profiling Identity Portal Server with JProfiler

To monitor the Identity Portal server with JProfiler, follow the given steps:

1. Create a folder jprofiler under /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/profiler.
2. Download and extract the JProfiler agent and jprofiler_linux_<version>.tar under /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/

custom/profiler/jprofiler.
3. Rename /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/profiler/jprofiler/jprofiler_linux_<version> to /opt/CA/

VirtualAppliance/custom/profiler/jprofiler/jprofiler.
4. Grant access permission to the wildfly user to the jprofiler folder.

$> chmod -R 777 /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/profiler

5. Configure the agent instrumentation hook in the custom JVM parameters in /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/
IdentityPortal/jvm-args.conf.
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JAVA_OPTS=-Xms512m -Xmx1512m -XX:+UseG1GC -XX:+UseStringDeduplication -XX:+UseCompressedOops -

Djava.net.preferIPv4Stack=true -Djava.awt.headless=true -XX:+UseLargePages -Djava.security.egd=file:/

dev/./urandom -agentpath:/opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/profiler/jprofiler/jprofiler/bin/linux-x64/

libjprofilerti.so=port=8851,nowait

6. Restart the Identity Portal server.
$>restart_ip

7. Open JProfiler Console on another machine and connect to VirtualAppliance_machine:8851 address.

Background Monitoring Frequency for an External Oracle Database

By default, Virtual Appliance monitors the availability of an external Oracle database every 5 minutes.

To customize the frequency at which an external database can be monitored by Virtual Appliance, follow these steps:

1. Navigate to /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/monitor location.
2. Open monitor.conf file for editing.
3. Change the value of db_interval_minutes parameter to a desired value in minutes.
4. Reboot the machine for the changes to take effect.

Patch Transaction Logging

[Applicable from Virtual Appliance 14.4.1 onwards]

Virtual Appliance maintains a record of all patch transactions in the /opt/VA/
VirtualAppliance/ca_vapp_patch_transaction.log file. The log file captures the following patch transaction details that
you can use to carry out patch management and troubleshooting activities.

• Patch name
• Patch operation type (applied, rolled back)
• Patch operation status (success, failed)
• Component on which a patch is applied or rolled back
• Patch applied date

CAUTION
Reset operation deletes the patch transaction logs.

Configuring Virtual Appliance
Post deployment of the Virtual Appliance, you can perform the following configuration changes, as required:

Configure an Add-On Datasource

Virtual Appliance supports configuration of an additional datasource on Identity Manager and Identity Portal application
servers. The supported databases are Oracle and Microsoft SQL Server.

When you deploy Virtual Appliance in the Sandbox or Custom mode, you can optionally configure an additional database
instead of an embedded database. When you deploy the Virtual Appliance in the Non-Production or Production mode, you
must configure an additional database.
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NOTE

• We recommend a separate database for the task persistence as it provides the best performance.
• While creating a database, ensure that you configure the collation to SQL_Latin1_General_CP1_CI_AS to

avoid collation conflicts during the Identity Manager server startup.
• The Identity Manager and Identity Portal collation (SQL_Latin1_General_CP1_CI_AS), and the system

database collation must be the same.
• Identity Manager requires the Oracle schema user to have specific permissions to use Oracle XA. Contact

your database administrators and ask them to grant the necessary permissions. For more information, see
the following technical documents:
– IBM
– Oracle

• If JBoss/WildFly is used with Microsoft SQL server as database, then enabling XA transaction is mandatory.

Supported Configuration Parameters for an Add-On Datasource

Virtual Appliance supports the following configuration parameters for an add-on datasource:

• DB_TYPE: Specifies the database type. The supported database types are MSSQL and ORACLE.
• DB_URL: Specifies the connection URL for the supported database.
• DB_USER: Specifies the database user name.
• DB_PASSWORD: Specifies the database user password.
• DB_POOL_MINSIZE: Specifies the minimum number of connections for a pool.
• DB_POOL_MAXSIZE: Specifies the maximum number of connections for a pool.
• DB_VALIDATION_SQL: An SQL statement to check the validity of a pool connection. The SQL statement can be

called when a managed connection is obtained from the pool.
NOTE

Ensure that you escape whitespaces in the DB_VALIDATION_SQL value by inserting a backward (\) slash
before a whitespace.

For example, DB_VALIDATION_SQL=select\ 1\ from\ dual
• DB_VALIDATE_ON_MATCH: Specifies if the connection validation should be done when a connection factory

attempts to match a managed connection.
• DB_BACKGROUND_VALIDATION: Specifies if the connections should be validated on a background thread versus

being validated prior to use. This value can be changed only on a disabled datasource, else requires a server restart.
• DB_BACKGROUND_VALIDATION_MILLIS: Specifies the amount of time, in milliseconds, for the background

validation to run. This value can be changed only on a disabled datasource, else requires a server restart.
• DB_IDLE_TIMEOUT_MINUTES: Specifies the maximum time, in minutes, for a connection to be idle before being

closed. This value can be changed only on a disabled datasource, else requires a server restart.

Create an Add-On Datasource

Perform the following steps to add an additional datasource while deploying the Virtual Appliance.

1. Create the datasource property file in the following location:
For Identity Manager:
/opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityManager/dataSources

For Identity Portal:
/opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityPortal/dataSources

Create the property file using the following format:
IMAG_PACKAGE=IP or IM

DB_TYPE=MSSQL or ORACLE

DATASOURCE_NAME=my-ds
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DB_URL=jdbc:sqlserver://<host>:<port>

or

jdbc:sqlserver://<host>:<port>\;DatabaseName=<database name>

or

jdbc:oracle:thin:@<host>:<port>:<sid>

or

jdbc:oracle:thin:@//<host>:<port/<service name>

DB_USER=<username>

DB_PASSWORD=<password>

DB_POOL_MINSIZE=<value>

DB_POOL_MAXSIZE=<value>

DB_VALIDATION_SQL=<SQL Query>

DB_VALIDATE_ON_MATCH=true or false

DB_BACKGROUND_VALIDATION=true or false

DB_BACKGROUND_VALIDATION_MILLIS=<value in milliseconds>

DB_IDLE_TIMEOUT_MINUTES=<value in minutes>

NOTE
On invoking the addJBossDatasource command, it prompts the user for database password.

Examples:
Identity Portal with Oracle datasource, with the SID specification:
IMAG_PACKAGE=IP

DB_TYPE=ORACLE

DATASOURCE_NAME=test-ds

DB_URL=jdbc:oracle:thin:@10.0.0.163:1521:xe

DB_USER=test_user

DB_PASSWORD=1234

DB_POOL_MINSIZE=5

DB_POOL_MAXSIZE=20

DB_VALIDATION_SQL=select\ 1\ from\ dual

DB_VALIDATE_ON_MATCH=false

DB_BACKGROUND_VALIDATION=false

DB_BACKGROUND_VALIDATION_MILLIS=40

DB_IDLE_TIMEOUT_MINUTES=60

Identity Manager with SQL Server datasource, with the specific database name specification:
IMAG_PACKAGE=IM

DB_TYPE=MSSQL

DATASOURCE_NAME=some-ds

DB_URL=jdbc:sqlserver://db-cluster-01.corp.company.com:1433\;DatabaseName=vappip14

DB_USER=vappuser

DB_PASSWORD=123456

DB_POOL_MINSIZE=5

DB_POOL_MAXSIZE=20

DB_VALIDATION_SQL=select\ 1\ from\ dual

DB_VALIDATE_ON_MATCH=false

DB_BACKGROUND_VALIDATION=false

DB_BACKGROUND_VALIDATION_MILLIS=40

DB_IDLE_TIMEOUT_MINUTES=60

2. Run the following alias:
addJBossDatasource <DS FILE NAME>

The datasource is automatically created or updated. The following message appears in the application server log file,
indicating the JNDI datasource name:
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INFO [org.jboss.as.connector.subsystems.datasources] (MSC service thread) JBAS010400: Bound data source

 [java:jboss/datasources/jdbc/my-test-ds]

3. You can reference the datasource within Java/Rhino code using the following syntax:
var dataSource = initialContext.lookup("java:jboss/datasources/jdbc/test-ds");

Remove an Add-On Datasource

Perform the following step to remove an additional datasource from your Virtual Appliance deployment:

Run the following alias with a parameter referencing an absolute path to the datasource property file created while adding
the additional datasource:

removeJBossDatasource <DS FILE NAME>

Example:

removeJBossDatasource /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityPortal/dataSources/my-ds.prop

The following message appears in the application server log file, indicating removal of the datasource:
INFO [org.jboss.as.connector.subsystems.datasources] (MSC service thread) JBAS010409: Unbound data source

 [java:jboss/datasources/jdbc/test-ds]

Troubleshooting:

Symptom: You will come across the following error after executing the removeJBossDatasource alias to remove
datasource. 

[INFO] Successfully removed datasource: <DATASOURCE_NAME>

[ERROR] Failed to remove security-domain: <DATASOURCE_NAME>

[ERROR] {

[ERROR] "outcome" => "failed",

[ERROR] "failure-description" => "WFLYCTL0171: Removing services has lead to unsatisfied dependencies:

[ERROR] Service jboss.security.security-domain.<DATASOURCE_NAME> was depended upon by service jboss.data-

source-config.<DATASOURCE_NAME>",

[ERROR] "rolled-back" => true,

[ERROR] "response-headers" => {"process-state" => "reload-required"}

[ERROR] }

[ERROR] Failed to remove the datasource <DATASOURCE_NAME>- Aborting...

Cause: This error occurs because the datasource and security module are removed from the same script and the Wildfly
15 server expects a reload to remove them one after another in a single shell.

Solution: To resolve this error, you must rerun removeJBossDatasource alias to remove the left over security-domain
and return success.

Configure an Additional JDBC Driver Module

The Virtual Appliance supports configuring an additional JDBC driver module on the Identity Manager and Identity Portal
application servers.

When you deploy the Virtual Appliance, you can optionally configure an additional JDBC driver module. The driver jar files
must be provided by the user.

Add an Additional JDBC Driver Module

Perform the following steps to add an additional driver module while deploying the Virtual Appliance.

1. Create the driver module property file in the following location:
Identity Manager:
/opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityManager/drivers
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Identity Portal:
/opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityPortal/drivers

2. Create the property file by using the following format:
IMAG_PACKAGE=IP or IM

DB_TYPE=Any AlphaNumeric string identifying the DB 

DRIVER_CLASSNAME=<driver classname> for the DB 

DRIVER_JARS=<comma separated driver jar files> 

DEPENDENCIES=<comma separated driver module dependencies>

For example:
Identity Portal with DB2 Driver module:
IMAG_PACKAGE=IP 

DB_TYPE=DB2

DRIVER_CLASSNAME=com.ibm.db2.jcc.DB2Driver 

DRIVER_JARS=db2jcc4.jar,db2jcc_license_cisuz.jar 

DEPENDENCIES=javax.api,javax.transaction.api,javax.servlet.api

Identity Manager with DB2 Driver module:
IMAG_PACKAGE=IM 

DB_TYPE=DB2 

>DRIVER_CLASSNAME=com.ibm.db2.jcc.DB2Driver 

DRIVER_JARS=db2jcc4.jar,db2jcc_license_cisuz.jar 

DEPENDENCIES=javax.api,javax.transaction.api,javax.servlet.api

NOTE

The driver jar files must be present in the respective package location.

• For Identity Manager, the location is: /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityManager/drivers
• For Identity Portal, the location is: /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityPortal/drivers

3. Run the following alias:
addJBossDrivers <DR FILE NAME>

The driver modules are automatically created. The following message appears on the terminal, indicating the JDBC driver
module added:

  [INFO] Successfully created driver module folder: DB2

  [INFO] Successfully created driver in Configuration XML for: DB2  

Remove an Additional JDBC Driver Module

Perform the following step to remove an additional JDBC driver module from your Virtual Appliance deployment:

Run the following alias with a parameter referencing an absolute path to the driver module property file created while
adding the additional driver module:

removeJBossDrivers <DR FILE NAME>

For example:

removeJBossDrivers /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityPortal/drivers/my-dr.prop

The following message appears on the terminal, indicating the removal of the JDBC driver module:

[INFO] Successfully removed driver: DB2 from configuration XML

[INFO] Successfully removed driver module: DB2

NOTE
The out-of-the-box driver modules "microsoft" and "oracle" cannot be removed.
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Troubleshooting:

Symptom: You will come across the following error on removing the driver immediately after removing a datasource
without restaring the JBoss service.

[ERROR] Failed to remove the driver: <DB_TYPE> in configuration XML

[ERROR] {

[ERROR] "outcome" => "failed",

[ERROR] "failure-description" => "WFLYCTL0171: Removing services has lead to unsatisfied dependencies:

[ERROR] Service jboss.jdbc-driver.<DB_TYPE> was depended upon by service jboss.driver-demander.java:jboss/

datasources/jdbc/<DATASOURCE_NAME>, service org.wildfly.data-source.<DATASOURCE_NAME>",

[ERROR] "rolled-back" => true,

[ERROR] "response-headers" => {"process-state" => "reload-required"}

[ERROR] }

[ERROR] Failed to remove the driver module <DB_TYPE> - Aborting...

Cause: Datasource dependency is cached until you restart the server. The WildFly 15 server expects a reload to remove
the cached dependency.

Solution: To resolve this error, you must restart the JBoss service and then run the removeJBossDrivers alias.

Modify Identity Manager Application Log Level

Identity Manager that is shipped with the Virtual Appliance supports the logging.jsp file. This file controls logging of
configuration logs during the run time. The file is available at /iam/im/logging.jsp.

By default, the logging.jsp file cannot be accessed by any user. To access this file, you must configure a WIldfly user as a
member of the IAMAdmin application group. By default, the application does not have any users.

You can control access to the logging.jsp file by adding a user to the IAMAdmin application group.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the command-line interface as config user.
2. Run the following command:

sudo /opt/CA/wildfly-idm/bin/add-user.sh

3. Select option "b" (Application User) for the following question:
“What type of user do you wish to add?”

4. Respond with any one of the following options when asked to select a "Username"":
– Type any previously defined user to add access for an existing user.
– Type a different username to create a user. A user can access the logging.jsp file only when the user is a member

of the IAMAdmin application group.
5. Type IAMAdmin for the following question:

”What groups do you want this user to belong to? (Please enter a comma separated list, or leave blank for

 none): ”

6. Type No for the following question:
Is this new user going to be used for one AS process to connect to another AS process? e.g. for a slave

 host controller connecting to the master or for a Remoting connection for server to server EJB calls.

You can now access the logging.jsp file using the following URL (replace “<IDM_NODE_ADDRESS>” with the IDM
server IP address):
http://<IDM_NODE_ADDRESS>:8080/iam/im/logging_v2.jsp
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Install VMware Tools

NOTE

• CentOS 6 requires install-vmware-tools.
• CentOS Stream 8 has removed dependency on install-vmware-tools.

If you are using Virtual Appliance running on CentOS 6, install VMware tools on all the Virtual Appliance nodes.

Follow these steps:

1. Assign a Virtual CDROM/DVD drive to the Virtual Appliance VM host (may require restarting the VM host).
2. Mount the VMware tools installation media:

– If you are using VMware ESX/vCenter:
• Right-click the Virtual Appliance VM instance.
• Select Guest.
• Select Install/Update VMware tools.

– If you are using VMware workstation:
• Right-click the Virtual Appliance VM instance.
• Select Install VMware tools.

3. Log in to the Virtual Appliance CLI/SSH console as config user.
4. Run the alias install_vmware_tools.
5. The VMware tools installation runs silently.
6. After the installation, you can view a detailed Virtual Appliance log file at /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/logs/

ca_vapp_main.log.
To view the file, run: vvl
To watch (tail) the file, run: tvl

Configure Date and Time

• Run the following alias to change the system date and time:
setTimeAndDate

Alternatively, you can use the date alias to modify the system date and time using the Linux date command syntax.
• Run the following alias to change the time-zone:

selectTimeZone

• Run the date alias to verify that the time-zone is set correctly:
Example:
Sun Aug 21 17:57:00 EST YYYY

Configure Network Time Protocol

You can configure the Network Time Protocol (NTP) on all servers in the Virtual Appliance solution using the following
steps:

[Platform v1 - Virtual Appliance running on CentOS 6 / Amazon Linux 1]

1. Run the following command to edit the NTP configuration:
vim /etc/ntp.conf

2. Make the required changes.
See Network Time Protocol Setup for the format of the ntp.conf file.

3. Run the following command to restart the service:
sudo service ntpd restart

4. Run the following command to trace the Network Time Protocol synchronization state:
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ntpq –p

[Platform v2 - Virtual Appliance running on CentOS Stream 8 / Amazon Linux 2]

1. Run the following command to edit the NTP configuration:
vim /etc/chrony.conf

2. Make the required changes.
See Network Time Protocol Setup for the format of the chrony.conf file.

3. Run the following command to restart the service:
sudo service chronyd restart

Modify Identity Manager Environment Base URL

The default Virtual Appliance Identity Manager environment (“identityEnv”) comes pre-populated with a default Base URL.
You can modify the base URL to match the actual IP address of one of the Identity Manager servers in the deployment.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Identity Manager Management Console of any one server in the deployment.
2. Click Environments.
3. Click identityEnv.
4. Modify the IP address of any one Identity Manager server in the deployment, in the following base URL:

http://<IP_Address>:8080/iam/im

Example:
http://150.9.30.100:8080/iam/im

5. Click Save.
6. Click Restart Environment.
7. On the remaining Identity Manager nodes, log in to the Management Console and restart the environment.

Configure Email for Identity Manager

Use the following files to configure email properties for Identity Manager. These files are available at /opt/CA/
VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityManager.

• email.properties
Defines SMTP host, port, SSL, TLS, user name, and password.

• IDM_from_address.properties
Defines the Identity Manager sender address.

• WorkPoint_email.properties
Defines various WorkPoint email properties (when it is the WorkPoint process that is sending the emails and not
Identity Manager).

Configure Dashboard to Point Application URLs to a Custom DNS Name

You can configure the Dashboard to point application URLs to a custom DNS name.

Follow these steps:

1. Edit the following file on every server in the Virtual Appliance solution:
/opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/conf/externalips

2. Enter a list of node IP addresses and their DNS name in the following format:
172.16.31.124=portal.my-organization.com

172.16.31.125=idm.my-organization.com

172.16.31.126=prov-srv.my-organization.com
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3. Click refresh in the Virtual Appliance Web interface Dashboard.

The application links will now point to the DNS names specified in the externalips file, instead of pointing to the private IP
addresses of the nodes.

Postfix Configuration

You can now configure postfix at "/etc/postfix".

Toggle AJP Listener

You can toggle AJP Listener ON/OFF. Note that by default, the AJP Listener is disabled in a Virtual Appliance deployment.

Steps to Toggle AJP Listener ON or OFF:

1. Navigate to /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/<point-product>/config.
Example: /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityManager/config

2. Open the ajp_listener.conf file.
3. Set the ajp_listener_enabled property to true or false, as desired.

Example: ajp_listener_enabled=true
4. Restart the application server on each node for the changes to take effect.

Example: restart_im
5. Navigate to /opt/CA/wildfly-<product_code>/standalone/configuration and open ca-standalone-full-ha.xml for Identity

Manager or standalone-full-ha-ca-gm.xml for Identity Governance.
– When the AJP property is set true, notice that the following arguments are added to the XML file.

<ajp-listener name="ajp" socket-binding="ajp">

<mod-cluster-config advertise-socket="modcluster" connector="ajp">

– When the AJP property is set false, notice that the following arguments are removed from the XML file.
<ajp-listener name="ajp" socket-binding="ajp">

<mod-cluster-config advertise-socket="modcluster" connector="ajp">

Disable TLS v1.0 and v1.1

[Applicable from Virtual Appliance 14.4.1 onwards]

Use the custom Java configuration (java.conf) file to disable TLS v1.0 and v1.1 at the platform level.

WARNING
Platform level disable can impact connectivity with external systems if these systems do not support TLSv1.2.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the custom Java configuration (java.conf) file at /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom.
2. To disable TLS v1 and v1.1, add TLSv1 and TLSv1.1 to the java.conf file as follows:

jdk.tls.disabledAlgorithms=SSLv3, TLSv1, TLSv1.1, RC4, DES, MD5withRSA, DH KeySize < 1024, EC KeySize <

 224, 3DES_EDE_CBC, anon, NULL

3. Save the file.
4. Synchronize changes to all the cluster nodes.

vapp_sync

5. Reboot all the cluster nodes.

NOTE
If the java.conf file contains duplicate lines for the jdk.tls.disabledAlgorithms property, the system considers only
the first line.
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For server-only TLS configuration, see TLS Configuration for the Provisioning Components.

Change the Password of Symantec IGA Components
Change the Password of Symantec IGA Components.

You can change the password of Symantec IGA components by following the step-by-step procedures that are mentioned
in this document.

Change “config” User Password

To change config user password, perform the given steps on each Virtual Appliance server:

NOTE
On AWS, password-based login is disabled for ec2-user. User must use SSH keys to log in to the system.

1. SSH to the Virtual Appliance using the config (OVA/Azure) user credentials.
2. Run setVappUserPassword command.
3. Enter a new password for the config user in the window that appears on the screen.

4. Next, confirm the password and click OK.
5. Log out and log in to the Virtual Appliance with the new config user password.

Change Database Connection Configuration

An administrator can change the database connection configuration from the Virtual Appliance Web Console without
redeploying the solution.

NOTE

• You can change the database connection configuration but not switch to a different database type.
• Redeployment of services is not required after making database configuration changes.

Follow these steps to change the database configuration:

1. In the Virtual Appliance web console, click the hamburger (three horizontal lines) menu on the top-left corner and click
Setup.

2. Scroll down and click Edit in the External Database section.
3. Change the database configuration for the deployed services.

– Connection URL: Represents the JDBC connection string that an administrator can manipulate to accommodate
advanced database connection parameters. The following cases are possible:
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• Provide information for the basic database connection parameters based on which a JDBC connection string
is formulated and displayed in the Connection URL field. You can later manipulate this string to support the
advanced database configuration.

• In the Connection URL, provide a JDBC connection string based on which the basic database connection
parameters get auto-populated with a value - IP Address, Port, Database Name (SQL Server), Service Name, or
SID (Oracle).

NOTE

• In a failover scenario where the database connection string includes multiple hosts and ports, the
system picks the first host and port from the string and populates the value in the respective fields.

• [Applicable only to an Oracle database]
– Oracle database type supports only the "thin" driver.
– In Virtual Appliance 14.4, secure communication with Oracle database is supported on Identity

Manager and Identity Portal. Secure communication with oracle database is supported on Identity
Governance from Virtual Appliance 14.4.1 onwards.

– Identity Manager connection to the JasperReports server fails when the Connection URL includes
TCPS parameter for the Oracle database.

– By default, Virtual Appliance does not support the secure communication with the Oracle database.
To enable the secure communication, follow these steps:
a. Export the SSL certificate (Example: db-certificate.crt) from the Oracle machine.
b. Copy the certificate to the Virtual Appliance at location: /home/config.
c. Import the certificate into the Virtual Appliance.

keytool -import -alias example -keystore <jre-home-path>/lib/security/cacerts -file

 <certificate-file-name>

Example:
keytool -import -alias example -keystore /opt/CA/java/jre/lib/security/cacerts -file

 db-certificate.crt

Example 1: To establish a failover connection between a J2EE application and SQL Server Always On Availability
Group, you can add the Database Name and MultiSubnetFailover flags to the database connection string as
follows:
jdbc:sqlserver://<Fully_Qualified_Host_Name>:<Port>;selectMethod=cursor;

DatabaseName=<Database_Name>;MultiSubnetFailover=True

Example 2: To enable a secure connection between a J2EE application and Oracle using TLS 1.2, you can add the
TCPS and Certificate flags to the database connection string as follows:
jdbc:oracle:thin:@(DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=TCPS)(PORT=<Port>)

(HOST=<Fully_Qualified_Host_Name>))(CONNECT_DATA=(SERVICE_NAME=<Service_Name>))

(SECURITY=(ssl_server_cert_dn="<Certificate_Name>")))

Example 3: To establish a failover connection between a J2EE application and Oracle with connection retires set to
3, construct the database connection string as follows:
jdbc:oracle:thin:@(DESCRIPTION=(FAILOVER=on)(ADDRESS_LIST=(LOAD_BALANCE=off)

(CONNECT_TIMEOUT=3)(RETRY_COUNT=3)(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=TCP)

(HOST=<Fully_Qualified_Host_Name>)(PORT=<Port>))(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=TCP)

(HOST=<Fully_Qualified_Host_Name>)(PORT=<Port>)))

(CONNECT_DATA=(SERVICE_NAME=<Service_Name)))

4. Click Test All Connections.
5. Once the database connection test succeeds, click Apply.
6. A message pops up on the screen to notify that the services would restart after the database configuration changes

are applied. Click OK to proceed.
7. After the database configurations are applied successfully, either click Dismiss to stay on the Setup page or click Go

to Dashboard to navigate to the Dashboard.
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8. If Identity Portal fails to start in a cluster setup, restart Identity Portal.
9. Post database connection configuration changes:

a. Reconfigure JasperReports Server datasource configurations.
a. In the JasperReports Server UI, navigate to View and click Repository.
b. In the left-pane, navigate to root, organizations, IAM / IG, IM / IG, datasources.
c. In the middle-pane, select IMReportDS / IGReportDS and click the edit menu under Repository.
d. In the Set Data Source Type and Properties screen, ensure that the datasource details are in sync with the

newly changed database configurations. Also, ensure that the test connection succeeds.
e. Save the datasource details.
f. Now, try running reports from Identity Manager and Identity Governance user interfaces.

b. In case of Identity Manager, ensure that you reestablish the snapshot database connection. For more information,
see
Configure a Connection to JasperReports Server.

Change Provisioning Components’ Password

To change the password of the Provisioning components, perform the given steps on each provisioning node:

1. Log in to the Virtual Appliance with config/ec2-user user credentials.
2. Switch user config/ec2-user to imps using su – imps command.

3. Run echo $ETPKIHOME to validate the location of the Provisioning Server.

4. If FIPS mode is enabled, navigate to /opt/CA/SharedComponents/EnterpriseCommonServices/
registry/hkey_local_machine/software/computerassociates/identity_manager/provisioning_server/
and run cat etrust_tls_enable_fips_mode. You must see the output yes on the screen.

5. Navigate to /opt/CA/IdentityManager/ProvisioningServer/bin.
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6. Run ./pwdmgr to update the Provisioning Directory password for im domain. Follow the screen below and enter
values as appropriate.

7. Run ./pwdmgr to update the Provisioning Server password for im domain. Follow the screen below and enter values
as appropriate.

8. Run ./pwdmgr to update the Provisioning Directory password for eta domain. Follow the screen below and enter
values as appropriate.
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9. Run ./pwdmgr to update the Provisioning Server password for eta domain. Follow the screen below and enter values
as appropriate.

10. Type exit to exit the Provisioning Server user.
11. Stop and start Provisioning Server and Provisioning Directory services.

Change Connector Server (JCS/CCS) Password

To change the password of the Connector Server (Java Connector Server(JCS)/C++ Connector Server (CCS)), perform
the given steps on each connector node:

1. Log in to the Connector Server Management Console with Username=admin and Password=<Old Master
Password>.

2. In the IAM Connector Server home page, click admin on the top right and then click Change Password.

3. In the Change Password window, enter the new password for the Connector Server and click OK.

4. Click Yes to confirm the password change.
5. Click OK.
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6. To verify if the Connector Server password has changed successfully, perform these steps:
a. Open Connector Xpress.
b. Right-click Provisioning Servers and click Add Server.

c. In the Provisioning Server Details window, enter the following details to connect to the Provisioning Server:
a. Host Name: Enter the name or IP address of the Provisioning Server.
b. User Domain: im
c. User Name: etaadmin
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d. In the Provisioning Server Password Required window, enter the password to access the Provisioning Server

and click OK. 
e. In the Connector Xpress home page, navigate to Provisioning Servers, im, CS Configs. Right-click the

Connector Server and click Edit CS Config.

f. In the Edit Connector Server Configuration window, enter the new password of the Connector Server and click

OK. 
7. To reset Keystore password on the Connector Server, perform the given steps:

a. Open a Command Prompt with admin privileges on the Connector Server.
b. Navigate to <Connector_Server_Installed_Location>\jcs\conf and run the following command:

..\..\jvm\bin\keytool –storepasswd –new <new password> -keystore ssl.keystore –storetype JKS
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When prompted, enter the old master password.
c. Run the following command.

..\..\jvm\bin\keytool –keypasswd –alias eta2_server –keystore ssl.keystore

After you press enter, the system prompts for the new password.
8. Update Connector Server password in the XML files.

a. Navigate to < Connector_Server_Installed_Location>\jcs\tools\ldaps_password and run the following command:
ldaps_password.bat <newpassword> 

From the output, copy the encrypted password displayed after {AES}.

b. Navigate to < Connector_Server_Installed_Location>\jcs\conf\ and open server_osgi_shared.xml for editing.
Paste the encrypted password in the following property.
<property name="keystorePassword">{AES} <Copied encrypted password><value>

c. Navigate to < Connector_Server_Installed_Location>\etc and open system.properties file for editing. Paste the
encrypted password in the following properties.
com.ca.jcs.transport.sslcontext.trustStoreEncodedPassword=<Encrypted Password> 

com.ca.jcs.transport.sslcontext.keyStoreEncodedPassword==<Encrypted Password>

9. Restart the Identity Manager - Connector Server (Java) service on the Connector Server.
10. Copy the following files from the primary Connector Server to remaining nodes in the cluster.

Note: If the files exist on the other nodes, rename them prior to copying the files.
– < Connector_Server_Installed_Location>\jcs\conf\ssl.keystore
– < Connector_Server_Installed_Location>\jcs\conf\override\server_jcs.properties
– < Connector_Server_Installed_Location>\jcs\conf\override\server_shared.properties
– < Connector_Server_Installed_Location>\etc\system.properties
– < Connector_Server_Installed_Location>\jcs\conf\server_osgi_shared.xml

11. Restart the Identity Manager - Connector Server (Java) service on each server.

Change Provisioning Server Administrator Password

To change the Provisioning Server administrator password (etaadmin), perform the given steps on the Provisioning
Manager:

1. Log in to the Provisioning Manager with User name=etaadmin and Password=<Old Master Password>.
2. In the Provisioning Manager window, navigate to the Users tab.
3. Enter etaadmin in the Value field and click Search. The etaadmin user is searched for and displayed in the left-pane.
4. Double-click etaadmin in the left-pane.
5. In the right-pane, click the Password tab and enter the new administrator password and click Apply.
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6. Log out and log in to the Provisioning Manager with the new etaadmin password.

Change User Store Passwords

To change the User Store password for dsaadmin and imadmin users, perform the given steps:

1. Launch JXplorer.
2. In the Open LDAP/DSML Connection window, enter the following User Store login details and click OK.

a. Host: Enter the host name of the Identity Manager where the User Store resides.
b. Port: Enter port as 19289.
c. Level: Select SSL + User + Password.
d. User DN: Enter cn=dsaadmin,ou=im,ou=ca,o=com.
e. Password: Enter the old master password of the User Store.
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3. In the Server CA Certificate Missing window, select This Session Only.

4. In the left-pane of the JXplorer home page, expand im and select dsaadmin.
5. In the right-pane, click the Table Editor tab.
6. Double-click the (non string data) value of the UserPassword attribute type.
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7. In the User Password Data window that appears, change the password of the dsaadmin user, select the encryption
type as SHA and click OK.

8. Click Submit.
9. In the left-pane of the JXplorer home page, expand im, people and select imadmin. Next, follow steps 5 through 7 to

change the password of the imadmin user. If single click on Submit does not work, try clicking multiple times.

Change Provisioning Store and User Store Passwords in Directory XML

To change the Provisioning Store and User Store passwords in the Directory XML of the Identity Manager Management
Console, perform these steps:

1. Log in to the Identity Manager Management Console.
NOTE
If using cluster, stop Identity Manager on the secondary nodes.

2. Click Directories.
3. Click on the Provisioning Store.
4. Scroll to the bottom of the page and click Export to export <Provisioning Store>.xml file.
5. Take a backup of the <Provisioning Store>.xml file.
6. Open the <Provisioning Store>.xml file and search for the following section.

FIPS Mode:

Non-FIPS Mode:

7. In the Credentials tag line, replace the encrypted credentials with the new encrypted master password. You can use
the Password Tool to generate an encrypted password.

8. Save the file.
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9. In the Management Console, click Directories.
10. Click on the User Store.
11. Scroll to the bottom of the page and click Export to export <User Store>.xml file.
12. Take a backup of the <User Store>.xml file.
13. Open the <User Store>.xml file and search for the following section.

FIPS Mode

Non-FIPS Mode 

14. In the Credentials tag line, replace the encrypted credentials with the new encrypted master password. You can use
the Password Tool to generate an encrypted password.

15. Save the file.
16. In the Management console, update the Provisioning Store and User Store by importing the <Provisioning

Store>.xml and <User Store>.xml files. While updating, ignore the warnings and click Finish.
17. When the text box stops scrolling, ensure it says 0 errors then click Continue.
18. Click Restart Environments.

NOTE
If using cluster, after the Identity Manager startup sequence is complete, start the Identity Manager server on
the remaining nodes.

19. Log in to the Identity Manager User Console and validate the new imadmin password.

Change Identity Manager Connector Password in Identity Portal

To change the Identity Manager environment system password in Identity Portal, perform the following steps:

1. Log in to the Identity Portal Management Console with User Name=portaladmin and Password=<Old Master
Password>.

2. Click Admin UI.
3. In the Setup menu, click CAIM connector. 
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4. In the Edit Connector window, click Next until you reach the Webservices tab. In the
IM Environment System Manager Password field, enter the new master password.

5. Click Next until you see the Save button.
6. Click Save for the changes to take effect.

a. Restart CAIM connector and ensure it is up and running.

Change Identity Portal Management Console Admin Credentials

You can reset the portaladmin system user password when you encounter the following cases:

• The system user forgot its password and is unable to log in to the Admin UI.
• Identity Manager connector is not accessible and hence the delegated users with the portaladmin profile are unable to

log in to the Admin UI.

Follow the given steps to reset portaladmin System User Password on Virtual Appliance Deployments:

1. Log in to the system where you have installed Symantec IGA using the Virtual Appliance solution.
2. Navigate to /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityPortal/jvm-args.conf.
3. In the jvm-args.conf file, perform the following steps:

a. Uncomment the following JVM arguments:
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JAVA_OPTS=-Xms512m -Xmx1512m -XX:+UseG1GC -XX:+UseStringDeduplication -XX:+UseCompressedOops -

Djava.net.preferIPv4Stack=true -Djava.awt.headless=true -XX:+UseLargePages -Djava.security.egd=file:/

dev/./urandom

b. Add -Dresetportaladmin to the end of the JVM arguments:
JAVA_OPTS=-Xms512m -Xmx1512m -XX:+UseG1GC -XX:+UseStringDeduplication -XX:+UseCompressedOops -

Djava.net.preferIPv4Stack=true -Djava.awt.headless=true -XX:+UseLargePages -Djava.security.egd=file:/

dev/./urandom -Dresetportaladmin

c. Save the file.
4. Restart Identity Portal.

restart_ip

5. The system resets the password to portaladmin. After the system restarts, the system user must log in to the Admin
UI with username=portaladmin and password=portaladmin and change its default password.

6. Next, comment the JVM arguments in the jvm-arg.conf else the system user password gets reset on every restart of
the system.
#JAVA_OPTS=-Xms512m -Xmx1512m -XX:+UseG1GC -XX:+UseStringDeduplication -XX:+UseCompressedOops -

Djava.net.preferIPv4Stack=true -Djava.awt.headless=true -XX:+UseLargePages -Djava.security.egd=file:/

dev/./urandom -Dresetportaladmin

Change Identity Manager Management Console Admin Credentials

To change the Identity Manager Management Console Admin credentials, perform the following steps on each Identity
Manager server:

1. Log in to the Identity Manager Management Console.
2. Click Directories.
3. Click the User Store.
4. Scroll to the bottom of the page and click Export to export <User Store>.xml file.
5. Open the <User Store>.xml file and search for the following section.

FIPS Mode 

  Non-FIPS Mode 

6. Copy the encrypted password including {AES}/{PBES}.
7. Open database Management Studio and log in to the database server. Navigate to CAIM_Object, Expand Tables.
8. Right-click the IM_AUTH_USER table and execute the following query with the SET [PASSWORD] set to the copied

encrypted password including {AES}/{PBES}.
FIPS Mode:
USE [CAIM_Object]

GO

UPDATE [dbo].[IM_AUTH_USER]   

SET [PASSWORD] = '{AES}:toquITB67Sz+ebFJKhEYxV1Wd2vRgzTnkPnQWPZOmN8=' 

WHERE USER_NAME = 'admin'

GO

None-FIPS Mode:
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USE [CAIM_Object]

GO

UPDATE [dbo].[IM_AUTH_USER]  

SET [PASSWORD] = '{PBES}:toquITB67Sz+ebFJKhEYxV1Wd2vRgzTnkPnQWPZOmN8=' 

WHERE USER_NAME = 'admin'

GO

Change Bulk Load Client Password
To change the Bulk Load Client password, perform the following steps:

1. In a Command Prompt, navigate to <BulkLoadClient_Installed_Location>\bin.
NOTE
If the file info.txt exists in the bin folder, rename it and create a new empty one with the same name.

2. Run the following command:
imbulkloadclient.bat -S -u imadmin -p <new master  password> 

-s https://<Hostname of Identity Manager>/iam/im/TEWS6/<Environment Name> -c info.txt

NOTE
The URL represents the environment for which you are updating the password.

3. Open the info.txt file and copy the password.

4. Navigate to <BulkLoadClient_Installed_Location>\ and create a backup of the conf folder.
5. Open the conf folder.
6. Search for “password=” in each *.properties file. If found, replace the password with the password copied from

info.txt.
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Change Database Password for Report Server
To change the password of the database used by the Report Server, perform the given steps:

1. Stop the Tomcat Service.
2. In the Report Server installer software, navigate to the buildomatic\sample_conf\ folder.
3. Copy <database>_master.properties to buildomatic folder.
4. Rename <database>_master.properties to default_master.properties.
5. Open the default_master.properties, and enter a value for appServerDir and dbPassword attributes.

6. At the end of the file, add "encrypt=true".

7. [Non-administrators only]
a. Copy the.jrsksp, .jrsks files from the user home directory (Example: C:\User\<LoggedIn-User>) to the

<Tomcat_Home>/conf folder.
b. In the Command Prompt, navigate to buildomatic folder and run the following commands: [Windows]

• set ks=<Tomcat_Home>/conf
• set ksp=<Tomcat_Home>/conf
[Linux]
• export ks=<Tomcat_Home>\conf
• export ksp=<Tomcat_Home>\conf

8. In the Command Prompt, navigate to buildomatic folder and run js-ant command. This command should run and exit
successfully.

NOTE
Non-administrators must ensure that they run js-ant command from the same Command Prompt window
that they had opened in step 7.

9. Open the default_master.properties file and verify the encrypted dbPassword.
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10. Copy the encrypted string.
11. Navigate to <Tomcat_Home>\webapps\jasperserver-pro\META-INF\ and open context.xml. Replace the plain text

password with the encrypted password from the above screen.

12. Start the Tomcat service with the following run-time argument:
-Duser.home=<Tomcat_Home>/conf

Note: If Tomcat is running as a Windows service, add this run-time argument to the registry. If Tomcat runs using a
batch file, include this run-time argument in the batch file.

Integrating Identity Manager with Symantec Single Sign-On using
Virtual Appliance
You can integrate Identity Manager with Symantec Single Sign-On using the standard procedure which is detailed at
Integrate Identity Manager with Symantec Single Sign-On.

Several Virtual Appliance specific steps (Example, the use of aliases, performing Virtual Appliance step, or placing files
in locations specific to Virtual Appliance) that are outlined below do not replace the standard Single Sign-On integration
procedure but rather complement it.

Add Schema Objects to the Identity Manager Policy Store

Add schema objects to the Identity Manager Policy Store by following the procedure that is documented at Configure the
CA SSO Policy Store.

Verify the ImsVersion Registry Key on the Policy Server

1. For Policy Servers running on Unix/Linux platforms:
a. Verify that the following entry exists in the sm.registry file:
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ImsInstalled=8.0; REG_SZ

2. For Policy Servers running on Windows platforms:
a. Run the following command to edit the registry:

regedt32

b. Navigate to the following path:
a. For a 32-bit Policy Server (version 12.52 and below) running on 64-bit Windows platform:

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\Netegrity\SiteMinder\CurrentVersion

b. For a 32-bit Policy Server (version 12.52 and below) running on 32-bit Windows platform, or for a 64-bit Policy
Server (version 12.6 and above):
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Netegrity\SiteMinder\CurrentVersion

c. Verify that a string (REG_SZ) key is defined as follows. Create the key if not available.
"ImsInstalled"="8.0"

Import IMS XPS Objects to the Policy Store

1. Run the following command to import IMS XPS objects to the Policy Store (replace "C:\CA\siteminder" with the
directory where the Single Sign-On Policy Server is installed):
C:\CA\siteminder\bin\XPSDDInstall.exe

C:\CA\siteminder\xps\dd\IdmSmObjects.xdd

Note: If the IdmSmObjects.xdd file does not exist, run the Identity Manager installer on the Policy Server and select
"Install CA SSO extensions".

2. Run the following command to view the XPS objects deployed (replace "C:\CA\siteminder" with the directory where
the Single Sign-On Policy Server is installed):
C:\CA\siteminder\bin\XPSExplorer.exe

3. Ensure that objects starting with an "IMS" prefix are shown, for example:
127- IMSAdditionalProperties

128- IMSAdditionalPropertiesSet      

129- IMSBLTH

130- IMSDirectory                    

131- IMSEnvironment                  

132- IMSIdentityPolicy

133- IMSIdentityPolicySet            

134- IMSManagedObject                

135- IMSManagedObjectAttr

136- IMSRole                         

137- IMSRoleAdminPolicy              

138- IMSRoleChangePolicy

139- IMSRoleMemberPolicy             

140- IMSRoleOwnerPolicy              

141- IMSRoleRule

142- IMSRoleScopeRule                

143- IMSScreen                       

144- IMSScreenDefinition

145- IMSScreenField                  

146- IMSTab                          

147- IMSTabDefinition

148- IMSTask                         

149- IMSValidationRule               

150- IMSValidationRuleSet

4. Restart the Policy Server.
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Update the Hosts File on the Policy Server

When the ra.xml has the Single Sign-On integration set to "enabled" and an Environment, User Store or Provisioning
Directory are created, Identity Manager automatically creates objects (directory, domain, realms...) in the Policy Server.

During the automatic objects creation, the Policy Server attempts to configure a User Directory.

As Virtual Appliance uses a common hostname for the User Store connection that is named caim-srv, a host record must
be added manually to the hosts file on the Policy Servers to allow connections to the User Store.

Perform the following steps on each Single Sign-On Policy Server:

1. Edit the hosts file on the Policy Server:
For Policy Server running on Windows platforms, edit the file C:\Windows\System32\drivers\etc\hosts.
For Policy Server running on UNIX platforms, edit the file /etc/hosts.

2. Add a host record that is named caim-srv pointing to any Virtual Appliance based Identity Manager server in the
deployment. This allows the Policy Server to connect to the User Store router DSA hosted on each Identity Manager
node.
The line to be added has the format that is listed in the following step (Replace "10.10.10.10" with the IP address of
the Identity Manager server).

3. Add host records that are named ca-prov-srv-primary, ca-prov-srv, and ca-prov-srv-01 pointing to any Virtual
Appliance based Provisioning Server in the deployment.
Example:
10.10.10.10   caim-srv

10.10.10.12   ca-prov-srv-primary ca-prov-srv ca-prov-srv-01

Edit the ra.xml File
Perform the following steps on each Identity Manager Server:

1. Log in to the server through the command-line interface or SSH using the “config” user.
2. Run the Password tool to encrypt the AgentSecret and AdminSecret passwords:

cd /opt/CA/IdentityManager/IAM_Suite/IdentityManager/tools/PasswordTool

./pwdtools.sh -JSAFE -p 'CLEAR-TEXT-PASSWORD'

Note: The supplied password must be enclosed in single quotes as shown above.
The supplied password (for example, CLEAR-TEXT-PASSWORD) is encrypted and displayed with the prefix of
“Encrypted value: “. See the following output for reference:
--------------------------------------------------

Your JAVA_HOME is currently set to /opt/CA/jdk1.8.0_71/

--------------------------------------------------

Encrypting your password ...

******************************************

Plain Text: CLEAR-TEXT-PASSWORD

Encrypted value: {PBES}:Z08nlvRQ/Q1U7wLrofK6K3Q0TTKrqI2J

******************************************

3. Run the following command to edit the ra.xml file:
vim /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityManager/SiteMinder_config/ra.xml

4. Change the following parameters as required:
– Enabled

enabled flag
– ConnectionURL

Symantec Single Sign-On Policy Server address
– UserName

Symantec Single Sign-On Policy Server admin user
– AdminSecret
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Single Sign-On Policy Server admin password
Encrypt the password using pwdtools -JSAFE -p <pwd>

– AgentName
Virtual Appliance 4.x web-agent name - Identity Manager uses this agent to communicate with the Policy Server.
This agent is not used for the protection of the domain.

– AgentSecret
Virtual Appliance 4.x web-agent password. Encrypt the password using pwdtools -JSAFE -p <pwd>

5. To save the file and exit the vim editor do the following: Press "Esc", then press ":", then type “x”, then press
<ENTER>.

Configure Symantec Single Sign-On Web Agent Name
To configure Symantec Single Sign-On Web agent name, perform the following steps on each Identity Manager Server:

1. Run the following command to edit the configuration file for the Symantec Single Sign-On Web Agent name:
vim /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityManager/SiteMinder_config/sm_web_agent_name

2. Insert a line below the comment line (which begins with a "#") containing the web-agent name protecting Identity
Manager, for example:
# This file should hold the name of the CA Single Sign-On (also known as SiteMinder) web-agent name to be

 used to protect the Identity Manager realms in SiteMinder sso-proxy01

3. To save the file and exit the vim editor do the following: Press "Esc", then press ":", then type “x”, then press
<ENTER>.

Disable the Native Authentication Filter

Perform the following steps on each Identity Manager Server:

Run the following alias from the command-line interface to disable the Native Authentication Filter:

DisableIdmAuthFilterSecurity

Note: You can roll back this action by running the following alias:

EnableIdmAuthFilterSecurity

Import the Provisioning Server SSL Root Certificate into the Symantec Single Sign-On Policy Store

Identity Manager and Symantec Single Sign-On communicate over a secure connection. To enable secure
communication, you must import the Provisioning Server SSL Root Certificate into the Symantec Single Sign-On Policy
Store.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in with "config" user to the Virtual Appliance SSH console.
2. Execute the following commands:

a. Switch user from "config" to the Provisioning Server user to retrieve the SSL certificate from the Provisioning
Server.
su – imps

b. Navigate to the location where the SSL certificate resides in the Provisioning Server.
cd data/tls/

c. Copy the SSL certificate to the "tmp" folder. This step is required because the Provisioning Server user has no
permission to access the SSL certificate from the Virtual Appliance Provisioning Server.
cp et2_cacert.pem /tmp/

d. Navigate to the temporary directory.
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cd /tmp

e. Grant full permission to the SSL certificate so that the Provisioning Server user can access the certificate.
chmod 755 et2_cacert.pem

f. Change the format of the SSL certificate from ".pem" to ".der", the format supported by the Symantec Single Sign-
On Policy Store.
openssl x509 -outform der -in et2_cacert.pem -out certificate.der

g. Switch the user back to "config" for copying the SSL certificate to the Symantec Single Sign-On Policy Store.
 su – config

h. Copy the SSL certificate from "tmp" to the "config" folder.
cp certificate.der /home/config

3. Copy certificate.der from the server hosting Virtual Appliance to Symantec Single Sign-On.
4. Import certificate.der into the Symantec Single Sign-On policy store.

Restart Identity Manager
Perform the following steps on each Identity Manager Server:

1. Run the following alias to restart the Identity Manager server:
restart_im

2. Run the following command to monitor the IDM server log file:
tail_im_log

3. Inspect the log to ensure that the environment starts with no errors; the following lines indicate a successful startup:
[ims.Main] (MSC service thread 1-6) CA IAM Framework Server
[ims.Main] (MSC service thread 1-6) Copyright 2000 - 2013 CA. All Rights Reserved
[ims.Main] (MSC service thread 1-6) ################################################
[ims.Main] (MSC service thread 1-6) # IAM Framework 400.0.0.0.634
[ims.Main] (MSC service thread 1-6) ################################################
[ims.Main] (MSC service thread 1-6) ################################################
[ims.Main] (MSC service thread 1-6) # CA Identity Manager 14.0.0.0.222
[ims.Main] (MSC service thread 1-6) ################################################
[ims.Main] (MSC service thread 1-6) ---- CA IAM FW Startup Sequence Initiated. ----
[ims.Main] (MSC service thread 1-6) * Startup Step 1 : Attempting to start
 ServiceLocator.
[ims.Main] (MSC service thread 1-6) * Startup Step 2 : Attempting to start
 PolicyServerService
[ims.Main] (MSC service thread 1-6) * Startup Step 3 : Attempting to start
 ServerCommandService
[ims.Main] (MSC service thread 1-6) * Startup Step 4 : Attempting to start
 EnvironmentService
[ims.Main] (MSC service thread 1-6) * Startup Step 5 : Attempting to start
 SecretKeyStore
[ims.Main] (MSC service thread 1-6) * Startup Step 6 : Attempting to start
 CacheManagerService
[ims.Main] (MSC service thread 1-6) * Startup Step 7 : Attempting to load global
 plugins.
[ims.Main] (MSC service thread 1-6) * Startup Step 8 : Attempting to start
 AdaptersConfigService
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[ims.Main] (MSC service thread 1-6) * Startup Step 9 : Attempting to start
 EmailProviderService
[ims.Main] (MSC service thread 1-6) * Startup Step 10 : Attempting to start
 AuditProviderService
[ims.Main] (MSC service thread 1-6) * Startup Step 11 : Attempting to start
 RuntimeStatusDetailService
[ims.Main] (MSC service thread 1-6) * Startup Step 12 : Attempting to start
 PasswordService
[ims.Main] (MSC service thread 1-6) * Startup Step 13 : Attempting to start
 LogicalAttributeService
[ims.Main] (MSC service thread 1-6) * Startup Step 14 : Attempting to start
 BLTHService
[ims.Main] (MSC service thread 1-6) * Startup Step 15 : Attempting to start
 ParticipantResolverService
[ims.Main] (MSC service thread 1-6) * Startup Step 16 : Attempting to start
 NotificationRuleService
[ims.Main] (MSC service thread 1-6) * Startup Step 17 : Attempting to start
 EventAdapterService
[ims.Main] (MSC service thread 1-6) * Startup Step 18 : Attempting to start
 TaskService
[ims.Main] (MSC service thread 1-6) * Startup Step 19 : Attempting to start
 WorkflowCallbackService
[ims.Main] (MSC service thread 1-6) * Startup Step 20 : Attempting to start
 WorkflowService
[ims.Main] (MSC service thread 1-6) * Startup Step 21 : Attempting to start
 TaskStatusNotifyService
[ims.Main] (MSC service thread 1-6) * Startup Step 22 : Attempting to start
 EventService
[ims.Main] (MSC service thread 1-6) * Startup Step 23 : Attempting to start
 AdminService
[ims.Main] (MSC service thread 1-6) * Startup Step 24 : Attempting to start
 GeneralMonitorAdmin
[ims.Main] (MSC service thread 1-6) * Startup Step 25 : Attempting to start
 StatusNotificationService
[ims.Main] (MSC service thread 1-6) * Startup Step 26 : Attempting to start
 GlobalInitializer plug-ins
[ims.Main] (MSC service thread 1-8) * Deploying Directory : UserStore
[ims.Main] (MSC service thread 1-8) * Deploying Directory : ProvStore
[ims.Main] (MSC service thread 1-8) * Deploying Environment : identityEnv
[ims.Main] (MSC service thread 1-6) * Startup Step 27 : Attempting to start
 SchedulerService
[ims.Main] (MSC service thread 1-6) * Startup Step 28 : Attempting to start
 NIMSMIntegrationService
[ims.Main] (MSC service thread 1-6) * Startup Step 29 : Attempting to start
 environments
[ims.Main] (MSC service thread 1-6) * Starting environment: identityEnv
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[com.workpoint.client.ClientContext] (Thread-159) Loaded client properties from
 URL: vfs:/opt/CA/wildfly-idm/standalone/deployments/iam_im.ear/config/workpoint-
client.properties
[com.workpoint.client.ClientContext] (Thread-159) Connected to server at: localhost
[ims.llsdk.etrustadmindirectory] (MSC service thread 1-6) Not setting tenant key for
 environment identityEnv
[com.workpoint.server.ServerProperties] (Thread-159) Loaded server properties
 from /opt/CA/wildfly-idm/standalone/deployments/iam_im.ear/config/workpoint-
server.properties
[com.workpoint.server.ServerProperties] (Thread-159) PRODUCT = Workpoint; VERSION =
 3.5.2; BUILD = 20140214.P004; BUILD DATE = June 20, 2015
[com.workpoint.server.ServerProperties] (Thread-159) No event configuration File
 specified in the server properties, so no event subscribers will be configured.
[com.workpoint.server.ServerProperties] (Timer-3) ServerProperties.setProperty()
 invoked for property= calculated.db.offset.millis, value=0
[com.workpoint.server.DbVerifier] (Timer-3) SQL Driver Information for DSN=WPDS:
 JDBC Driver = Oracle JDBC driver, Driver Version = 11.1.0.7.0-Production,
 Database = Oracle, Database Version = Oracle Database 11g Express Edition
 Release 11.2.0.2.0 - 64bit Production, Database default transaction isolation =
 TRANSACTION_READ_COMMITTED
[com.workpoint.server.DbVerifier] (Timer-3) Workpoint DSN 'WPDS' using database
 version '3.5.2'.
[ims.Main] (MSC service thread 1-6) * Started environment: identityEnv
[ims.Main] (MSC service thread 1-6) ** FIPS mode enabled : false
[ims.Main] (MSC service thread 1-6) * Startup Step 30 : Attempting to start
 ApplicationContextInitializer plug-ins
[ims.Main] (MSC service thread 1-6) ---- CA IAM FW Startup Sequence Complete. ----

Install the Proxy Plugin for WildFly
For information about installing the proxy plugin for WildFly, see Install the Proxy Plug-In for WildFly.

NOTE

You can toggle AJP Listener ON/OFF.  By default, the AJP Listener is enabled in a Virtual Appliance
deployment.

To toggle AJP Listener ON/OFF, click Here.

We recommend using HTTP listener instead of AJP listener for integration.

Switch the Symantec Single Sign-On Authentication Scheme Type to HTML Form Template

The out-of-the box integration between Identity Manager and Single Sign-On creates the domain and realms in Symantec
Single Sign-On to protect Identity Manager.

The integration also creates a default authentication scheme in Single Sign-On named "identityEnv__idm_default_auth"
and links this scheme to the Identity Manager protected realm.

This "identityEnv__idm_default_auth" authentication scheme type is set to "Basic Template", by default.

Before authenticating to the Symantec Single Sign-On Domain protecting Identity Manager, ensure that you modify this
authentication scheme type from "Basic Template" to "HTML Form Template".
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Ensure that you clear the Symantec Single Sign-On server cache and restart your web agent for the changes to take
effect.
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Training Videos on IMS Software Academy
Enroll for free Symantec IGA training videos on IMS Software Academy.

Broadcom’s Identity Management Security (IMS) division offers free education videos to help you get the most out of
our IMS products. Visit the IMS Software Academy, create your free account, and get started with your training today.

If you have existing Broadcom credentials, you can log into IMS Software Academy with those credentials. If you do not
have Broadcom credentials, you can also provide your official email address and start your training.

Symantec IGA Courses

The following Symantec IGA courses are available on IMS Software Academy:

• Symantec IGA - Identity Suite Basics: The modules in this course help you with deployment of Symantec
IGA solution using Virtual Appliance, deployment of pre-defined use cases using Deployment Xpress, and migration of
a standalone deployment to Virtual Appliance using Migration Xpress. This course includes the following modules:
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– Rapid Deployment: Deploying the IGA Virtual Appliance
– Deployment Xpress Marketplace
– Migration Xpress

• Symantec IGA - Identity Manager
• Symantec IGA - Identity Governance
• Symantec IGA - Identity Portal

Let us know what you would like to learn more about, and we will add it to the list.
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Third-Party License Acknowledgments
Review the license agreements for the third-party components that are used in Symantec IGA.

Release 14.4.2

Click the following links to download the license agreements for the third-party components that are used in
Symantec IGA 14.4.2.

• C++ Connector Server
• Connector Xpress
• Identity Governance
• Identity Access Management Framework
• Identity Manager
• Identity Portal
• Rest Xpress
• Virtual Appliance

Release 14.4.1

Click the following links to download the license agreements for the third-party components that are used in
Symantec IGA 14.4.1.

• C++ Connector Server
• Connector Xpress
• Identity Governance
• Identity Access Management Framework
• Identity Manager
• Identity Portal
• Rest Xpress
• Virtual Appliance

Release 14.4

Symantec IGA 14.4 includes the following third-party components. Download the document locally to review the license
agreements.
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• accessibilityjs 1.01
• accessors-smart 1.2
• acegi-security 1.0.3
• activation 1.1
• activation 1.1.1
• ActiveMQ 5.1.0
• Adobe Air SDK 2.7
• Adobe Flash Builder 4.5
• Adobe Flex SDK 4.1
• AdoptOpenJDK v.1.8.0_252 Hotspot
• AlivePDF 0.1.4.9
• angular.js 1.6.3
• angular.js 1.6.5
• angular-bluebird-promises 1.0.2
• angular-bootstrap 0.12.1
• angular-chart 2.0
• angular-clipboard 1.5.0
• angular-cookies 1.6.6
• angular-drag-and-drop-lists 1.4.0
• angular-file-upload 2.3.4
• angular-filter 0.5.11
• angular-fixed-table-header 0.2.1
• AngularJS 1.5.5
• angular-local-storage 0.6.0
• angular-material 1.1.5
• angular-material-data-table 0.10.9
• angular-material-expansion-panel 0.6
• angular-materialize 0.1.8
• angular-material-time-picker 1.0.7
• angular-material-time-picker-1.0.7 1.0.7
• angular-messages 1.6.6
• angular-native-dragdrop 1.2.2
• angular-resource 1.6.6
• angular-tree-control 0.2.28
• angular-ui-ace 0.2.3
• angular-ui-bootstrap 0.12.1
• angular-ui-router 0.3.1
• angular-ui-router 1.0.6
• animate scss 3.2.1
• animate.css 3.5.2
• Ant 1.8.2
• Ant 1.9.7
• Antlr 2.7.6
• Antlr 2.7.7
• aopalliance 1.0
• apache commons csv 1.5
• Apache CXF 2.7.1
• Apache CXF 3.0.12
• Apache FOP 1.0
• array-flatten 2.1.1
• ASM 3
• ASM 3.1
• ASM 5.0.4
• AspectJ 1.6.6
• AspectJ 1.6.8
• Axis 1.4
• Axis2/Java 1.5
• backport-util-concurrent 3.1
• Batik 1.7
• Bean Scripting Framework 2.4.0
• BIRT 2.6.2
• bluebird 3.5.0
• boost 1.42
• Bootstrap 3.3.2
• Bootstrap 3.3.6
• bootstrap-sass 3.3.6
• bootstrap-tagsinput 0.71
• Bouncy Castle Java FIPS 1.0.1
• brace 0.9.0
• c3p0 0.9.1
• CA Common Utilities 11.2 SP2
• CA Normalized Integration Management for Service Management (CA NIM SM) 3.2.0.0
• CA OpenSSL 0.9.8.3-9
• CA Secure Socket Adapter 2.4.1
• CAM 1.13 (Build-09) GA
• CAM 1.13 (Build-10) GA
• CAM 1.13 Build 10 Patch 8
• CAM 1.14 Build 1
• Camel 1.3.0
• CAPKI(Previously known as ETPKI) r4.3.4
• CAPKI(Previously known as ETPKI) r5.2.5
• CentOS Stream 8
• cglib 2.2
• chroma-js 1.3.3
• Commons beanutils 1.7
• Commons Cli 1.2
• Commons Cli 1.4
• Commons Codec 1.3
• Commons Codec 1.5
• Commons Codec 1.9
• Commons Collections 3.2.2
• commons dbcp 1.2.1
• commons discovery 0.2
• commons discovery 0.5
• commons el 1.0
• Commons FileUpload 1.3.3
• Commons httpclient 3.1
• Commons IO 1.3.1
• Commons IO 2.1
• Commons Lang 2.3
• Commons Logging 1.1.1
• Commons Logging 1.2
• Commons Logging API 1.1.1
• Commons Pool 1.5.5
• Commons Pool 1.6
• Commons Validator 1.4.0
• Commons Validator 1.6.0
• commons-io 1.3.2
• commons-io 2.5
• commons-lang3 3.6
• commons-math3 3.2
• curl 7.53.1
• Derby 10.5.3.0
• Derby 10.8.2.2
• dom4j 1.5
• dom4j 1.6.1
• Easy Jason 1.0.0rc1
• ehcache-core 1.5
• ehcache-core 2.0.0
• ehcache-core 2.5.1
• End User License Agreement (EULA) r5.1.3-GA
• ESAPI 2.0.1
• Ext GWT 2.2.4
• Ext JS 4.1
• FileSaver.js 1.1
• FileSaver.js 1.3.3
• font-awesome 4.7.0
• Ganymed SSH-2 Build 250
• geronimo 1.0
• geronimo jaxws 2.2 spec 1.1
• go 1.4
• google-gson 2.2.4
• grunt 0.4.5
• grunt-cli 0.1.9
• Guava 15.0
• Guava 16.0.1
• GWT 2.4
• hammer 1.0.6
• Hazelcast 1.9.2.1
• Hibernate 5.0.3.Final
• hibernate-jpa-2.1-api 1.0.0.Final
• httpclient 4.2.2
• httpclient 4.5.3
• httpcore 4.2.2
• httpcore 4.4.6
• httpmime 4.5.3
• IBM DB2 Driver for JDBC and SQLJ 9.7
• ILM Connector Technology 2.0
• infinispan 7.2.1.Final
• InstallAnywhere 2008 Enterprise Value Pack 1
• InstallAnywhere 2017
• ios-html5-drag-drop-shim 1.1.1
• ios-html5-drag-drop-shim v2.0.0-beta.2
• jackson 1.5.2
• jackson 1.6.7
• jackson 2.6.7
• jackson 2.9.2
• jackson-databind 2.8.10
• jackson-databind 2.9.5
• jackson-dataformat-xml 2.8.10
• Jakarta Taglibs 1.0.6
• jandex 1.1.0.Final
• Jaspersoft JasperReports Server 6.3
• Java Mail 1.4
• javamail 1.4.2
• javassist 3.18.1
• JAXB 2.0 RI
• JAXB 2.0.1
• JAXB 2.2.11
• JAXB 2.2.6
• Jaxen 1.1 B8
• JAX-RPC 1.1
• JAX-RS 1.1.1
• jaxws 2.0
• Jcsv 1.4
• JDBC 11.2.0.3
• JDOM 1.0
• Jersey 1.1.5
• Jersey 1.1.5.1
• Jersey 2.27
• Jettison 1.1
• Jettison 1.3.1
• jmeter 2.3
• jmock 1.0.1
• JNDI 1.2.1
• Joda-time  1.4
• Joda-time  1.6
• Joda-time  1.6.2
• jquery 3.2.0
• jquery 3.2.1
• jquery.scrollTo 2.1.2
• JSch 0.1.54
• js-cookie 2.1.3
• JSON 20131018
• JSON Path 0.9.0
• JSON Smart 1.2
• JSON Smart 2.3
• json-path 2.4.0
• json-simple 1.1
• Jsoup 1.10.2
• JSR 181 1
• jsr 250 1.0
• jsr107cache 1.1
• jsr311-api 1.1.1
• jstree 1.0-rc3
• JTA 1.1
• Kettle Pentaho Data Integration 4.4.0
• Kettle Pentaho Data Integration 7.1
• lang-tag 1.5
• Linux extensions for Microsoft Azure IaaS 1.4
• lodash 4.17.4
• Log4j 1.2.15
• Log4j 1.2.17
• Log4j 1.2.8
• Log4j 2.12.0
• lucene-highlighter 2.2.0
• material-design-icons-iconfont 3.0.3
• materialize-css 0.97.6
• md-color-picker 0.2.6
• md-steppers 0.3.3
• Microsoft Azure Linux Agent 2.2.16
• Microsoft Visual C++ 2008 Redistributables 9.0 SP1
• Mitre proxy servlet commit:59209e27f13edfd5c8134b92980a99c19e5eb0aa
• moment 2.15.1
• mssql-jdbc 6.4.0.jre7
• mssql-jdbc 7.0.0.jre8
• myfaces 1.1.5
• ng-file-upload 12.2.13
• ng-infinite-scroll 1.3.0
• ngstorage 0.3.11
• ng-tags-input 3.2.0
• nimbus content-type 2.1
• nimbus-jose-jwt 8.19
• not-yet-commons-ssl 0.3.11
• not-yet-commons-ssl 0.3.17
• oauth2-oidc-sdk 8.19
• OpenCSV 1.8
• OpenCSV 2.2
• OpenSAML 1.0.1
• OpenSAML 2.4.1
• OpenSAML 2.5.3
• OpenSAML 2.6.6
• openws 1.4.1
• openws 1.5.6
• Oracle Database XE (Express Edition) 11 g
• Oracle Java Runtime Environment (JRE) 1.8.0_60
• Oracle JDBC Driver 12.1.0.2
• ordereddict 1.1
• ORO 2.0.7
• ORO 2.0.8
• POI 3.13
• POI 3.2
• PostgreSQL JDBC Driver 42.1.3
• python-pam 1.8.4
• Quartz 1.7.3
• Quartz 2.0.2
• reflections 0.9.9
• restangular 1.6.1
• Rhino 1.7R1
• roboto-fontface 0.5.0
• roboto-npm-webfont 0.0.4
• SAAJ 1.2
• SAAJ 1.3
• SAAJ 1.3.16-jbossorg-1
• sass-loader 6.0.6
• SAXPath 1.0
• ServiceMix 4.3
• Simple Logging Facade for Java (SLF4J) 1.4
• Slide 2.1
• snowdrop 2.0.2
• SOAP with Attachments API for Java 1.3
• sortablejs 1.5.1
• spring framework 1.2.8
• spring framework 1.2.9
• spring framework 2.0.3.RELEASE
• spring framework 3.0.6
• spring framework 4.2.9
• spring framework 4.3.11.RELEASE
• spring framework 4.3.4.RELEASE
• spring mobile 1.1.1.RELEASE
• spring-boot 1.5.7.RELEASE
• spring-ldap-core  2.3.1.RELEASE
• spring-ldap-ldif-core 2.3.1.RELEASE
• spring-security 4.1.0
• SQL Server 2005 JDBC Driver 1.2
• SQL Server JDBC Driver 4.0
• StAX 1.2
• StAX2 3.1.1
• stax-api 1.0.1
• struts 2.5.17
• Sun Java Streaming XML Parser 1.0.1
• super csv 2.0.1
• super csv 2.1.0
• Textangular 1.5.12
• throttle-debounce 1.0.1
• timeago 1.5.3
• tinycolor2 1.4.1
• tornado 6.0.3
• truncate.js 1.1.2
• ui-scrollpoint 2.1.1
• ui-select 0.19.6
• underscore 1.8.3
• url-pattern 1.0.1
• url-pattern 1.0.3
• Velocity 1.4
• Velocity 1.5
• Velocity 1.7
• videojs 5.11.6
• vjs-video 0.1.6
• what-input 5.0.1
• Wicket 1.4.19
• Wicket 1.4.21
• wicketstuff-objectautocomplete 1.4.19
• wicketstuff-objectautocomplete 1.4.21
• wicket-tree 0.4.2
• WildFly 8.2.0.Final
• wiquery 1.1.2
• wiquery 1.2.4
• Workpoint 3.4.2-P005
• Workpoint 3.5.2
• wsadminlib N/A
• WSDL4J 1.5.1
• WSDL4J 1.6.1
• WSDL4J 1.6.2
• WSO2 Charon 3.1.30
• wss4j 1.5.1
• Xalan-C 1.9.0
• Xalan-J 2.7.0
• XDocReport 1.0.6
• Xerces-C 2.6.2
• Xerces-J 2.7.1
• Xinha 0.96Beta2
• xml-apis 1.4.01
• XMLBeans 2.2.0
• XMLBeans 2.4.0
• XMLBeans 2.6.0
• xmlgraphics-commons 1.4
• xml-resolver 1.2
• xmlsec 1.3.0
• xmlsec 1.5.7
• xmltask 1.13
• xmltooling 1.3.1
• xmltooling 1.4.6
• XPP3 1.1.4c
• XStream 1.2.2
• XStream 1.3
• xws-security 1.3.1
• xws-security 2.0
• ZipForge.NET 2.1.0
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © 2005–2023 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its
subsidiaries. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective
companies.
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